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Abstract
Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) already make a major con-
tribution to driving safety. To further increase this contribution, it is,
however, vital that future intelligent vehicles perceive, predict, and as-
sess their environment more comprehensively. In this context, the present
dissertation approaches the questions i) how to represent the driving envi-
ronment adequately within an environment model, ii) how to obtain such
a representation, and iii) how to predict the future traffic scene evolution
for proper criticality assessment. Bayesian inference provides the common
theoretical framework of all designed methods.
Based on the shortcomings of existing environment representations, a
novel parametric representation of general driving environments is first
introduced in this work. It consists of a combination of dynamic object
maps for moving objects and so-called Parametric Free Space (PFS) maps
for static environment structures. PFS maps model the environment by a
closed curve around the vehicle, which encloses relevant drivable free space.
The representation compactly describes all essential information contained
in common occupancy grid maps, suppresses irrelevant details, and con-
sistently separates between static and dynamic environment objects.
A novel method for grid mapping in dynamic road environments pro-
vides the basis to realize this representation. Therein, dynamic cell hy-
pothesis are detected, clustered, and subsequently tracked and classified
with an adaptive Bayesian multiple model filter for jump Markov nonlin-
ear systems – the so-called Interacting Multiple Model Unscented Kalman
Probabilistic Data Association Filter (IMM-UK-PDAF). The intermedi-
ate result is a dynamic object map and an optimized grid of the static
driving environment. From the optimized grid, relevant free space is then
extracted by methods of image analysis, and robustly converted to a PFS
map in a final B-Spline contour tracking step. Evaluations and experi-
ments, which were performed with an experimental vehicle equipped with
radars and a stereo camera in real driving environments, confirm the ad-
vantages of the real-time capable approach.
The so-obtained representation additionally forms the basis of a novel
method for long-term trajectory prediction and criticality assessment.
Abstract XIX
Therein, a three-layered Bayesian network is used to infer current driving
maneuvers of traffic participants initially. A trash maneuver class allows
the detection of irrational driving behavior and the seamless application
from highly-structured to non-structured environments. Subsequently,
maneuver-based prediction models in form of stochastic processes are
presented and employed to predict the vehicle configurations under
consideration of uncertainties in the maneuver executions. Finally, the
criticality time metric Time-To-Critical-Collision-Probability (TTCCP) is
introduced as a generalization of the time metric Time-To-Collision (TTC)
for arbitrary, uncertain, multi-object driving environments and longer
prediction horizons. The TTCCP considers all uncertain, maneuver-based
predictions and is estimated via Monte Carlo simulations. Simulations
confirm its potential to suppress false warnings, to generate timely true
warnings, and to generate warnings in critical almost-collision situations
effectively.
All methods are part of the driver assistance system PRORETA 3, which
has been co-developed in the context of this thesis. It constitutes a novel,
integrated approach to collision avoidance and vehicle automation and
thereby makes a valuable contribution to realize the Vision Zero – the
vision of a future without traffic deaths.
XX
Kurzfassung
Fahrerassistenzsysteme leisten bereits heute einen bedeutenden Beitrag
zur Sicherheit im Straßenverkehr. Um diesen Beitrag weiter zu erhöhen,
müssen zukünftige intelligente Fahrzeuge ihre Umgebung jedoch noch ein-
gehender wahrnehmen, prädizieren und bewerten. In diesem Kontext be-
handelt die vorliegende Dissertation die Fragen, i) wie die Fahrumgebung
geeignet in einem Umfeldmodell repräsentiert werden kann, ii) wie eine sol-
che Repräsentation realisierbar ist und iii) wie die zukünftige Entwicklung
der Verkehrssituation sowie deren Kritikalität abgeschätzt werden kann.
Bayessche Inferenzverfahren bilden das gemeinsame theoretische Gerüst
aller hierzu entworfenen Methoden.
Ausgehend von den Limitierungen bestehender Umgebungsrepräsenta-
tionen wird in dieser Arbeit zunächst eine neue parametrische Reprä-
sentation allgemeiner Fahrumgebungen eingeführt. Sie besteht aus einer
Kombination aus dynamischen Objektkarten für sich bewegende Objek-
te und sogenannten parametrischen Freiraumkarten für statische Umge-
bungsstrukturen. Letztere modellieren die Umgebung mittels einer ge-
schlossenen Kurve, die das Fahrzeug umgibt und die relevante befahrbare
Freiräume einschließt. Die Repräsentation stellt alle wesentlichen Informa-
tionen, die auch in den verbreiteten Belegungsgitterkarten enthalten sind,
kompakt dar, unterdrückt irrelevante Details und unterscheidet konsistent
zwischen dynamischen und statischen Objekten.
Eine neue Methode zur Erstellung von Belegungsgitterkarten in
dynamischen Fahrumgebungen bildet die Basis zur Realisierung dieser
Repräsentation. Hierbei werden dynamische Zellhypothesen detektiert,
gruppiert und objektbasiert mit einem adaptiven Bayesschen Mehrmo-
dellfilter für nichtlineare Markov-Sprungprozesse – dem sogenannten
Interacting Multiple Model Unscented Kalman Probabilistic Data Asso-
ciation Filter (IMM-UK-PDAF) – zeitlich verfolgt und klassifiziert. Das
Zwischenresultat ist eine dynamische Objektkarte sowie eine optimierte
Belegungsgitterkarte der statischen Umgebung. Aus der optimierten
Gitterkarte werden daraufhin relevante Freiräume mit Methoden der
Bildverarbeitung extrahiert und im Rahmen eines nachgeschalteten
B-Spline-Konturverfolgungsschritts robust in eine parametrische Frei-
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raumkarte überführt. Evaluationen und Experimente, die in realen
Fahrumgebungen mit einem mit Radarsensoren und Stereokamera ausge-
rüsteten Versuchsfahrzeug ausgeführt wurden, bestätigen die Vorteile des
echtzeitfähigen Ansatzes.
Die so erzeugte Umgebungsrepräsentation dient darüber hinaus als
Basis für ein neues Langzeit-Trajektorienprädiktions- und Kritikalitätsbe-
wertungsverfahren. Den Ausgangspunkt hierfür bildet ein dreischichtiges
Bayessches Netz, das genutzt wird, um auf die aktuellen Fahrmanöver
der Verkehrsteilnehmer zu schließen. Eine Restmanöverklasse erlaubt
zusätzlich die Erkennung irrationaler Fahrerhandlungen sowie die naht-
lose Anwendbarkeit von hochstrukturierten bis hin zu unstrukturierten
Fahrumgebungen. Weiterhin werden manöverbasierte Prädiktionsmodelle
in Form stochastischer Prozesse vorgestellt und zur Vorhersage der
Fahrzeugkonfigurationen unter Berücksichtigung von Unsicherheiten in
der Manöverausführung genutzt. Abschließend wird das Kritikalitätszeit-
maß Time-To-Critical-Collision-Probability (TTCCP) als Erweiterung
des Zeitmaßes Time-To-Collision (TTC) für beliebige unsichere Fahr-
umgebungen mit mehreren Objekten eingeführt, das auch für längere
Prädiktionshorizonte geeignet ist. Die TTCCP bezieht alle unsicheren,
manöverbasierten Vorhersagen mit ein und wird mittels einer Monte-
Carlo-Simulation geschätzt. Simulationen bestätigen das Potential des
Ansatzes Fehlwarnungen zu unterdrücken, korrekte Warnungen frühzeitig
zu erzeugen sowie auch in kritischen Beinahezusammenstoßsituationen
effektiv zu warnen.
Anwendung finden die Methoden im Assistenzsystem PRORETA 3, das
im Rahmen dieser Arbeit mitentwickelt wurde. Dieses stellt einen inte-
gralen Ansatz zur Kollisionsvermeidung und Fahrzeugautomatisierung dar
und leistet damit seinerseits einen wertvollen Beitrag zur Realisierung der
Vision Zero – der Vision einer Zukunft ohne Verkehrstote.
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More than 90 % of all traffic accidents are at least partly caused by human
error [248]. This fact clearly motivates the need of driver assistance sys-
tems to turn the Vision Zero into reality – a vision of a future in which no
one will be killed or seriously injured on the road [258]. Remarkable suc-
cess has already been achieved in lowering the number of traffic accidents
and deaths over the last decades. Fig. 1.1 illustrates the relative change
of the number of motorized vehicles, injured persons, and deaths in Ger-
man road traffic over the years 1970–2014 based on [238]. Although the
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Figure 1.1: Relative change of the number of motorized vehicles, injured per-
sons, and deaths in German road traffic over the years 1970–2014 based on [238].
number of vehicles more than doubled in this time interval, the number
of injured persons decreased by a factor of 1.5 and the number of deaths
even decreased by more than a factor of 6.
This promising development has provably been fostered by passive safety
systems, such as seatbelts and airbags, as well as by early active safety
systems, e.g. anti-lock braking (since 1987) or electronic stability control
(since 1995) [231]. However, passive systems can only mitigate the ef-
fects of occurring accidents, while such early active systems are limited
to interventions that can be triggered purely based on the ego vehicle’s
states, which are estimated with the help of proprioceptive sensors. En-
vironment knowledge is not taken into account. Therefore, so-called Ad-
vanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) have been developed, which
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additionally consider the state of the environment observed by exterocep-
tive sensors, such as radars, lidars, sonars, or cameras. Examples already
in market include collision warning and intervention systems, lane depar-
ture warnings, lane keeping support systems, lane change assists, adaptive
cruise control, traffic-jam assists, vision enhancing systems, park assists,
and many more [48, 273]. To date, each of these assistants mainly oper-
ates as an independent, individually designed unit [70]. Future ADAS,
in contrast, will act cooperatively [70], and the development will prob-
ably culminate in holistic ADAS that are not composed of individually
designed functions any more but directly suitable for a large variety of
different traffic situations. This thesis originates from the development of
such an integrated ADAS.
One of the main challenges in this regard is the choice and development
of an adequate environment model, i.e. a suitable representation of the
driving environment. The environment model provides a holistic view of
the current traffic scene and constitutes a consistent knowledge base for all
assistance functions [67]. It thus permits the decoupling of the function
from the specific sensor setup. In this context, the first main question
addressed in this thesis is the following:
1. How can relevant environment information be represented in a con-
sistent, compact, easily interpretable way with sufficient detail to realize
future, integrated ADAS?
Since it is of limited use to find an ideal representation that cannot be
generated, the second main question addressed is:
2. How can the environment representation be generated online in a
robust, computationally efficient, sensor-independent way?
These two questions relate to the representation and estimation of the
current state of the environment. For correct decisions, warnings, and
interventions, it is, however, important not just to represent this current
state but to predict the uncertain future evolution of the traffic scene.
Only then it is possible to correctly assess the situation’s criticality. The
third main question this thesis is based on is thus:
3. How can a system for long-term, multi-object trajectory prediction
and criticality assessment in arbitrary driving environments be realized
that takes uncertainties into account?
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These questions will be motivated in greater detail in the corresponding
chapters.
1.1 Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis, which directly relate to the men-
tioned questions, can be summarized as follows:
• Novel metric environment representation for intelligent vehicles by
combining dynamic object maps with introduced Parametric Free
Space (PFS) maps [223,226].
• Novel method for grid mapping and tracking in dynamic road envi-
ronments [225,226].
– Novel grid-based dynamic object detection and reconstruction
by using knowledge about newly available free space.
– Novel filter combination for tracking jump Markov nonlinear
systems in clutter.
– Novel multiple model tracking filter-based classification of dy-
namic grid cell hypothesis.
• Novel method for grid-based free space detection and estima-
tion [221,223,226].
– Novel free space detection by morphological image analysis ap-
plied to occupancy grid maps.
– Novel B-spline contour tracking of arbitrary free space shapes.
• Novel method for probabilistic, long-term trajectory prediction and
criticality assessment [222,224].
– Novel three-layered Bayesian network designed for driving ma-
neuver detection.
– Novel probabilistic, maneuver-based trajectory prediction mod-
els.
– Novel criticality metric Time-To-Critical-Collision-Probability
(TTCCP) as an extension of the Time-To-Collision (TTC) for
arbitrary, uncertain, multi-object driving environments.
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All contributions harmonize naturally with each other as they are based
on the same underlying Bayesian theory. A combination of all methods
has been integrated in a developed environment simulator, while environ-
ment representation-related algorithms have additionally been fully im-
plemented and tested on an experimental vehicle. They are part of the
holistic driver assistance system PRORETA 3 [25, 56, 274,275], which the
author co-developed in the course of this thesis.
Individual contributions have already been made available to the Intelli-
gent Transportation Systems and the Robotics and Automation community
in the author’s publications [25, 217–226,274, 275], which are summarized
in appendix B, p. 217.
The next section describes the structure of this thesis and highlights
how the chapters and contributions interrelate.
1.2 Thesis Structure
The thesis structure is shown in Fig. 1.2. Chapters that contain novel
contributions are highlighted in gray. After the introductory Chapter 1,
common metric environment representations are presented and discussed
with respect to their suitability for future ADAS in Chapter 2, which
closes with the description of the proposed novel representation. Since
Bayesian inference plays a major role in its realization, all relevant theo-
retical foundations are presented subsequently in Chapter 3 with a focus
on the employed filters and their applications in target tracking and oc-
cupancy grid mapping. Chapter 4 is devoted to a novel grid mapping and
tracking approach in dynamic road environments, which results in a dy-
namic object map and an optimized grid map that only contains static
environment structures. In Chapter 5, this optimized grid is the basis
for the extraction of so-called Parametric Free Space (PFS) maps, which
compactly represent the static driving environment in form of drivable
free space. This completes the generation process of the proposed met-
ric environment representation. The final representation then serves as
the foundation of a novel long-term prediction and criticality assessment
approach, which is introduced and described in detail in Chapter 6.
Up to that point, all presented methods are general and can be employed
for different ADAS and intelligent vehicles. Chapter 7, in contrast, embeds
the methods into the novel, holistic ADAS PRORETA 3, which not only
provides safety warnings and interventions in a large variety of different
traffic scenarios but also a maneuver-based comfort driving mode in form
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Figure 1.2: Thesis structure with possible reading paths. Chapters containing
majors contributions are shaded in gray, whereas chapters with minor novelties
are shown hatched.
of a cooperative automation between vehicle and driver. The main results
of this thesis along with possible future work are finally summarized in
Chapter 8.
Although the best reading experience is given if all chapters are read
one after each other, Chapters 4-6 have carefully been designed to be self-
contained so that readers only interested in the specific areas grid mapping
in dynamic environments, PFS maps and free space detection, or prediction
and criticality assessment can directly jump to the corresponding topic of
interest. Therefore, related work on these individual topics is directly
located in the corresponding chapters.
62 Environment
Representations for ADAS
The present chapter first gives an overview of common metric environment
representations and compares them with respect to their suitability for
future ADAS. Subsequently, the proposed representation is introduced,
which combines dynamic object maps with a novel description of static
driving environments in form of so-called Parametric Free Space (PFS)
maps.
2.1 Introduction and Motivation
The real world in all its facets is exceptionally complex. Any system
that operates therein thus needs to perform some kind of abstraction and
build a simplified model of its environment. Such an environment model
is an internal representation of the surroundings of a mobile robot, e.g.
an intelligent vehicle. The model always has to be adapted to the tasks
and the type of environment the system is located in [49]. In principle,
an environment representation should be as compact as possible and as
general as needed for the given tasks. Overly simplified models involve the
danger that specific tasks cannot be performed since the model does not
include the required information, whereas overly detailed models obscure
relevant information and complicate subsequent processing.
In this context, one distinguishes between topological and metric rep-
resentations. Topological representations provide high-level, qualitative
information about spatial relations of world entities without specifying
their exact locations in space. For example, the knowledge that there is
another lane next to the current lane is part of such a topological map,
which is normally represented as a graph. Metric representations, in con-
trast, encode spatial information quantitatively in a coordinate frame and
are thus a prerequisite for tasks like trajectory planning. Both types are
often used in parallel in one system. The present work focuses on metric
representations, which in turn differ greatly in their level of detail.
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In the field of intelligent vehicles, it is a known fact [92] that solely
sparse object-based environment models – as used in today’s adaptive
cruise control or emergency braking systems – are not sufficient for the
realization of future ADAS such as Collision Avoidance Systems (CAS) in
arbitrary environments [25] or general lateral vehicle guidance systems, e.g.
in narrow inner-city roads [172], in construction sites [155], or with respect
to arbitrary elevated objects [25]. However, an established interface for the
required dense environment models for these near-future ADAS functions
does not exist [92], and there is no clear consensus which representation is
the most suitable. Ideally, the model should
• be compact enough for transmission between electronic control units
with limited transmission bandwidth,
• be sufficiently general to permit the realization of a large variety of
future ADAS functions,
• suppress irrelevant environment details to facilitate situation inter-
pretation and planning,
• represent free space explicitly to permit safety-related trajectory
planning,
• be generable online in a computationally inexpensive, robust way
with all exteroceptive sensors used in the automotive domain,
• be able to cope with dynamic objects and to represent them ade-
quately, and
• allow to incorporate sensor uncertainties.
In recent times, grid-based representations [76] have increasingly been
used, e.g. for realizing CAS with an incorporation of available free
space [205], lateral vehicle guidance [155], or overtaking assistants [105].
However, the disadvantages of grid-based representations, namely the
required transmission bandwidth and memory resources [92], might limit
their application in near-future ADAS due to the slow data transfer
over low data rate busses or vehicle-to-vehicle communication interfaces.
Moreover, grid-based representations suffer from discretization effects,
contain a large amount of irrelevant details such as unreachable free space
areas, and have only limited capability to represent dynamic objects.
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Therefore, a novel environment representation is proposed in this thesis
to cope with these issues. Due to its widespread usage, it directly builds
upon a conventional grid mapping algorithm. The resulting grid, however,
only serves as an intermediate step for the generation of two parametric,
continuous representations: a dynamic object map for dynamic entities as
well as a so-called Parametric Free Space (PFS) map for the static environ-
ment. Before these are introduced in detail, common metric environment
representations are first discussed in the following.
2.2 Related Work
In the discussion of metric environment models, several relations have to
be kept in mind. The lower its abstraction level, the more general is
an environment model. It contains more details because fewer model as-
sumptions are incorporated. On the downside, less abstract models have
higher transmission bandwidth requirements and, even more important,
are harder to interpret by ADAS algorithms as these have to cope with
irrelevant details. In contrast, the higher the abstraction level of an en-
vironment model, the fewer details are preserved. Hence, the required
bandwidth is reduced, but the risk that specific functions cannot be real-
ized is increased. Therefore, one has to strike a balance with the aim to
find an abstract, generic representation that still permits the realization
of future ADAS functions but without containing irrelevant details. In
general, the more structured the environment, the more abstract is the
possible generic representation.
Fig. 2.1 illustrates common metric environment models from mobile
robotics and the automotive domain. These are discussed with respect
to their suitability for future ADAS in the following, starting with the
highest abstraction level.
Feature maps (Fig. 2.1a) are the most compact representation consid-
ered. They represent the environment either by a set of point landmarks
(landmark-based maps [245]), by a collection of lines (line maps [49]), or,
more general, by geometric shapes (object maps [245]). Feature maps are
only suitable in at least semi-structured environments that can be fully
described by only a small vocabulary of geometric elements [245]. More-
over, they have to cope with the error-prone correspondence problem of
associating individual measurements with already detected features. For
a successful association, a sparse set of distinctive features is required,
and the resulting maps lack detailed geometric descriptions as a conse-
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Figure 2.1: Environment representations of various levels of abstractness
from most abstract (a) to most general (i): feature map [160] (a), interval
map [267] (b), 2D grid map [223] (c), elevation map [61] (d), stixel world [194] (e),
multi-level surface map [249] (f), voxel grid [47] (g), mesh [49] (h), raw sensor
data [193] (i). Images taken from the mentioned sources.
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quence [245]. Nevertheless, a combination of point and line maps is used
in [160] for the representation of static driving environments. Such de-
scriptions may be sufficient for road boundaries but not for less structured
areas. Another negative property is that feature maps cannot represent
free space explicitly. This is, however, considered a particularly impor-
tant criterion for future CAS because these systems need to distinguish
between areas that have just not yet been observed and areas with real
free space evidence to plan safe maneuvers. Although feature-based maps
do not suffer from discretization effects and are very compact, the men-
tioned limitations outweigh the advantages. Hence, these types of maps
are hardly suitable for future ADAS on their own. However, the common
object lists, which belong to the class of object maps, remain beneficial
for object-based tracking of dynamic entities such as other vehicles, e.g. as
realized in [21, 64, 154, 170, 177, 201, 240], because these can be compactly
described by predefined, basic geometric shapes.
2D interval maps [267] (Fig. 2.1b) are a more general representation
than feature maps. The space around the vehicle is discretized in longi-
tudinal direction, while the lateral components are stored as continuous
values in the form of point and interval cells. The rationale behind this
approach is the observation that ADAS functions for longitudinal traffic
require a higher perception accuracy in lateral than in longitudinal direc-
tion [267]. In [41], interval maps are used to compactly represent free space
in front of the ego vehicle by equidistant intervals or rectangles, respec-
tively. An interval map-based precrash function is further demonstrated
in [267]. 2D interval maps can be built quickly and require low bandwidth
but have so far only been directly mapped via precise laser scanners.1
Moreover, the dependence of the data structure on the vehicle orientation
may complicate subsequent environment recognition and interpretation
algorithms such as automatic junction or roundabout detections.
2D occupancy grid maps (Fig. 2.1c) belong to the next lower abstrac-
tion level. Here, the environment is tessellated into a finite number of cells,
each of which is assigned a probability of being occupied, depending on the
sensor readings [76]. Occupancy grid maps do not have to cope with the
correspondence problem, can be constructed with limited computational
resources by all automotive environment sensors including radars, lidars,
or stereo cameras, and are able to handle free space information explicitly.
On the downside, they suffer from high bandwidth and memory require-
1Alternatively, the interval-based representation can also be extracted from occu-
pancy grid map-based representations as described in [40].
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ments [92] in their standard form, which might limit their application in
near-future ADAS due to the slow data transfer over low data rate busses
or vehicle-to-vehicle communication interfaces. These high bandwidth re-
quirements can, however, be reduced by altering the data structure of the
grid with the aid of compression techniques. Examples include the use of
well-known hierarchical structures such as quadtrees, as realized in [134],
or the approach described in [91, 92], in which a coarse cell quantization
is combined with a run-length encoding of temporal difference grids for
removing spatial and temporal redundancies during grid transmission. In-
dependent of the bandwidth requirements, occupancy grids suffer from
discretization effects, contain a large amount of irrelevant details such as
unreachable free space areas, and are not directly suitable for represent-
ing dynamic environments as the conventional mapping assumes a static
world. To cope with the latter issue, hybrid environment models that com-
bine grid-based representations of static parts with sparse, object-based
representations of dynamic objects can be employed [42, 73, 92, 104, 186].
Alternatively, the grid cells’ state space can be extended by velocity com-
ponents [57].2 In recent times, grid-based representations have increasingly
been used in the ADAS domain, e.g. for realizing CAS with an incorpora-
tion of available free space [205], lateral vehicle guidance [155], grid map-
based road boundary and road course estimations [65,107,131,243,269], an
overtaking assistant [105], precise localization by matching a digital road
map to the grid [132], and parking space detection [212].
2.5D maps offer an even more detailed representation of the driving en-
vironment, which, however, cannot be created by all sensors employed in
the ADAS domain, e.g. not by automotive radars. The simplest version
of 2.5D maps are elevation maps (Fig. 2.1d), which store the height of
the terrain surface in cells of a discrete grid [96]. Elevation maps, how-
ever, lack the ability to represent vertical or overhanging structures such
as bridges [49] and do not provide a robust temporal filtering in their
standard form.3 They have been used as an intermediate step for stereo
camera-based grid-mapping [183], for the detection of road surfaces and
obstacles [188], and for the generation of dynamic polygonal maps [257].
The so-called stixel world [194] (Fig. 2.1e) provides another intermediate
2This topic is picked up again in Section 4, in which related work on mapping dy-
namic environments is discussed in detail and a novel, computationally efficient method
for grid mapping in dynamic environments is outlined.
3Very recently, a promising, but computationally demanding, particle-based solu-
tion for tracking elevation maps has been presented [61], which could enable their use
in dynamic environments.
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level 2.5D representation of the driving environment. Vertical surfaces in
front of the ego vehicle are approximated by adjacent rectangular sticks
of a certain width and height but without depth information. The stixel
world can be generated in two different ways. One option is to construct
an occupancy grid for an initial free space computation by dynamic pro-
gramming first, and subsequently estimate the height of the stixels that
limit the detected free space [12]. The other option is to perform one single
global optimization step as explained in [195]. The stixel world can han-
dle dynamic environments, but the result is not a real map because only
stixel information of the current frame (scan) is kept in an ego vehicle-fixed
coordinate system. Moreover, free space is only represented implicitly.
Another 2.5D representation, the multi-level surface map (Fig. 2.1f), has
been introduced in [249] as an extension of elevation maps. The cells of
multi-level surface maps contain a list of so-called surface patches, each
of which reflect the possibility to traverse the 3D environment at a spe-
cific height. Multi-level surface maps represent 3D structures as height
values over a grid in analogy to elevation maps but additionally allow
for the storage of more than one vertical structure. Consequently, over-
hanging structures such as bridges or tunnels can be represented correctly.
However, only positive sensor data of detected objects is recorded, and
occupancy values can thus never be decreased. This property makes them
unsuitable for dynamic road environments because obsolete moving object
information is never deleted. Moreover, unknown areas are not represented
in this kind of map.
In contrast to the mentioned 2.5D representations, full 3D representa-
tions can describe arbitrarily shaped three-dimensional objects. Prominent
examples include voxel grids (Fig. 2.1g) as straightforward extensions of
two-dimensional cell representations to the height dimension. Methods
for constructing voxel grids can be subdivided into i) truly probabilistic
ones, which have a 3D occupancy grid map as a result [108, 175, 213],
and ii) methods that just employ a voxel grid to coarsen the level of detail
of 3D point clouds. The latter is, for example, used in [47] as an inter-
mediate step for stereo vision-based obstacle detection and in [123] for
the detection of dynamic objects based on 3D warping. Full probabilis-
tic 3D grid maps are computationally expensive to construct and require
high bandwidth for transmission even if memory-efficient, hierarchical data
structures such as octrees are employed as in [108, 213]. This limits their
applicability for near-future ADAS, in which the environment representa-
tion has to be transferred between many electronic control units. Voxel
methods of the second category produce voxel grids faster but lack the
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explicit description of free space, do not use probabilistic sensor models,
and do not provide a way of fusing sensor information.
Meshes (Fig. 2.1h), as another example of full 3D representations, can
encode any combination of surfaces and are reducible to a relatively com-
pact form by mesh simplification algorithms [49]. Their main limitations
lie in the correct extraction of surfaces from raw data as well as in the
robust detection of discontinuities [49], which are common in road en-
vironments, e.g. in form of other vehicles or buildings. Moreover, they
are incapable of handling dynamic changes in the environment. To date,
meshes do not play any role in the ADAS domain.
Raw sensor data models such as 3D point sets (clouds) (Fig. 2.1i) have
the lowest abstraction level. For future ADAS, they are not suitable be-
cause of the high required bandwidth that grows with each new scan, the
difficult interpretation, and the strong dependence on the sensor modal-
ity [55]. Moreover, raw sensor data models do not provide a representation
of free and unknown space either.
Table 2.1 summarizes the properties of the discussed metric environment
models, namely their level of detail (L), performance (P), compactness (C),
free space describability (F), capability of handling and describing moving
objects (M), sensor independence (I), and represented dimension (D). The
properties of the proposed representation, which is introduced in the next
section, are additionally already shown in the last row for completeness.
Table 2.1: Comparison of metric environment representations.
−− very low; − low; 0 medium; + high; ++ very high
Representation L P C F M I D
Landmark-based map −− ++ ++ − + + 2
Line map − + ++ − 0 + 2
Object map − + ++ − ++ + 2-3
Interval map − ++ ++ 0 + ++ 2
Occ. grid map (2D) 0 + 0 + 0 ++ 2
Elevation map + 0 0 − − − 2.5
Stixel world + 0 + 0 + − 2.5
Multi-level surface map ++ − 0 − − − 2.5
Occ. grid map (3D) ++ −− −− + 0 − 3
Mesh ++ −− 0 − −− − 3
Raw sensor data ++ ++ −− − − −− 2-3
Proposed representation 0 + ++ + ++ ++ 2
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Conclusion
Different common environment representations have been discussed with
respect to their suitability for future ADAS. In conclusion, sparse dynamic
object maps for the representation of dynamic entities, in combination with
the information contained in dense 2D grid maps seem to provide a suffi-
cient level of detail to realize a large variety of future ADAS. For example,
lateral vehicle guidance with respect to obstacles, or evasive steering as-
sists that consider drivable free space, can be accomplished with such a
combination as they do not require 2.5D or 3D information.4 However,
in the eyes of the author, the information contained in these grid maps
is not represented in its optimal, compact form for transmission and in-
terpretation and is linked too strongly to the discrete cell representation.
Therefore, a compact, continuous, parametric description is proposed also
for arbitrary static driving environments, which additionally facilitates en-
vironment interpretation by suppressing irrelevant details.
2.3 Proposed Representation
The proposed metric environment representation for near-future ADAS
is illustrated on an exemplary driving scene in Fig. 2.2. Excerpts have
already been published by the author in [223,226].
The representation consists of a combination of dynamic object maps for
representing dynamic entities with so-called Parametric Free Space (PFS)
maps for encoding relevant static parts of the environment. This separa-
tion is beneficial for subsequent situation interpretation algorithms that
need to treat static and dynamic objects in a different way. The dynamic
object map (white) just contains the oncoming vehicle abstracted by a
bounding rectangle with an estimated state vector. The PFS map, in con-
trast, is a continuous, 2D bird’s-eye view representation of the local static
environment around the ego vehicle, which does not model the world by
discrete cells but by a combination of a parametric curve and geometric
primitives. An important difference to other parametric maps, such as ob-
ject maps, is that not objects of the environment are described explicitly
but rather the opposite – the absence of objects in form of free space. Free
space is defined as the whole drivable space for the vehicle in this context,
4Note that there might be some future ADAS functions for which a 2D represen-
tation is not sufficient, e.g. for driver warnings if a bridge is too low to pass safely for
trucks. However, even in these cases one could argue that a 2D representation that
models areas under the bridge as obstacles is acceptable.
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Figure 2.2: Proposed environment representation within an exemplary driving
scene with a tree-lined road, a parked trailer, an oncoming vehicle, a blocked
right turning, a guardrail, a tire, a box, two houses, and the red ego vehicle in
the middle. The dynamic object map is shown in white, the novel PFS map
description of the static environment is visualized in red, orange, and blue.
independent of the current lane. The motivation for this free space de-
scription is twofold. First, objects in the driving environment are mostly
not visible from all sides because the ego vehicle’s environment sensors
can normally only detect the parts that lie directly in the line of sight of
the sensor. Since the driving environment contains too many unknowns to
make adequate assumptions about the hidden parts of the objects5, they
5Note that this especially holds for arbitrary static objects. Moving objects can
usually be assumed to have a specific shape such as a bounding box.
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cannot be described by object maps. Second, an explicit representation of
detected free space is important for safety-related trajectory planning.
As the outer boundary of the free space itself can be arbitrarily shaped,
a flexible, closed curve is chosen to describe it in a parametric form. The
advantage of a closed curve is that scenarios with multiple obstacles all-
around the ego vehicle, such as crowded parking lots, can also be treated.
If the sensors detect a significant amount of free space all-around an ob-
ject, then this inner free space boundary – which is greater or equal to the
outer object boundary – is represented by simple geometric primitives, e.g.
by bounding rectangles or circles. This has proven to be sufficient because
inner objects that render such a mapping possible are normally small com-
pared to the large outer free space boundary. In the unlikely event that
free space is detected all-around an unstructured object of large dimen-
sions, the PFS map will just contain a little less free space than actually
available and is thus conservative in this regard. Furthermore, PFS maps
only describe relevant free space not merely to achieve an even more com-
pact representation but rather to facilitate situation interpretation tasks.
Free areas are considered as irrelevant if they are unreachable or smaller
than a vehicle’s size because future ADAS will most likely not need this
specific information.
In addition to the metric description, location-related semantic informa-
tion, which encodes supplemental knowledge, is attached to the free space
boundary. Examples include the description of the area behind the free
space with the corresponding labels “obstacle boundary” or “unknown
environment boundary”. In Fig. 2.2, the parametric curve of the PFS
map encloses the available free space that is delimited by either obstacle
boundaries (red) or boundaries to unknown environment (orange). Small
passages between narrowly spaced trees as well as the trailer that is parked
in front of them belong to the continuous outer free space curve. This also
holds for the guardrails on the right-hand side of the road and the two
crashed vehicles that block the right turn. In contrast, the two small ob-
stacles on the road – a tire and a box – are captured by the geometric
primitives description (blue) because sufficient free space is available and
detected around them. Note that the house behind the guardrail is not
included in the PFS map because it is located behind the outer free space
boundary and therefore unreachable for the ego vehicle.
The integration of the two maps (PFS map and dynamic object map)
into the world model is illustrated in Fig. 2.3. In combination, they pro-
vide the metric representation that is extended by additional environment
information such as drivable lanes, traffic signs, and topological maps to
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Figure 2.3: Integration of PFS and dynamic object maps in the world model.
form the complete world model, which decouples the ADAS function from
the specific sensor configuration. This world model is subsequently in-
terpreted by function-dependent situation interpretation algorithms for
different ADAS.
Due to the mentioned advantages and the widespread usage of grid
map-based representations, a method is presented in this thesis that ob-
tains both the dynamic object map and the PFS map in a consistent way
by first building a grid map in dynamic driving environments as an in-
termediate representation. This intermediate grid decouples subsequent
steps from specific sensor configurations. Moreover, the consistency be-
tween static and dynamic world is always ensured with this approach due
to the common underlying grid.
In order to realize the representation, various variants of Bayesian infer-
ence are employed throughout this work, which include different mapping
and tracking filters. Therefore, all relevant theoretical foundations on this
topic are first presented in the following chapter.
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3 Bayesian Inference for
Nonlinear Filtering Tasks
Bayesian inference is a theoretically well-founded method for reasoning un-
der uncertainty. The following sections first provide the theoretical founda-
tions of Bayesian filters as a special case of Bayesian inference in dynamic
systems. These filters form the basis of two filtering applications, which
play a major role in the generation of the proposed environment repre-
sentation: target tracking and occupancy grid mapping – both presented
subsequently.
3.1 Bayesian Filtering
Starting with the derivation of the optimal Bayesian filter, this section
transitions to the specification of the filter components by means of
stochastic state space systems and the extraction of point estimates from
the filter solution. Thereafter, all later-employed filter algorithms, which
realize the optimal filter solution in a computationally tractable way, are
presented.
3.1.1 Optimal Bayesian Filter
A general form of Bayesian inference in dynamic systems is concerned
with the calculation of the posterior probability density function (pdf)
p(x0:k|z1:k), also called conditional distribution or belief, of a hidden
state sequence x0:k = {x0, . . . ,xk−1,xk} given an observed measurement
sequence z1:k = {z1, . . . ,zk−1, zk}. In this pdf, the complete probabilistic
knowledge about the state is subsumed. If a relationship between states
and measurements is known and prior knowledge about states is available
in form of a prior distribution p(x0:k), then Bayes’ theorem1 [26] allows to
1Thomas Bayes formulated the theory only for uniform priors. Pierre-Simon Laplace
independently rediscovered the theory in the nowadays known general form and pub-
lished it in his famous essay [139].
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calculate the posterior pdf according to
p(x0:k|z1:k) =
Likelihood︷ ︸︸ ︷
p(z1:k|x0:k)
Prior︷ ︸︸ ︷
p(x0:k)
p(z1:k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Normalization
. (3.1)
The likelihood function2 determines the probability that the observed mea-
surement sequence is z1:k given that the hidden state sequence is x0:k,
whereas the denominator contains a normalization factor, which ensures
that p(x0:k|z1:k) is a valid pdf and integrates to one. The normalization
can be calculated from the numerator by marginalization3, therefore
p(z1:k) =
∫
xk
. . .
∫
x0
p(z1:k|x0:k)p(x0:k)dx0 . . . dxk. (3.2)
In online inference, measurements are received one by one over time.
Consequently, a recursive solution is needed that updates the state dis-
tribution at each time step. For this purpose, the elements in (3.1) are
rewritten in terms of the following factorizations
p(z1:k|x0:k) = p(zk|z1:k−1,x0:k)p(z1:k−1|x0:k), (3.3a)
p(x0:k) = p(xk|x0:k−1)p(x0:k−1), (3.3b)
p(z1:k) = p(zk|z1:k−1)p(z1:k−1). (3.3c)
As measurements at time k − 1 do not depend on object states at later
times, the factorization of the likelihood function (3.3a) is simplified to
p(z1:k|x0:k) = p(zk|z1:k−1,x0:k)p(z1:k−1|x0:k−1). (3.4)
Substituting these factorizations into (3.1) and rearranging yields the gen-
eral recursive form
p(x0:k|z1:k) =
p(zk|z1:k−1,x0:k)p(xk|x0:k−1)
p(zk|z1:k−1)
p(z1:k−1|x0:k−1)p(x0:k−1)
p(z1:k−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
p(x0:k−1|z1:k−1)
.
(3.5)
2The term likelihood function for the pdf p(z1:k|x0:k) is only used if it is viewed as
a function of x0:k for a specific, fixed z1:k instead of the traditional way as a function
of z1:k. Note that it is not a pdf over x0:k under this point of view as the likelihood
function does not integrate to unity to make it a valid pdf.
3For better readability,
∫
xk
(·)dxk is the integration over the whole range of xk, e.g.
if xk ∈ Rn, then
∫
xk
(·)dxk =
∫
Rn (·)dxk.
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The second factor in (3.5) is, according to a second application of Bayes’
theorem, equal to p(x0:k−1|z1:k−1).
For the design of computationally feasible filters, two simplifying as-
sumptions are common. First, measurements at a given time are assumed
to depend only on states of this time. They are conditionally independent
of previous measurement and state histories and thus p(zk|z1:k−1,x0:k)
simplifies to p(zk|xk). Second, the system to be filtered is supposed
to obey the Markov assumption, also called the complete state assump-
tion [247], which means that the present state only depends on the pre-
vious state. The present state xk is thus conditionally independent of
the older state sequence x0:k−2 given the last state xk−1. Consequently,
p(xk|x0:k−1) = p(xk|xk−1) holds.4 These conditional independence as-
sumptions are visualized in form of a Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN)
in Fig. 3.1, which, in this particular form, is known as a first-order Hidden
Markov Model5 (HMM) [203].
. . . . . .xk−1 xk xk+1
zk−1 zk zk+1
p(zk|xk)
p(xk|xk−1)
Figure 3.1: First-order HMM with observable nodes shaded in gray. In filtering
tasks, measurements are only available up to time step k.
With these assumptions, (3.5) can be formulated as
p(x0:k|z1:k) =
p(zk|xk)
p(zk|z1:k−1)
p(xk|xk−1)p(x0:k−1|z1:k−1). (3.6)
In Bayesian optimal filtering, however, not the full joint posterior den-
sity p(x0:k|z1:k) is of interest but the marginal posterior state density
4This assumption is less of a restriction than it first sounds because a Markov process
of arbitrary order can always be transformed into a vector valued first-order Markov
process similar to that higher-order differential equations can always be reformulated
as first-order vector differential equations.
5Some authors, e.g. [178,210], use the term HMM only for discrete state spaces.
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p(xk|z1:k) at the current time step k, known as the filtering distribution.6
This filtering distribution can be derived from (3.6) by marginalization
over all states of all previous time steps [53], therefore
p(xk|z1:k) =
∫
xk−1
. . .
∫
x0
p(x0:k|z1:k)dx0 . . . dxk−1
= p(zk|xk)
p(zk|z1:k−1)
∫
xk−1
. . .
∫
x0
p(xk|xk−1)p(x0:k−1|z1:k−1)dx0 . . . dxk−1
= p(zk|xk)
p(zk|z1:k−1)∫
xk−1
(
p(xk|xk−1)
∫
xk−2
. . .
∫
x0
p(x0:k−1|z1:k−1)dx0 . . . dxk−2︸ ︷︷ ︸
p(xk−1|z1:k−1)
)
dxk−1.
(3.7)
Since p(x0:k−1|z1:k−1) = p(xk−1,x0:k−2|z1:k−1), the inner integrals over
x0 through xk−2 simplify to p(xk−1|z1:k−1) via marginalization and the
recursive Bayesian filtering solution, the posterior state pdf or filtering
distribution, is finally given by [18,53,208]
p(xk|z1:k) =
Measurement Likelihood︷ ︸︸ ︷
p(zk|xk)
p(zk|z1:k−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Normalization
Prior (Chapman-Kolmogorov)︷ ︸︸ ︷∫
xk−1
p(xk|xk−1)p(xk−1|z1:k−1)dxk−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
p(xk|z1:k−1)
.
(3.8)
It is this formula that all Bayesian filtering and tracking algorithms try to
compute. It can be interpreted as combining a prediction or time update
step with a correction or measurement update step. The prediction step
is realized by the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation that yields a predicted,
prior state pdf p(xk|z1:k−1) for time step k by multiplying the posterior
state pdf of the previous time step p(xk−1|z1:k−1) with the transition
density p(xk|xk−1) and integrating over all states xk−1 of this previous
time step. This prior thus includes the knowledge of all measurements up
6In opposition to filtering distributions, prediction distributions p(xk+m|z1:k) are
marginal distributions of future states, m ∈ N steps after the current time step k,
whereas smoothing distributions are marginal distributions of the form p(xk|z1:k+m)
and thus calculated given measurements beyond the time k for which the state distri-
bution is searched.
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to time k − 1. The subsequent correction step uses the current measure-
ment zk to correct this prior at time step k via the measurement likelihood
function p(zk|xk). After normalization, the posterior state pdf p(xk|z1:k)
is available. It remains to specify the transition density p(xk|xk−1), the
measurement likelihood p(zk|xk), and the initial state pdf p(x0) to start
the recursion.
Stochastic State Space Systems
In a general sense, this specification can be realized in form of a discrete-
time, stochastic state space system
xk+1 = f(xk,uk) +wk, (3.9a)
zk = h(xk) + vk, (3.9b)
with input vector uk ∈ Rp, state vector xk ∈ Rn, measurement vector
zk ∈ Rq, process noise vectorwk ∈ Rn, measurement noise vector vk ∈ Rq,
system function f(·) and measurement function h(·) at each time step k.
The noise sequences are mutually independent, zero-mean, and white7,
with process noise covariance matrix Qk ∈ Rn×n and measurement noise
covariance matrix Rk ∈ Rq×q. The transition density is induced by the
system dynamic equation (3.9a), while the measurement likelihood is gen-
erated from the measurement equation (3.9b) according to [53,166]
p(xk|xk−1) = pwk−1
(
xk − f(xk−1,uk−1)
)
, (3.10a)
p(zk|xk) = pvk
(
zk − h(xk)
)
, (3.10b)
in which pwk−1(·) and pvk(·) are the pdfs of the corresponding process and
measurement noise vectors, respectively.
In the case of linear time-invariant systems, (3.9) reduces to
xk+1 = Axk +Buk +wk, (3.11a)
zk = Hxk + vk, (3.11b)
with system matrix A ∈ Rn×n, input matrix B ∈ Rn×p, and measurement
matrix H ∈ Rq×n. With the additional assumption of Gaussian noise
7This property ensures that we have a Markov process.
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sequences, the probabilistic counterpart of (3.11) is then given by8 [30]
p(xk|xk−1) = N (xk;Axk−1 +Buk−1,Qk−1), (3.12a)
p(zk|xk) = N (zk;Hxk,Rk). (3.12b)
Measurement equations are normally directly specified in discrete-time.
System dynamic equations, in contrast, are often more conveniently de-
rived and given in the continuous-time form9
x˙(t) = f(x(t),u(t), t) +wc(t), x(t0) = x0, (3.13)
or via
x˙(t) = Acx(t) +Bcu(t) +wc(t), x(t0) = x0, (3.14)
in the case of linear time-invariant systems with continuous-time sys-
tem matrix Ac ∈ Rn×n, continuous-time input matrix Bc ∈ Rn×p, and
continuous-time, zero-mean, white noise process wc(t) ∈ Rn with noise
intensity matrix10 Qn(t) ∈ Rn×n.
Continuous-time systems like these have to be discretized during the
filter design and implementation process. While (3.13) can only be dis-
cretized exactly in special cases and, therefore, often approximate schemes
have to be employed [2], it is always possible to discretize (3.14) exactly.
Assuming u(t) to be constant during each sampling interval (zero-order
8The notation N (x;µ,P ) is used for a multivariate Gaussian pdf
of a random vector x with mean µ and covariance matrix P with
N (x;µ,P ) = 1√|2piP | e
− 12 (x−µ)
T
P
−1(x−µ) [208].
9From a formal point of view, stochastic differential equations are to be written as
dx(t) = f(x(t),u(t), t)dt+ dW (t), x(t0) = x0, with continuous-time Wiener process
W (t), the integral of white noise, as the time-derivative dx(t)dt may not exist [152,187].
This is due to the non-existent derivative of the nowhere differentiable Wiener process.
Another correct way to write (3.13) is in form of the corresponding stochastic integral
equation x(t) = x0 +
∫ t
0 f(x(τ),u(τ), τ)dτ +
∫ t
0 dW (τ), in which the second integral
is a stochastic Itô integral. The given notation is, however, common in the engineering
literature so that we sacrifice rigor for readability.
10It should be emphasized that Qn(t) is a noise intensity matrix and not a covariance
matrix as often falsely claimed. The corresponding covariance (function) matrixQc(t, τ)
of the (non-existent) continuous-time, zero-mean, white noise process is formally given
by Qc(t, τ) = E(wc(t)w
T
c (τ)) = Qn(t)δ(t− τ) and differs from Qn(t) also in unit as
the Dirac delta distribution δ(t − τ) has unit 1s , the inverse of time [87]. If the noise
intensity matrix Qn(t) is constant over time (stationary white noise), it is termed the
Power Spectral Density (PSD) matrix. Note that continuous-time, white noise is just
a useful mathematical concept. It can never be generated exactly in reality due to its
infinite power in contrast to discrete-time white noise sequences.
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hold) and introducing uk = u(t0 + kT ) and xk = x(t0 + kT ) with
k ∈ N0 and sampling time T , then the matrices of the discrete-time equiv-
alent (3.11a) of (3.14) are given by the relations
A = eAcT =
[
L−1
{
(1s−Ac)−1
}]
t=T
, (3.15a)
B = Bc
∫ T
0
eAcαdα, (3.15b)
with inverse Laplace transformation L−1(·) and Laplace variable s [161].
The integrated effect of the (stationary) continuous-time, white noise
process can exactly be reproduced in discrete-time via the correspon-
dence11 [81, 87]
Qk =
∫ T
0
eAcαQne
A
T
c αdα, (3.16)
whereas the approximate discretization
Qk ≈ QnT (3.17)
yields reasonable results for small – in relation to the system dynamics –
sampling times [232].
Bayesian Point Estimates
Subsequent applications often just make use of point estimates instead
of the full posterior distribution (3.8). According to Bayesian decision
theory [27], different Bayesian point estimates xˆBk can be calculated from
p(xk|z1:k). These minimize the expectation of a chosen scalar loss func-
tion L(xk, xˆk), the Bayesian expected loss, given all measurements [27],
therefore
xˆBk = arg min
xˆk
E(L(xk, xˆk)|z1:k) = arg min
xˆk
∫
xk
L(xk, xˆk)p(xk|z1:k)dxk.
(3.18)
The quadratic loss function
L(xk, xˆk) = (xk − xˆk)T (xk − xˆk) (3.19)
11Often, (3.16) is given in the equivalent form Qk =
∫ T
0 e
Ac(T−τ)Qne
A
T
c (T−τ)dτ .
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results in the unbiased12 Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) esti-
mate xˆMk , the posterior mean, given by the conditional expectation13
xˆMk = E(xk|z1:k) =
∫
xk
xkp(xk|z1:k)dxk, (3.20)
with associated error covariance matrix
P k = E
(
(xk − xˆMk )(xk − xˆMk )T |z1:k
)
=
∫
xk
(
(xk − xˆMk )(xk − xˆMk )T
)
p(xk|z1:k)dxk.
(3.21)
The MMSE estimate is located at the center of mass of the posterior state
pdf and is therefore a weighted average of all values of the pdf. Another
common loss function is
L(xk, xˆk) =
{
0, xk = xˆk,
1, xk 6= xˆk,
(3.22)
which results in the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimate
xˆMAPk = arg max
xk
(
p(xk|z1:k)
)
(3.23)
located at the peak of the posterior state pdf. In the Gaussian case, these
estimates coincide, whereas they can substantially differ in multimodal
distributions as visualized in Fig. 3.2. In this case, point estimates may
be misleading as much information is lost by mapping the complete pdf
onto a single vector.
12An estimate is unbiased if E(xˆ) = E(x) holds. This is indeed the case for the MMSE
estimate given by (3.20) due to E(xˆMk ) = E(E(xk|z1:k)) = E(xk), which directly results
from the law of iterated expectations.
13This can easily be shown by setting the first derivative of the Bayesian ex-
pected loss to zero. Therefore, ∂E(L(xk,xˆk)|z1:k)
∂xˆk
= ∂E(((xk−xˆk)
T (xk−xˆk))|z1:k)
∂xˆk
=
∂(E(xTk xk|z1:k)−E(x
T
k |z1:k)xˆk−xˆ
T
k E(xk|z1:k)+xˆ
T
k xˆk)
∂xˆk
= −2E(xk|z1:k) + 2xˆk = 0, which
results in xˆMk = E(xk|z1:k). As ∂
2E(L(xk,xˆk)|z1:k)
∂xˆ
2
k
= 2 ·1  0 holds, this is a minimum.
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xˆMk = xˆ
MAP
k
xk
p(xk|z1:k)
xˆMAPk xˆ
M
k
xk
p(xk|z1:k)
Figure 3.2: MMSE and MAP point estimates on two exemplary posterior
densities.
Filter Algorithms
Because a solution of (3.8) is generally not possible in closed form, many
kinds of filter algorithms have been developed, which try to solve this
equation in different ways.14
• Kalman Filters (KF) [120] and Information Filters (IF) provide ex-
act, closed form solutions under Linear Gaussian System (LGS) as-
sumptions.
• Extended Kalman Filters (EKF) [6, 18] are based on a Taylor series
linearization of the system.
• Unscented Kalman Filters (UKF) [118] are based on the unscented
transformation to propagate a set of sigma points through the non-
linearities and retrieve a Gaussian representation afterwards.
• Interacting Multiple Model (IMM) Filters [36] approximate the pos-
terior distribution by a Gaussian mixture.
• Generalized Pseudo-Bayesian (GPB) Filters [18] approximate the
posterior distribution by a Gaussian mixture, but are either less ac-
curate (GPB1 Filter) or computationally more demanding (GPB2
Filter) than IMM Filters.
14The list is limited to well-known algorithms and not intended to be exhaustive.
Filters that go beyond traditional Bayesian solutions such as random set-based solutions
and their approximations, e.g. Cardinalized Probability Hypothesis Density (CPHD)
Filters [165], are not included.
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• Histogram Filters (HF) [247] approximate the posterior distribution
by a discrete distribution over a finite grid, represented as a his-
togram.
• Discrete Bayes Filters (DBF) [247] provide exact inference results
for discrete state spaces in form of a probability mass function (pmf).
They are also termed the forward-pass in discrete HMMs. Binary
Bayes Filters (BBF) are a special class of DBFs, in which the state
space is only composed of two discrete, static states.
• Particle Filters (PF) (Sequential Monte Carlo Methods) [8, 69, 90]
approximate the posterior distribution by a finite number of parti-
cles, which can represent arbitrary, multimodal distributions.
• Rao-Blackwellized Particle Filters (RBPF) [68] use Monte Carlo in-
tegration for only a subset of state variables while the rest is filtered
in parametric form, e.g. with KFs.
In Table 3.1, the mentioned filter algorithms are compared with respect
to their posterior representation (PR), whether the filtering is realized in
a parametric form (P), whether they can provide exact solutions to (3.8)
under additional assumptions (E), and with respect to their processing
speed (PS).
As we later use KFs/IFs for spline tracking, a combination of IMMs and
UKFs for online tracking and classification of dynamic grid cell hypothesis,
Table 3.1: Bayesian filter algorithms.
−− very low; − low; 0 medium; + high; ++ very high
Filter PR P E PS
KF/IF Gaussian pdf X X(LGS) ++
EKF Gaussian pdf X 7 +
UKF Gaussian pdf X 7 +
IMM Gaussian mixture pdf X 7 0
GPB1 Gaussian mixture pdf X 7 0
GPB2 Gaussian mixture pdf X 7 −
HF Histogram 7 7 −−
DBF Arbitrary pmf 7 X(discrete states) ++
PF Samples 7 7 −−
RBPF Samples+Gaussian pdf Partly 7 −
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and BBFs for grid mapping, these filters are presented in more detail in
the following subsections.
3.1.2 Kalman Filter
The well-known KF [120] provides an exact filtering solution to (3.8) for
the sub-class of linear, but possibly time-variant, stochastic systems of the
form
xk+1 = Akxk +Bkuk +wk, (3.24a)
zk = Hkxk + vk, (3.24b)
with input vector uk ∈ Rp, state vector xk ∈ Rn, measurement vector
zk ∈ Rq, process noise vectorwk ∈ Rn, measurement noise vector vk ∈ Rq,
system matrix Ak ∈ Rn×n, input matrix Bk ∈ Rn×p, and measurement
matrix Hk ∈ Rq×n under the prerequisite that the noise sequences are
mutually independent, zero-mean, white15, and Gaussian16, with process
noise covariance matrix Qk ∈ Rn×n and measurement noise covariance
matrix Rk ∈ Rq×q, and that the initial state density is Gaussian. Under
these assumptions, all occurring pdfs are Gaussian, which can compactly
be specified by the first two moments, mean and covariance.
In analogy to the optimal Bayesian filter, the KF can be interpreted
in form of a prediction and correction step. First, the a posteriori state
estimates of the last time step xˆk−1 and associated error covariances P k−1
are predicted to the current time step k via
xˆ−k = Ak−1xˆk−1 +Bk−1uk−1, (3.25a)
P−k = Ak−1P k−1A
T
k−1 +Qk−1, (3.25b)
to obtain the prior pdf at time step k, compactly represented by its mean
xˆ−k and covariance P
−
k . This is a direct result of solving the Chapman-
15In the case of autocorrelated and therefore non-white process noise, the Markov
assumption is violated. However, this violation can be resolved by designing a preceding
prewhitening system so that the combination of the original and the prewhitening
system is driven by white noise again [18]. Similar techniques exist for autocorrelated
measurement noise [18].
16It can be shown that the KF is the best linear estimator with respect to minimizing
the mean square error even in the non-Gaussian case, see [6]. In this more general case,
however, the filter does not provide the exact solution to (3.8) anymore.
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Kolmogorov equation in (3.8) exactly for the Gaussian densities
p(xk|xk−1) = N (xk;Ak−1xk−1 +Bk−1uk−1,Qk−1), (3.26a)
p(xk−1|z1:k−1) = N (xk−1; xˆk−1,P k−1), (3.26b)
see e.g. [52], which leads to
p(xk|z1:k−1) = N (xk; xˆ−k ,P−k ). (3.27)
Second, the measurement prediction step
zˆ−k = Hkxˆ
−
k , (3.28a)
Sk = HkP−kH
T
k +Rk (3.28b)
is carried out with the help of (3.24b) to obtain predicted measurements zˆ−k
with associated innovation covariance matrix Sk ∈ Rq×q. This is a direct
result of writing the normalization factor in (3.8) in terms of
p(zk|z1:k−1) =
∫
xk
p(zk|xk)p(xk|z1:k−1)dxk (3.29)
and solving it for the Gaussian densities
p(zk|xk) = N (zk;Hkxk,Rk), (3.30a)
p(xk|z1:k−1) = N (xk; xˆ−k ,P−k ), (3.30b)
which results in
p(zk|z1:k−1) = N (zk; zˆ−k ,Sk). (3.31)
In the subsequent correction step, predicted, a priori states can be up-
dated to retrieve the a posteriori MMSE state estimate17 xˆMk and associ-
ated error covariance matrix P k according to
xˆMk = xˆ−k +Kk (zk − zˆ−k )︸ ︷︷ ︸
vk
, (3.32a)
P k = (1−KkHk)P−k = P−k −KkSkKTk , (3.32b)
with innovation vk ∈ Rq and Kalman gain Kk ∈ Rn×q given by
Kk = P−kH
T
kS
−1
k . (3.33)
17This is also the MAP estimate due to the Gaussian posterior.
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This correction step is obtained by plugging the predicted density (3.27),
the likelihood function (3.30a) and the normalization factor (3.31)
into (3.8), which results in
p(xk|z1:k) = N (xk; xˆMk ,P k). (3.34)
For an actual implementation, the algebraically equivalent, but numeri-
cally more stable, Joseph form of the covariance update
P k = (1−KkHk)P−k (1−KkHk)T +KkRkKTk (3.35)
should be used instead of (3.32b) because it preserves the positive-
definiteness of the updated covariance matrix [34,87].
Observing (3.32a) and (3.33), it becomes obvious that the KF balances
the influence of the measurement and the prediction according to their
uncertainties. If the state prediction is good (“small” P−k , e.g. due to
“small” Qk−1) and the measurement uncertainty is large (“large” Sk due
to “large” Rk), the Kalman gain will be “small”. Therefore, the filter
strongly trusts the prediction. The filter bandwidth is lower in this case.
Conversely, worse predictions and better measurements result in a larger
Kalman gain and the filter follows the measurements more strongly. The
filter bandwidth is higher in this case.
From a computational point of view, the KF correction step is the bottle-
neck for high-dimensional measurement spaces as it requires the inversion
of the innovation covariance matrix Sk, a q × q-matrix in (3.33) [247].
Therefore, the standard KF formulation is best suitable for rather low-
dimensional measurement vectors. Otherwise, the IF presented in the
following is advantageous.
3.1.3 Information Filter
The IF is mathematically equivalent to the KF and thus based on the
same underlying assumptions. In contrast to the KF, it represents all
occurring Gaussian pdfs not in terms of their moments, i.e. mean x and
covariance matrix P , but by the dual, canonical parametrization in form
of an information vector i ∈ Rn and an information matrix I ∈ Rn×n.
The information matrix is given by the inverse of the covariance matrix
I = P−1, (3.36)
while the relation between mean and information vector follows
i = P−1x = Ix. (3.37)
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Similar to the KF, the IF can be interpreted in terms of a prediction
and correction step. The predicted information vector and the predicted
information matrix are given by
iˆ
−
k = I−k (Ak−1I
−1
k−1iˆk−1 +Bk−1uk−1), (3.38a)
I−k = (Ak−1I
−1
k−1A
T
k−1 +Qk−1)
−1, (3.38b)
which are corrected by
iˆk = HTkR−1k zk + iˆ
−
k , (3.39a)
Ik = HTkR−1k Hk + I
−
k (3.39b)
upon arrival of a new measurement at time step k [247]. Complete igno-
rance of the initial state distribution can easily be specified by setting both
the information vector and the information matrix to zero, which would
require an infinitely large covariance matrix in the standard KF formula-
tion. However, the components of the information vector do not directly
permit a physical interpretation, so that both state vector and covariance
have to be recovered from (3.36 and 3.37) for final output purpose. This
is possible as long as Ik is invertible.
From a computational point of view, KFs and IFs have opposing
strengths and weaknesses [247]. On the one hand, the IF prediction
step is more complex as it involves the inversion of two n × n-matrices
in (3.38b). On the other hand, its correction step is computationally
simpler [247].18 The IF is therefore advantageous if the dimension of
the measurement vector is much larger than the dimension of the state
vector. If a linear system assumption is not justified, both KF and IF
cannot be used and alternatives such as the EKF or UKF are necessary,
which are explained in the following.
3.1.4 Extended Kalman Filter
The EKF [6, 18] is a well-known filter for estimating states of nonlinear
stochastic systems of the form
xk+1 = f(xk,uk) +wk, (3.40a)
zk = h(xk) + vk, (3.40b)
18The calculation time for the inversion of the measurement noise covariance ma-
trix Rk is negligible because it is normally a diagonal matrix or at least time-invariant
and therefore only needs to be inverted once.
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with input vector uk ∈ Rp, state vector xk ∈ Rn, measurement vec-
tor zk ∈ Rq, process noise vector wk ∈ Rn, measurement noise vector
vk ∈ Rq, system function f(·), and measurement function h(·). The pre-
requisite is that the noise sequences are mutually independent, zero-mean,
white, and Gaussian with process noise covariance matrix Qk ∈ Rn×n
and measurement noise covariance matrix Rk ∈ Rq×q, and that the initial
state density is Gaussian.
Due to the nonlinearities involved in f(·) and h(·), the posterior pdf be-
comes distorted and is no longer Gaussian. As the EKF inherits the Gaus-
sian posterior representation from the KF, it provides only an approximate
solution to the filtering task and becomes less accurate at stronger nonlin-
earities and larger uncertainties [247]. Its main idea is to approximate the
nonlinear functions by their first-order19 Taylor series expansions. This
requires knowledge of the Jacobian matrix of the system function
Ak−1 =
[
∂f(x,u)
∂x
]
x=xˆk−1,uk−1
(3.41)
as well as of the measurement function
Hk =
[
∂h(x)
∂x
]
x=xˆ−k
. (3.42)
The Jacobian of the system function is evaluated at the a posteriori state
estimate of the last time step, while the Jacobian of the measurement
function is evaluated at the predicted, a priori state estimate of the current
time step.20 The state prediction then follows
xˆ−k = f(xˆk−1,uk−1), (3.43a)
P−k = Ak−1P k−1A
T
k−1 +Qk−1, (3.43b)
while the measurement prediction is given by
zˆ−k = h(xˆ
−
k ), (3.44a)
Sk = HkP−kH
T
k +Rk. (3.44b)
19Higher-order EKFs may be obtained by retaining more terms of the Taylor series
expansions. A second-order EKF, for example, requires knowledge of Jacobian and
Hessian matrices.
20An EKF variant called iterated EKF linearizes the nonlinear measurement func-
tion around the updated (corrected) state instead of the predicted state [18]. This,
however, provides greater advantages only if the states that induce the nonlinearity in
the measurement equation are directly measurable [146].
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The subsequent correction step is identical to the standard KF, see (3.32).
Although the EKF provides a simple and often employed approxima-
tion, it suffers from several inherent drawbacks. First, the derivation of
Jacobians is error-prone or even impossible if the system or measurement
function is not differentiable. Second, the EKF can diverge in the case
of linearizations at false operating points, e.g. if the initial conditions are
chosen wrongly [17, 113]. The UKF presented in the following does not
suffer from the first drawback and often performs better with regard to
false initial conditions [53].
3.1.5 Unscented Kalman Filter
The UKF, originally introduced in [118], is based on the intuition that it
is easier to approximate a probability distribution than it is to approxi-
mate an arbitrary nonlinear function or transformation [118]. It uses the
so-called unscented transformation to propagate a set of weighted sigma
points through a nonlinear function without any analytical linearization.
Hereby, the UKF captures higher-order moments of a distribution than
the linearization approach of the EKF. The UKF prediction results in ap-
proximations that are accurate to the third-order Taylor series expansion
for Gaussian inputs for all nonlinearities and to at least the second-order
for non-Gaussian inputs [118]. The standard EKF only has first-order ac-
curacy [252]. Figure 3.3 illustrates the difference between how EKFs and
UKFs propagate a pdf in a one-dimensional example.
In the following, the nowadays common version of the UKF that uses the
scaled unscented transformation [117] is presented, which ensures that the
estimated covariance matrix of the transformed pdf remains positive semi-
definite. Under consideration of additive noise, the UKF state prediction
step is then given by [118]21
X k−1 =
(
xˆk−1 γU
√
P k−1 ⊕ xˆk−1 −γU
√
P k−1 ⊕ xˆk−1
)
, (3.45a)
X ∗i,k = f(X i,k−1,uk−1), ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , 2n}, (3.45b)
xˆ−k =
2n∑
i=0
w
(m)
i X ∗i,k, (3.45c)
P−k =
2n∑
i=0
w
(c)
i
(X ∗i,k − xˆ−k ) (X ∗i,k − xˆ−k )T +Qk−1. (3.45d)
21For shorter notation, the operation of adding a column vector x to each column of
a matrix X is written as X ⊕ x.
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y = f(x)
x
y
y = f(x)
x
y
p(x)
pEKF(y)
p(x)
pUKF(y)
(a) (b)
Figure 3.3: Difference between EKF and UKF propagation. The EKF (a) lin-
earizes the nonlinear function f(x) around the mean of the Gaussian distribution
and propagates its mean and covariance through the linearized function to ob-
tain the propagated Gaussian pdf pEKF(y). The UKF (b), in contrast, chooses
a set of sigma points (green circles) from the Gaussian distribution, propagates
them through the nonlinear function, and retrieves a Gaussian approximation
pUKF(y) from the propagated sigma points (red circles). Note that the true
distribution p(y) is not a Gaussian anymore.
First, 2n + 1 sigma points X i,k−1 with i ∈ {0, . . . , 2n}, subsumed in the
matrix X k−1 = (X 0,k−1 . . .X 2n,k−1) ∈ Rn×(2n+1), are chosen based on a
square-root decomposition of the a posteriori error covariance of the last
time step in (3.45a).22 Each sigma point has two associated scalar weights
w
(m)
i and w
(c)
i given by
w
(m)
0 =
λU
n+ λU
, w
(c)
0 =
λU
n+ λU
+ (1− α2U + βU), (3.46a)
w
(m)
i = w
(c)
i =
1
2(n+ λU)
, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , 2n}, (3.46b)
λU = α2U(n+ κU)− n, (3.46c)
γU =
√
n+ λU, (3.46d)
with scaling parameters αU, βU, κU, λU, γU [247]. The parameter αU deter-
mines the spread of the sigma points and should ideally be a small number
in the interval 0 ≤ αU ≤ 1 to avoid sampling significant non-local effects at
22Here, it is assumed that the matrix square root
√
P of P is of the form
P =
√
P
√
P
T so that the columns of
√
P are used to calculate the sigma points. If,
otherwise, P =
√
P
T√
P holds, the rows of
√
P have to be used. The matrix square
root is calculated by a numerically stable Cholesky decomposition.
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stronger nonlinearities. The parameter κU has to be chosen non-negative
to guarantee the positive semi-definiteness of the covariance matrix and is
normally set to zero for state estimation, while the non-negative scaling
parameter βU is used to incorporate prior knowledge of the state distri-
bution with βU = 2 being optimal for Gaussian distributions [252]. These
sigma points are propagated through the system function f(·) without ap-
proximation in (3.45b), and the mean and variance are retrieved with the
help of the calculated weights in (3.45c) and (3.45d).
For the subsequent measurement prediction step given by [247]
X k =
(
xˆ−k γU
√
P−k ⊕ xˆ−k −γU
√
P−k ⊕ xˆ−k
)
, (3.47a)
Zi,k = h(X i,k), ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , 2n}, (3.47b)
zˆ−k =
2n∑
i=0
w
(m)
i Zi,k, (3.47c)
Sk =
2n∑
i=0
w
(c)
i
(Zi,k − zˆ−k ) (Zi,k − zˆ−k )T +Rk, (3.47d)
new sigma points X i,k are chosen in (3.47a), propagated through the mea-
surement function in h(·) in (3.47b), and the predicted, a priori mea-
surement vector zˆ−k with associated innovation covariance matrix Sk can
finally be recovered from the propagated sigma points Zi,k via (3.47c)
and (3.47d).
For the correction step, the Kalman gain is calculated as
Kk = CkS−1k , (3.48)
with the help of the cross covariance matrix Ck between predicted mea-
surements and states given by
Ck =
2n∑
i=0
w
(c)
i
(X i,k − xˆ−k ) (Zi,k − zˆ−k )T . (3.49)
The rest is identical to the KF correction step, see (3.32).
Finally, it should be noted that there also exist other kinds of so-called
sigma point KFs, e.g. the Central Difference KF presented in [114]. These,
however, only differ in the way the sigma points are calculated [253]. From
a computational point of view, the UKF is of the same order of magnitude
as the EKF [119] while providing more accurate state estimates [232]. For
linear Gaussian systems, the results of the UKF are identical to those
obtained by the KF [247].
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3.1.6 Multiple Model Optimal Bayesian Filter
So far, we considered a real system to behave according to exactly one
specified process model or system function. However, in many applica-
tions, a system changes its dynamic behavior over time and it is only
possible to specify a set of possibly structurally different models, each of
which describe one of these behaviors. If it is unknown which of these
process models is the correct one at a specific time, then structural un-
certainty arises. Examples are target tracking applications with so-called
maneuvering targets, which change their motion behavior over time, e.g.
from moving straight with nearly constant velocity up to performing a
coordinated turn. If systems like these are filtered with a single model,
two problems occur. First, the hypothesized model does not match the
true maneuvering system to be filtered and tracked, which results in sub-
optimal state estimates. Second, and more severe, the data association
becomes error-prone. This is because the predicted measurement lies fur-
ther away from the true measurement, which is especially problematic in
clutter situations with false alarms – a problem that will be treated in
more detail in Section 3.2. Therefore, the true so-called motion mode or
behavior pattern of an object has to be estimated together with its states
simultaneously.23
Various approaches to cope with this problem can be found in the liter-
ature, which are summarized under the term multiple model methods, see
for example [18,53,153]. In the Bayesian framework, this general inference
task is equal to estimate the joint pdf
p(xk,Mk|z1:k) (3.50)
given all measurements z1:k, with continuous random variable xk, repre-
senting the object’s states, and discrete random variableMk for the motion
mode.24
23Approaches that partially try to cope with these problems by sticking to single
model filtering can be found in [151]. They include, amongst others, process noise
adaption and input estimation. Process noise adaption approaches raise the process
noise as soon as a maneuver is detected to make the filter follow the measurements
more closely and to prevent track losses. However, the gain is limited because a ma-
neuver cannot be adequately modeled by additional white noise in general [53]. Input
estimation approaches, in contrast, try to estimate the unknown input vector online.
Disadvantageously, errors in this estimation have a direct, negative effect on the state
estimate. As these methods are inferior to true multiple model methods, for a compar-
ison see [18], they are not considered further.
24Throughout this work, continuous random variables are written in lower case and
discrete random variables in capital letters.
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The next section provides the extension of the optimal Bayesian filter
to this hybrid estimation problem as well as a well-known approximation
in form of the IMM Filter used in this work.
Extension of the Optimal Bayesian Filter
From a modeling point of view, systems with structural uncertainty can
be described by jump Markov nonlinear systems, whose states and mode
probabilities are to be estimated recursively. In this context, the term
mode probability refers to the probability of the event that a hypothesized
model matches the true behavior pattern or mode of a system [153]. We
consider the j-th model of a fixed model set25 M = {Mj}rj=1 to be given
by the nonlinear stochastic state space model
xk+1 = f j(xk,uk) +wj,k, (3.51a)
zk = hj(xk) + vj,k, (3.51b)
with input vector uk ∈ Rp, state vector xk ∈ Rn, measurement vec-
tor zk ∈ Rq, process noise vector wj,k ∈ Rn, measurement noise vector
vj,k ∈ Rq, system function f j(·), and measurement function hj(·) at each
time step k. The noise sequences are mutually independent, zero-mean,
and white with process noise covariance matrix Qj,k ∈ Rn×n and mea-
surement noise covariance matrix Rj,k ∈ Rq×q.
The evolution of the hybrid system among the r models is supposed
to obey a first-order Markov chain with time-invariant Markovian model
transition probability matrix
Π =
p11 · · · pr1... . . . ...
p1r · · · prr
 ∈ Rr×r, (3.52)
in which pij denotes the probability that a mode transition occurs from
model i to model j [17], whereas the diagonal elements pii are the proba-
bilities of a transition from model i to itself. The transition probabilities
pij for i 6= j are designed according to
∑
j 6=i pij = 1 − pii to model the
possible mode jumps [17]. The DBN of this jump Markov system26 is
shown in Figure 3.4.
25If even the number of models is allowed to vary over time, it is termed a Variable
Structure Multiple Model (VSMM) [150,153].
26We consider a so-called left-continuous mode jump process. The model Mk is
active during the sampling time interval ]k − 1; k].
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. . . . . .xk−1 xk xk+1
zk−1 zk zk+1
. . . . . .Mk−1 Mk Mk+1
Figure 3.4: Jump Markov process with observable nodes shaded in gray. In
filtering tasks, measurements are only available up to time step k.
By decomposing (3.50) into
p(xk,Mk|z1:k) = p(xk|Mk, z1:k)p(Mk|z1:k), (3.53)
the filtering task can be interpreted as a two stage estimation process. The
so-called mode learning stage p(Mk|z1:k) and the state inference stage
p(xk|Mk, z1:k) [262]. Although the optimal Bayesian filter presented in
Section 3.1.1 is still valid by considering a combined, hybrid state space
consisting of Mk and xk, the relations become more evident by explicitly
distinguishing between these two random variables. With the abbrevia-
tion p(Mj,k) = p(Mk = j) for the probability that the discrete random
variable Mk is in mode j, the conditional state density p(xk|z1:k) can be
found by marginalizing out Mk, which results in
p(xk|z1:k) =
r∑
j=1
p(xk,Mj,k|z1:k) =
r∑
j=1
p(xk|Mj,k, z1:k) p(Mj,k|z1:k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
µj,k
=
r∑
j=1
µj,k
p(zk|xk,Mj,k, z1:k−1)
p(zk|Mj,k, z1:k−1)
p(xk|Mj,k, z1:k−1)
=
r∑
j=1
µj,k
p(zk|xk,Mj,k, z1:k−1)
p(zk|Mj,k, z1:k−1)∫
xk−1
p(xk|xk−1,Mj,k, z1:k−1)p(xk−1|Mj,k, z1:k−1)dxk−1
(3.54)
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after an application of Bayes theorem in the second line and finally writ-
ing p(xk|Mj,k, z1:k−1) according to the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation,
see (3.8), p. 21, in analogy to the single model case.
With the imposed conditional independence assumptions visualized in
the DBN, (3.54) reduces to
p(xk|z1:k) =
r∑
j=1
µj,k
Measurement Likelihood︷ ︸︸ ︷
p(zk|xk,Mj,k)
p(zk|Mj,k, z1:k−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Normalization
p(xk|Mj,k,z1:k−1)︷ ︸︸ ︷∫
xk−1
p(xk|xk−1,Mj,k)p(xk−1|Mj,k, z1:k−1)dxk−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Prior (Chapman-Kolmogorov)
,
(3.55)
in which µj,k = p(Mj,k|z1:k) is the mode probability of model j. The
transition density as well as the measurement likelihood are induced by
the j-th state space model according to
p(xk|xk−1,Mj,k) = pwj,k−1
(
xk − f j(xk−1,uk−1)
)
, (3.56a)
p(zk|xk,Mj,k) = pvj,k
(
zk − hj(xk)
)
, (3.56b)
similar to the single model case. The second pdf of the integrand in (3.55)
is now expanded and factorized according to
p(xk−1|Mj,k, z1:k−1) =
r∑
i=1
p(xk−1,Mi,k−1|Mj,k, z1:k−1)
=
r∑
i=1
p(xk−1|Mi,k−1,Mj,k, z1:k−1) p(Mi,k−1|Mj,k, z1:k−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
µ(i|j),k−1
=
r∑
i=1
µ(i|j),k−1p(xk−1|Mi,k−1, z1:k−1),
(3.57)
in which the last step follows from the fact that states xk−1 at time step
k − 1 do not depend on models of time step k. The so-called conditional
mode probabilities or mixing probabilities µ(i|j),k−1 in (3.57) are them-
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selves calculated via Bayes theorem as
µ(i|j),k−1 =
p(Mj,k|Mi,k−1, z1:k−1)p(Mi,k−1|z1:k−1)
p(Mj,k|z1:k−1)
=
pijµi,k−1∑r
i=1 pijµi,k−1
=
pijµi,k−1
µ−j,k
,
(3.58)
in which the abbreviation µ−j,k = p(Mj,k|z1:k−1) stands for the predicted
mode probability of mode j. This predicted mode probability is calculated
from all a posteriori mode probabilities of the last time step and elements
from Π.
The normalization factor in (3.55) can then be written as
p(zk|Mj,k, z1:k−1) =
∫
xk
p(zk,xk|Mj,k, z1:k−1)dxk
=
∫
xk
p(zk|xk,Mj,k)p(xk|Mj,k, z1:k−1)dxk
(3.59)
by applying the conditional independence assumption of a measure-
ment zk from the older measurement sequence z1:k−1 given a state xk
and model Mj,k as visible in the DBN.
It remains to find a recursion for the mode probabilities. By applying
Bayes theorem to µj,k in (3.55), we reach
µj,k = p(Mj,k|z1:k) =
Model Likelihood λj,k︷ ︸︸ ︷
p(zk|Mj,k, z1:k−1)
µ
−
j,k︷ ︸︸ ︷
p(Mj,k|z1:k−1)
p(zk|z1:k−1)
. (3.60)
The model likelihood λj,k = p(zk|Mj,k, z1:k−1) is equal to the nor-
malizer (3.59) of the conditional state density, whereas the normalizer
p(zk|z1:k−1) in (3.60) can be written in terms of the numerator as
p(zk|z1:k−1) =
r∑
j=1
p(zk|Mj,k, z1:k−1)p(Mj,k|z1:k−1) =
r∑
j=1
λj,kµ
−
j,k.
(3.61)
Now that all terms in (3.55) are specified, the MMSE point estimate xMk
and the associated error covariance matrix P k can be calculated from the
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first line of (3.54) according to
xˆMk =
∫
xk
xkp(xk|z1:k)dxk =
∫
xk
xk
r∑
j=1
p(xk|Mj,k, z1:k)µj,kdxk,
(3.62a)
P k =
∫
xk
(
(xk − xˆMk )(xk − xˆMk )T
) r∑
j=1
p(xk|Mj,k, z1:k)µj,kdxk, (3.62b)
or in the more convenient form
xˆMk =
r∑
j=1
(
µj,k
∫
xk
xkp(xk|Mj,k, z1:k)dxk
)
, (3.63a)
P k =
r∑
j=1
(
µj,k
∫
xk
(
(xk − xˆMk )(xk − xˆMk )T
)
p(xk|Mj,k, z1:k)dxk
)
(3.63b)
by rearranging summation and integrals [53]. This optimal Bayesian filter-
ing solution is, however, intractable even under LGS assumptions. This is
because even under this assumption, an exponentially increasing number
of (Gaussian) mixture components are induced by (3.57) over time, requir-
ing rk filters, one matched to each possible mode sequence [18]. Therefore,
approximate schemes have to be employed. The most prominent approx-
imation is the IMM Filter presented in the following, which yields an
excellent compromise between computational complexity and achievable
filtering results [167].
3.1.7 Interacting Multiple Model Filter
The IMM Filter, originally introduced in [36], provides an approximate
solution to the sub-class of jump Markov linear systems, also called
switching Kalman Filter models, in which the j-th model of a model set
M = {Mj}rj=1 is given by
xk+1 = Aj,kxk +Bj,kuk +wj,k, (3.64a)
zk = Hj,kxk + vj,k, (3.64b)
with input vector uk ∈ Rp, state vector xk ∈ Rn, measurement vec-
tor zk ∈ Rq, process noise vector wj,k ∈ Rn, measurement noise vector
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vj,k ∈ Rq, system matrix Aj,k ∈ Rn×n, input matrix Bj,k ∈ Rn×p, and
measurement matrix Hj,k ∈ Rq×n under the prerequisite that the noise
sequences are mutually independent, zero-mean, white, and Gaussian with
process noise covariance matrix Qj,k ∈ Rn×n and measurement noise co-
variance matrix Rj,k ∈ Rq×q. The initial state density for each model
is considered Gaussian and model transitions are equivalent to the op-
timal Bayesian filter with Markovian model transition probability ma-
trix Π ∈ Rr×r. A visual overview of the involved filtering steps is given
in Fig. 3.5, which shows how the r individual filters, each matched to one
model fromM, interact with each other.
Interaction + Mode probability prediction
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Figure 3.5: Overview of one cycle of the IMM Filter at time step k.
Interaction and Mode Probability Prediction
The main idea of the IMM Filter is to approximate both
p(xk−1|Mi,k−1, z1:k−1) in (3.57) by a Gaussian and the resulting
Gaussian mixture p(xk−1|Mj,k, z1:k−1) by a single Gaussian distribution
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via moment matching at each time step27, therefore
p(xk−1|Mj,k, z1:k−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≈N (xk−1;xˆ?j,k−1,P ?j,k−1)
=
r∑
i=1
µ(i|j),k−1 p(xk−1|Mi,k−1, z1:k−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≈N (xk−1;xˆi,k−1,P i,k−1)
, (3.65)
with
xˆ?j,k−1 =
r∑
i=1
µ(i|j),k−1xˆi,k−1, (3.66a)
P ?j,k−1 =
r∑
i=1
µ(i|j),k−1
(
P i,k−1 + (xˆi,k−1 − xˆ?j,k−1)(xˆi,k−1 − xˆ?j,k−1)T
)
.
(3.66b)
In this so-called interaction step, the individual state and covariance es-
timates of the underlying filters of the last time step, xˆj,k−1 and P j,k−1,
are probabilistically mixed to form a single initial state xˆ?j,k−1 and covari-
ance P ?j,k−1 for each filter j. The necessary mixing probabilities µ(i|j),k−1
are calculated identically to the optimal filter case (3.58) according to
µ(i|j),k−1 =
pijµi,k−1
µ−j,k
, (3.67)
with the help of the predicted, a priori mode probabilities
µ−k = (µ
−
1,k . . . µ
−
r,k)
T of the current time step. These are them-
selves given by the prediction of the mode probabilities of the last time
step with elements from Π as
µ−j,k =
r∑
i=1
pijµi,k−1, (3.68)
see (3.58). Consequently, the initial state vector of each filter results from
the state estimation of all filters of the last time step. The higher the
27The GPB1 Filter, in contrast, approximates the posterior Gaussian mixture state
pdf p(xk−1|z1:k−1) by a Gaussian, which is used as the common initial pdf for all
underlying filters for the current time step. This approach likewise results in r dis-
tinct, underlying filters such as the IMM approximation but is less effective due to
the premature merging [53]. The computationally more demanding, but in compari-
son with the IMM Filter only slightly more effective GPB2 Filter approximates only
p(xk−1|Mi,k−1, z1:k−1) by a Gaussian, which results in r2 underlying filters. This can
be made obvious by substituting this approximation made in (3.65) into (3.55), p. 39,
which yields a Gaussian mixture with r2 components for p(xk|z1:k).
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mode probability of mode i at time step k−1 and the higher its transition
probability to mode j, the stronger the influence of the previous state
estimation of filter i on the initial state vector of filter j.
Model-Specific Filtering
Subsequently, these initial states xˆ?j,k−1 and covariances P ?j,k−1 are pre-
dicted to the current time step k for each model individually to obtain
predicted states xˆ−j,k and covariances P
−
j,k as well as predicted measure-
ments zˆ−j,k and innovation covariances Sj,k. These are then corrected with
the current measurement zk at time step k. As all densities involved
in (3.55) are Gaussian, this model-specific filtering can be realized by in-
dividual KF prediction and correction steps according to Section 3.1.2,
which yield a posteriori state and covariance estimates xˆj,k and P j,k for
each model.
Mode Probability Update
With the Gaussian model likelihoods given by28
λj,k = p(zk|Mj,k, z1:k−1) = N (zk; zˆ−j,k,Sj,k)
= 1√|2piSj,k|e− 12 (zk−zˆ−j,k)TS−1j,k(zk−zˆ−j,k), (3.69)
the mode probabilities can now be updated based on how well the mea-
surements fit to the model just as in the optimal filter (3.60), therefore
µj,k =
λj,kµ
−
j,k∑r
i=1 λi,kµ
−
i,k
. (3.70)
Thus, the smaller the (squared) Mahalanobis distance [164] between the
measurement prediction of model j given by zˆ−j,k and an actual measure-
ment zk in the exponent of (3.69), the higher the likelihood of model j,
which itself results in a higher mode probability for this model according
to (3.70).
28This result can be seen by observing the analogy of (3.59), p. 40, with (3.29), p. 29,
which resulted in (3.31), p. 29.
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Combination
For final output purpose, the individual updated filter states are combined
to a final state and covariance estimate [17] via
xˆk =
r∑
j=1
µj,kxˆj,k, (3.71a)
P k =
r∑
j=1
µj,k
(
P j,k + (xˆj,k − xˆk)(xˆj,k − xˆk)T
)
. (3.71b)
Note that these combinations are not used in the subsequent filter recur-
sion. The IMM Filter provides the basis for tracking and motion behavior
classification of dynamic grid cell hypothesis within the proposed dynamic
mapping approach described in Chapter 4.
3.1.8 Binary Bayes Filter
The last section focused on the approximate filtering solution of jump
Markov systems with continuous state spaces. The BBF, in contrast, is a
very special case of the optimal Bayesian filter, in which the state X to be
estimated is static, thus not changing over time, and the state space is dis-
crete and binary, consequently comprises only the two values true and false.
The corresponding probabilities are shortly written as p(X) = p(X = true)
and p(¬X) = p(X = false) in the following. Fig. 3.6 shows a DBN visual-
ization of the filtering task that can be solved by a BBF [247].
X
zk−1 zk zk+1. . . . . .
Figure 3.6: BBF model with observable nodes shaded in gray. A static, hidden
state is estimated from a measurement sequence. In filtering tasks, measure-
ments are only available up to time step k.
The BBF plays a major role for occupancy grid mapping algorithms
in which each cell can only be either free or occupied, and is particularly
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suitable for situations, in which a so-called inverse measurement or inverse
sensor model of the form p(X|zk) can be specified instead of the familiar
forward sensor models p(zk|X) considered so far. The inverse sensor model
specifies a distribution over the binary state variable X as a function of the
measurement zk and thus reasons from effects (the observed measurement)
back to its causes (the true, hidden state) [247]. This is convenient in
situations in which the measurements space is much more complex than
the state space and a forward measurement model is hard to come up
with [247].29 Under the Markov assumption and a double application of
Bayes’ theorem, we obtain
p(X|z1:k) =
p(zk|X, z1:k−1)p(X|z1:k−1)
p(zk|z1:k−1)
= p(zk|X)p(X|z1:k−1)
p(zk|z1:k−1)
= p(X|zk)p(zk)p(X|z1:k−1)
p(X)p(zk|z1:k−1)
(3.72)
for the event X = true. Exactly the same is done for the opposite event,
which analogously results in
p(¬X|z1:k) =
p(¬X|zk)p(zk)p(¬X|z1:k−1)
p(¬X)p(zk|z1:k−1)
. (3.73)
Dividing (3.72) by (3.73) allows to cancel the hard to calculate fraction
p(zk)
p(zk|z1:k−1) and results in the so-called odds of the binary state
p(X|z1:k)
p(¬X|z1:k)
= p(X|zk)
p(¬X|zk)
p(X|z1:k−1)
p(¬X|z1:k−1)
p(¬X)
p(X)
= p(X|zk)1− p(X|zk)
p(X|z1:k−1)
1− p(X|z1:k−1)
1− p(X)
p(X) ,
(3.74)
which is the ratio of the probability of the event X = true divided by the
probability of its negate X = false [247]. To avoid truncation problems
arising from probabilities close to zero or one and to turn multiplications
into additions, the so-called log odds representation lk(X) is advantageous.
29It is, for example, difficult to specify a high-dimensional distribution over all camera
images that show a vehicle, whereas it is much easier to define a function that calculates
the probability of a vehicle existing or not existing (binary state space) in a camera
image (high-dimensional measurement space).
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It is defined as the logarithm of (3.74) [247], therefore
lk(X) = log
p(X|zk)
1− p(X|zk)
+ log p(X|z1:k−1)1− p(X|z1:k−1)
+ log1− p(X)
p(X)
= log
Inverse sensor model︷ ︸︸ ︷
p(X|zk)
1− p(X|zk)
+ lk−1(X)− log
Prior︷ ︸︸ ︷
p(X)
1− p(X) .
(3.75)
Thus, the final filter result in form of the updated log odds ratio lk(X)
at time step k is calculated by adding the log odds form of the inverse
sensor model p(X|zk) to the filter result of the previous time step lk−1(X)
and subtracting the log odds ratio of the prior state probability p(X). To
start the recursion, l0(X) is specified with the help of the prior probability
according to
l0(X) = log
p(X)
1− p(X) . (3.76)
If no prior state knowledge is available, complete ignorance can be ex-
pressed by setting the non-informative prior p(X) = 0.5. In this case, the
last term in (3.75) vanishes. Under consideration of natural logarithms,
the posterior state in its familiar form can finally be recovered from lk(X)
by
p(X|z1:k) = 1−
1
1 + elk(X)
, (3.77)
which follows directly from the definition of the log odds ratio.
Now that the relevant Bayesian filter algorithms are described, the filter
applications target tracking and occupancy grid mapping are presented
in the following, which both play a major role in the generation of the
proposed metric environment representation.
3.2 Target Tracking
Target tracking is an application of Bayesian filtering, which aims at the
determination of tracks from a sequence of measurements. A track is a
state trajectory estimated from a set of measurements that have been
associated with the same target [17]. In the intelligent vehicles context,
target tracking is most often about determining states, such as position,
velocity, or acceleration, of other dynamic objects, e.g. vehicles. Target
tracking is, however, not limited to these kinds of objects but may also
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be used to determine states of other environment entities such as lane
markings or the shape of available free space.
The classical tracking architecture is illustrated in Fig. 3.7. Noisy sen-
sor measurements are compared with predicted measurements of already
established tracks in a data association step. If an association is possi-
ble, the corresponding measurement is used to update the state of the
track under consideration. If a measurement cannot be associated, it is
used to initialize a new track. The track management is responsible for
maintaining all current tracks, discarding old or weak tracks, and han-
dling new tracks. It holds the actual tracks with estimated states and
error covariances readily available for subsequent algorithms. The tracks’
state prediction is carried out with the help of a motion model described
by a system dynamic equation (3.9a), whereas the measurement predic-
tion is realized by a measurement model (sensor model) described by a
measurement equation (3.9b) to enable the necessary comparison between
predicted and real sensor measurements.
Updated
tracks
Initialized
tracks
Target tracks
Motion model
Measurement
prediction
State
prediction
Data
association
Track
management
State
update
Track
initialization
Measurement model
measurements
Tracking filter algorithm
Noisy sensor
Figure 3.7: Classical tracking architecture.
Consequently, target tracking is wider in scope than pure Bayesian fil-
tering, mainly because it additionally involves the problem of data associ-
ation [17], which is the topic of the next subsection.
3.2.1 Tracking Filters and Data Association
Whereas pure filtering is only concerned with uncertainty in measured
values and the estimation of hidden states, data association is concerned
with uncertainty in measurement origin. In target tracking applications,
it is not obvious which measurement belongs to which object. These am-
biguities become even more pronounced in the presence of false alarms
(clutter), which are generally random in number, location, and intensity.
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Validation Gates
The common denominator in all data association methods is the exploita-
tion of the concept of validation gates. A validation gate is a region Vk
within the measurement space that likely includes the true measurement
belonging to the track under consideration. The most common choice is
an elliptical validation gate
Vk(γG) = {zk | (zk − zˆ−k )TS−1k (zk − zˆ−k )︸ ︷︷ ︸
vk
≤ γG}, (3.78)
centered at the predicted measurement zˆ−k with associated innovation
covariance matrix Sk [17]. It includes all points that have a squared
Mahalanobis distance, the normalized innovation squared, smaller or
equal to a gate threshold γG. The threshold is obtained from the
inverse chi-square cumulative distribution with a chosen gate probability
PG = P (zk ∈ Vk(γG)) and dim(zk) = q degrees of freedom [17]. This
follows from the assumption that the innovation vk between the true
and the predicted measurement is normally distributed around zero with
covariance matrix Sk, which is the case for a properly working KF.
Therefore, this kind of gating exploits the full probabilistic knowledge
available at that time as opposed to, for example, methods just relying
on the Euclidean distance.30 The volume of the validation region Vk is
Vk = VU(q)|γGSk|
1
2 , (3.79)
with the volume of the q-dimensional unit hypersphere
VU(q) =
pi
1
2 q
Γ( 12q + 1)
=

pi
q
2
( q2 )!
, q even,
2q+1( q+12 )!pi
q−1
2
(q+1)! , q odd,
(3.80)
and gamma function Γ(·) [17]. Only measurements within Vk are consid-
ered for a filter correction or track update step, respectively. They are
said to be gated or validated and form the validated measurement set
Zv,k =
{
zm,k
}Nv
m=1 for a track. The remaining measurements can be used
to initialize new tracks. Fig. 3.8 shows an exemplary, two-dimensional val-
idation gate and an incoming measurement set at time step k with three
validated and two non-validated measurements and associated innovations.
30The Mahalanobis distance reduces to the Euclidean distance if Sk = 1.
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h(xˆk−1)
zˆ−k
z2,k
z1,k
z3,k
z4,k
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Figure 3.8: Two-dimensional, elliptical validation gate centered at the pre-
dicted measurement zˆ−k with incoming measurement set {zm,k}5m=1 and asso-
ciated innovation vectors vm,k. Note that all points on the boundary of Vk
have the same Mahalanobis distance to zˆ−k , defined by the gate threshold. All
measurements within Vk are validated, so that Zv,k =
{
zm,k
}3
m=1.
At this point, the importance of reasonable motion and measurement
models becomes apparent. A deviation between reality and what the
model expects may lead to situations in which true measurements are
outside the gate and therefore discarded, which might entail track losses.
Although this could be made less likely by increasing the gate size, e.g. by
either increasing the gate threshold or the innovation covariance by rais-
ing the measurement noise, this approach would result in a larger number
of clutter measurements falling inside the gate as a negative side effect.
This would not only waste processing time as more measurements have to
be considered but also complicate the separation of nearby objects due to
greater gate overlap.
Tracking Filters
Different data association methods as well as their corresponding track-
ing filters differ in the way they extract information from the validated
measurements. They can be classified into three categories.
First, methods differ in the way they assign measurements to tracks.
A hard assignment is present if at most one measurement is used to up-
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date the target’s state estimate at each time step. Consequently, these
algorithms are either completely correct or completely wrong. In contrast,
soft assignment algorithms can perform a weighted track update with more
than one measurement. They are never completely correct or wrong but
generally more robust.
Second, one can distinguish between algorithms using single-frame (also
called single-scan) and multi-frame assignments. In single-frame algo-
rithms, an assignment decision (be it soft or hard) has to be made in
each time step immediately and cannot be withdrawn later, whereas multi-
frame algorithms can delay the decision until more information is available
and ambiguities are resolved.
Third, algorithms differ in whether they explicitly consider multi-target
scenarios, thus perform data association jointly over all targets, or treat
each target individually.31
Tracking filter algorithms are combined with or include the previously
mentioned Bayesian filters of Table 3.1, p. 27, and are named after their
data association scheme. The most prominent methods are the following:
• Nearest Neighbor Standard Filters (NNSF) [17] are single-target
tracking filters that update the track with exactly the one measure-
ment (hard assignment) with the smallest Mahalanobis distance to
the predicted measurement even if this measurement is already used
to update another track. NNSFs are well-suited in case of accurate
prediction and measurement models for well-separated targets and
low clutter scenarios.
• Global Nearest Neighbor Filters (GNNF) [53] are multi-target track-
ing filters that update the state with only one measurement (hard
assignment) that is the result of solving a linear assignment prob-
lem globally, e.g. via the Munkres or, nowadays more common, the
Auction algorithm [34]. GNNFs are well-suited in case of accurate
prediction and measurement models and low clutter scenarios.
• Probabilistic Data Association Filters (PDAF) [15, 19] are single-
target tracking filters that perform a weighted update with possibly
several measurements (soft assignment) in the vicinity of a predicted
measurement for each target individually. They are target-oriented
31Note that single-target filters can also be run in multi-target scenarios but with
degraded performance. If targets are well-separated in the measurement space or other-
wise distinguishable, a single-target filter is sufficient and explicit multi-target schemes
just waste computational resources.
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and evaluate the measurement-to-target association probabilities for
the latest set of measurements. PDAFs are well-suited in case of
noisy models, well-separated targets, and existing clutter.
• Joint Probabilistic Data Association Filters (JPDAF) [84] are multi-
target extensions of the PDAF that perform a weighted update with
possibly several measurements (soft assignment) simultaneously con-
sidering all targets. JPDAFs are well-suited in case of noisy models
and existing clutter. Various extensions exist such as the JPDAF
with merged measurements or the JPDA coupled filter. The former
can cope with unresolved measurements in cases in which several
close targets give rise to only one measurement. The latter is suitable
for situations, in which targets share measurements within their val-
idation gates for several time steps. This results in correlated target
state estimation errors that are treated by estimating an augmented,
stacked state vector of all targets [17].
• Multi Hypothesis Tracking (MHT) Filters [33, 34, 206] are multi-
target tracking filters that evaluate the probabilities that there is a
target from which a specific measurement sequence originated. They
thus perform a target-to-measurement sequence association. As an
optimal solution, the MHT evaluates every possible measurement
sequence so that each hypothesis is considered, and subsequently
performs a hard assignment with the most likely. This optimal
solution is, however, computationally intractable due to the expo-
nentially increasing computational burden. Therefore, MHT Filters
are approximated in practice, e.g. via pruning strategies, but are
still demanding from a computational point of view and with regard
to implementation effort. They are well-suited for tracking closely
spaced targets through clutter and additionally provide straightfor-
ward track initialization procedures.
In Table 3.2, these filters are classified into the mentioned categories and
compared with respect to their clutter handling capabilities (CH) and
processing speed (PS).
In the following, we have a closer look on the later employed Probabilistic
Data Association (PDA) method as employed in the PDAF as well as
on the combination of an IMM with underlying UKFs and PDAs, which
provides a way to recursively estimate states and mode probabilities of
targets, each of which is described by a jump Markov nonlinear system, in
the presence of clutter.
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Table 3.2: Tracking filter algorithms.
−− very low; − low; + high; ++ very high
Filter Soft Assignment Multi-Frame Multi-Target CH PS
NNSF 7 7 7 7 ++
GNNF 7 7 X 7 +
PDAF X 7 7 X +
JPDAF X 7 X X −
MHT 7 X X X −−
3.2.2 Probabilistic Data Association Filter
The PDAF [15,127], originally introduced in [19], differs from the standard
KF equations only in the correction step to the effect that it performs
a weighted update with all Nv validated measurements, summarized in
the validated measurement set Zv,k =
{
zm,k
}Nv
m=1. The weights are the
measurement-to-target association probabilities βm,k = p(θm,k|Zv,k) of
the mutually exclusive32 and exhaustive33 association events
• θm,k: The measurement zm,k ∈ Zv,k is the sole target-oriented mea-
surement, the others are from clutter, and
• θ0,k: None of the measurements in Zv,k is target-oriented.
For the derivation of the association probabilities, the algorithm implicitly
assumes the following conditions to be fulfilled [17]:
• A target track has been initialized.
• Only a single target exists within the validation gate of the track un-
der consideration. Consequently, there is no persistent interference,
e.g. from neighboring targets.
• The target’s predicted state and measurement densities are Gaus-
sian. This is thus only fulfilled exactly for a KF prediction step
under LGS assumptions.
• Target detections occur independently over time with known detec-
tion probability PD.
32Mutually exclusive events cannot occur at the same time.
33Probabilities of exhaustive events sums up to one.
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• At most one of the validated measurements can be originated from
the target under consideration. The remaining ones are false alarms
modeled as independent and identically distributed random variables
with uniform spatial distribution in the measurement space. There-
fore, a target is not allowed to give rise to several measurements.
For the number of false measurements, it is common to consider a diffuse
prior clutter model, which uses the number of returns in the track gate
to estimate the clutter density and which is suitable for heterogeneous
clutter environments as any number of false measurements is considered
equiprobable [34]. This leads to the non-parametric PDAF34, in which the
association probabilities βm,k are given by [17]
βm,k =

em
b+
∑Nv
i=1
ei
, m ∈ {1, . . . , Nv},
b
b+
∑Nv
i=1
ei
, m = 0,
(3.81a)
em = e−
1
2v
T
m,kS
−1
k vm,k , (3.81b)
b =
(
2pi
γG
) q
2 Nv(1− PDPG)
VU(q)PD
. (3.81c)
The individual innovations vm,k and the innovation covariance matrix cor-
responding to the true measurement Sk originate from a KF measurement
prediction step (3.28), p. 29, whereas γG, VU(q), and PG are given by the
validation gate calculation as already explained in Section 3.2.1.
Once the data association probabilities are available35, the PDAF per-
forms a weighted state update according to
xˆk = xˆ−k +Kkvk = xˆ
−
k +Kk
Nv∑
m=1
βm,k (zm,k − zˆ−k )︸ ︷︷ ︸
vm,k︸ ︷︷ ︸
vk
, (3.82)
with the combined innovation vk [17]. Therefore, the less likely a mea-
surement belongs to the track under consideration the lesser it is weighted
34The parametric PDAF, in contrast, assumes a Poisson clutter model for the number
of false measurements.
35The multi-target extension JPDAF only differs in the way the data association
probabilities are calculated. The correction step remains the same.
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in the correction step. The covariance update [17]
P k = β0,kP−k + (1− β0,k)(P−k −KkSkKTk )
+Kk
(
Nv∑
m=1
βm,kvm,kv
T
m,k − vkvTk
)
KTk (3.83a)
can likewise be intuitively explained. As with probability β0,k, none of the
measurements are target-oriented, just the predicted covariance P−k ap-
pears in the first summand as if no correction had been performed. With
converse probability (1−β0,k), one of the measurements is target-oriented,
so that the standard KF covariance correction (3.32b), p. 29, is applied in
the second summand. The third summand is called the spread of the inno-
vations, a positive semi-definite term, which increases the covariance and
accounts for data association uncertainty [17]. The PDAF is a nonlinear
filter even under LGS assumptions due to the multiplications of the inno-
vations with the association probabilities in (3.82), which in turn depend
on the innovations in (3.81). From a computational point of view, the
PDAF is only slightly more demanding than the standard KF [17]. The
next section presents how the PDAF can advantageously be combined with
IMMs and UKFs.
3.2.3 IMM-UK-PDAF
The IMM-PDAF, a combination of an IMM Filter with PDA36, has orig-
inally been introduced in [110]. Numerous articles, e.g. [53, 127], point
out its ability to track maneuvering targets in clutter and even attest
the IMM-PDAF comparable tracking performance to the computationally
orders of magnitude costlier MHT Filters [127]. In this section, an ex-
tended form is presented in which this filter is accompanied by underlying
UKFs to handle nonlinearities. The filter is termed Interacting Multiple
Model Unscented Kalman Probabilistic Data Association Filter (IMM-UK-
PDAF) in the following and is mainly based upon combining information
scattered through [16–18,34,118,153,167]. The IMM-UK-PDAF provides
an approximate solution for recursively estimating states and mode prob-
abilities of well-separated, maneuvering targets, each of which is described
by a jump Markov nonlinear system, in the presence of clutter.
36Combinations of IMM and JPDAF [38] as well as IMM and JPDA coupled fil-
ters [251] exist as well but both are computationally more demanding and not necessary
for the task at hand.
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We consider the j-th model of a model set M = {Mj}rj=1 to be given
by
xk+1 = f j(xk,uk) +wj,k, (3.84a)
zk = hj(xk) + vj,k, (3.84b)
with input vector uk ∈ Rp, state vector xk ∈ Rn, measurement vec-
tor zk ∈ Rq, process noise vector wj,k ∈ Rn, measurement noise vector
vj,k ∈ Rq, system function f j(·), and measurement function hj(·). The
noise sequences are mutually independent, zero-mean, white, and Gaussian
with process noise covariance matrix Qj,k ∈ Rn×n and measurement noise
covariance matrix Rj,k ∈ Rq×q. The initial state density for each model is
considered Gaussian, and the evolution of the hybrid system among the r
models is supposed to follow a first-order Markov chain with time-invariant
Markovian model transition probability matrix Π ∈ Rr×r.
The explanation of the tracking filter is subdivided into six main steps:
interaction, model-specific filter prediction, measurement validation,
model-specific filter update, mode probability update, and combination.
A visual overview of these steps is given in Fig. 3.9 as an extension of
Fig. 3.5, p. 42.
Interaction
In the interaction step, the individual state and covariance estimates of the
underlying filters of the last time step xˆj,k−1,P j,k−1 are probabilistically
mixed to form a single initial state xˆ?j,k−1 and covariance P ?j,k−1 for each
filter j according to
xˆ?j,k−1 =
r∑
i=1
µ(i|j),k−1xˆi,k−1, (3.85a)
P ?j,k−1 =
r∑
i=1
µ(i|j),k−1
(
P i,k−1 + (xˆi,k−1 − xˆ?j,k−1)(xˆi,k−1 − xˆ?j,k−1)T
)
,
(3.85b)
with mixing probabilities
µ(i|j),k−1 =
pijµi,k−1
µ−j,k
(3.86)
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Figure 3.9: Overview of one cycle of the IMM-UK-PDAF at time step k.
and predicted, a priori mode probabilities µ−k = (µ
−
1,k . . . µ
−
r,k)
T given by
µ−j,k =
r∑
i=1
pijµi,k−1. (3.87)
This step is identical to the standard IMM interaction, see p. 42.
Model-Specific Filter Prediction
Subsequently, these initial states and covariances are predicted to the cur-
rent time step k for each model j individually to obtain predicted states
xˆ−j,k and error covariances P
−
j,k as well as predicted measurements zˆ
−
j,k
and innovation covariances Sj,k. Due to nonlinearities, this is realized by
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means of an UKF prediction in analogy to Section 3.1.5, p. 33:
X j,k−1 =
(
xˆ?j,k−1 γU
√
P ?j,k−1 ⊕ xˆ?j,k−1 −γU
√
P ?j,k−1 ⊕ xˆ?j,k−1
)
,
(3.88a)
X ∗j,i,k = f j(X j,i,k−1,uk−1), ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , 2n}, (3.88b)
xˆ−j,k =
2n∑
i=0
w
(m)
i X ∗j,i,k, (3.88c)
P−j,k =
2n∑
i=0
w
(c)
i
(X ∗j,i,k − xˆ−j,k) (X ∗j,i,k − xˆ−j,k)T +Qj,k−1, (3.88d)
X j,k =
(
xˆ−j,k γU
√
P−j,k ⊕ xˆ−j,k −γU
√
P−j,k ⊕ xˆ−j,k
)
, (3.88e)
Zj,i,k = hj(X j,i,k), ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , 2n}, (3.88f)
zˆ−j,k =
2n∑
i=0
w
(m)
i Zj,i,k, (3.88g)
Sj,k =
2n∑
i=0
w
(c)
i
(Zj,i,k − zˆ−j,k) (Zj,i,k − zˆ−j,k)T +Rj,k, (3.88h)
with
w
(m)
0 =
λU
n+ λU
, w
(c)
0 =
λU
n+ λU
+ (1− α2U + βU), (3.89a)
w
(m)
i = w
(c)
i =
1
2(n+ λU)
, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , 2n}, (3.89b)
λU = α2U(n+ κU)− n, (3.89c)
γU =
√
n+ λU. (3.89d)
Measurement Validation
The prediction step is followed by the measurement validation step. For
validating a measurement for all models of a track, it must lie within an
elliptical validation gate
Vk(γG) = {zk | (zk − zˆ−jr,k)
TS−1jr,k(zk − zˆ
−
jr,k
) ≤ γG}, (3.90)
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centered at zˆ−jr,k, with gate threshold γG [17] and jr normally calculated
as [34]
jr = arg max
j∈M
|Sj,k|. (3.91)
The gate is thus set up around the predicted measurement of the model
with the largest, in terms of determinant, innovation covariance matrix,
which it supposed to include the other gates to a large amount, see
Fig. 3.10. It is important to employ a common validation region for
all models of a track so that the model likelihoods are all conditioned
on the same set of measurements [17]. The threshold γG is obtained
from the inverse chi-square cumulative distribution with a chosen gate
probability PG = P (zk ∈ Vk(γG)) and dim(zk) = q degrees of freedom
according to [17]. The volume of the common validation region Vk is
Vk = VU(q)|γGSjr,k|
1
2 with the volume of the q-dimensional unit hyper-
sphere VU(q) = pi
1
2 q
Γ( 12 q+1)
and gamma function Γ(·) [17]. Consequently, we
obtain one validated measurement set Zv,k =
{
zm,k
}Nv
m=1 for all models
of a track. Non-validated measurements can be used to initialize new
tracks.
h1(xˆ1,k−1)
zˆ−1,k
z1,k
Vk
z1
z2
h2(xˆ2,k−1)
zˆ−2,k
v2,1,k
v1,1,k
z2,k v2,2,k
v1,2,k
Figure 3.10: Measurement validation in a two-model IMM-UK-PDAF. Both
measurements, z1,k and z2,k, are validated for both models of this track because
they lie in the validation region Vk of the model with the larger innovation
covariance matrix visualized in orange. Note that still the individual innovations
vj,m,k = zm,k − zˆ−j,k are used in the model-specific filter update step.
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Model-Specific Filter Update
The measurement validation step is followed by a model-specific filtering.
For this purpose, each track is updated with r PDAFs, which yield a
posteriori state and covariance estimates, xˆj,k and P j,k, for each model
by incorporating the current validated measurement set according to
Cj,k =
2n∑
i=0
w
(c)
i
(X j,i,k − xˆ−j,k) (Zj,i,k − zˆ−j,k)T , (3.92a)
Kj,k = Cj,kS−1j,k, (3.92b)
xˆj,k = xˆ−j,k +Kj,kvj,k = xˆ
−
j,k +Kj,k
Nv∑
m=1
βj,m,k (zm,k − zˆ−j,k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
vj,m,k︸ ︷︷ ︸
vj,k
, (3.92c)
P j,k = βj,0,kP−j,k + (1− βj,0,k)(P−j,k −Kj,kSj,kKTj,k)
+Kj,k
(
Nv∑
m=1
βj,m,kvj,m,kv
T
j,m,k − vj,kvTj,k
)
KTj,k. (3.92d)
First, the cross covariance matrix Cj,k between predicted measurements
and states is used together with the innovation covariance Sj,k to cal-
culate the Kalman gain Kj,k for each model j such as in the normal
UKF. The state and covariance update step then equals the conventional
PDAF update step, see Section 3.2.2, which weights the influence of a
measurement zm,k, with associated innovation vj,m,k, with its association
probability βj,m,k. For a considered nonparametric, uniform, diffuse prior
clutter model, the association probability βj,m,k for zm,k being the correct
measurement given a target detection probability PD is calculated as
βj,m,k =

ej,m
b+
∑Nv
i=1
ej,i
, m ∈ {1, . . . , Nv},
b
b+
∑Nv
i=1
ej,i
, m = 0,
(3.93a)
ej,m = e−
1
2v
T
j,m,kS
−1
j,kvj,m,k , (3.93b)
b =
(
2pi
γG
) q
2 Nv(1− PDPG)
VU(q)PD
, (3.93c)
in which βj,0,k is the probability that no measurements within the gate
are correctly belonging to the track and model under consideration.
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Mode Probability Update
The model likelihoods λj,k are the Gaussian-uniform mixture
λj,k = p(Zv,k|Mj,k,Zv,1:k−1) =
1− (PDPG)
(Vk)Nv
+ PDV
(1−Nv)
k
Nv
√|2piSj,k|
Nv∑
m=1
ej,m,
(3.94)
equivalent to the standard IMM-PDAF for linear jump Markov systems,
for a derivation see [17]. This is because the individual UKFs equivalently
represent all individual measurement predictions as Gaussians just as the
standard KF, and because the clutter is likewise assumed uniformly dis-
tributed in the measurement space. Thereupon, the mode probabilities
can be updated based on how well the measurements fit to the model
according to
µj,k =
µ−j,kλj,k
r∑
i=1
µ−i,kλi,k
, (3.95)
just as in the standard IMM Filter [17].
Combination
For final output purpose, the individual updated filter states are again
combined to a final state and covariance estimate via [17]
xˆk =
r∑
j=1
µj,kxˆj,k, (3.96a)
P k =
r∑
j=1
µj,k
(
P j,k + (xˆj,k − xˆk)(xˆj,k − xˆk)T
)
. (3.96b)
So far, an overview of Bayesian filters and the filtering application target-
tracking has been given, with focus on the later-employed algorithms. The
next section deals with another Bayesian filter application, namely occu-
pancy grid mapping.
3.3 Occupancy Grid Mapping
Occupancy grid mapping, originally introduced in [76,77], is a technique to
generate consistent maps from noisy or uncertain measurement data under
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the assumption that the world is static and the vehicle pose is known [247].
It is therefore also termed mapping with known poses. The resulting grid
map m tessellates the environment into finitely many grid cells mi, each
of which encode the probability of being occupied p(mi) depending on the
sensor readings. Although the term occupancy may encode different facets,
it most often relates to whether a mobile robot, such as an intelligent
vehicle, can or cannot pass a specific area of the environment physically.
Occupancy grid mapping is a special case of the Simultaneous Local-
ization and Mapping (SLAM) problem that requires a simultaneous pose
estimation [13, 72, 247]. The DBN visualization of the different inference
tasks of occupancy grid mapping and SLAM are contrasted in Figure 3.11.
. . . . . .xE,k−1 xE,k xE,k+1
zk−1 zk zk+1
m
(a)
. . . . . .xE,k−1 xE,k xE,k+1
zk−1 zk zk+1
m
(b)
Figure 3.11: DBNs of the probabilistic mapping problem with observable nodes
shaded in gray. In occupancy grid mapping (a), the sole hidden state is the
map m. The ego vehicle poses xE and environment sensor measurements z are
assumed known. In SLAM (b), poses are to be estimated simultaneously with
the map.
From a Bayesian point of view, the problem addressed by occupancy
grid mapping is thus to determine the posterior distribution over mapsm
given the set of environment measurements z1:k and the sequence of known
poses of the ego vehicle xE,1:k up to time step k as37
p(m|z1:k,xE,1:k). (3.97)
Due to the enormous complexity of calculating (3.97), the problem needs
to be simplified to be computationally tractable.38
37Although the state of the map is discrete, maps are written in lower case in this
thesis to distinguish them from the maneuver random variables.
38Suppose a very rough map of only 500 cells with binary state space, then the
dimension of the map’s joint state space is already 2500 ≈ 3 · 10150.
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3.3.1 Traditional Mapping Solution
The traditional mapping solution breaks down the problem into a
collection of problems with binary, static state, i.e. the estimation of
p(mi|z1:k,xE,1:k) for all grid cells mi [77, 247]. Consequently, each cell is
considered stochastically independent of all other cells and the posterior
distribution over maps is approximated as the product of marginal
distributions according to
p(m|z1:k,xE,1:k) =
∏
i
p(mi|z1:k,xE,1:k). (3.98)
Because of this factorization, the estimation of the occupancy probability
of each grid cell can be realized by individual, separate BBFs as explained
in Section 3.1.8. By applying the log odds representation of the posterior
occupancy probability of each grid cell
lk(mi) = log
p(mi|z1:k,xE,1:k)
1− p(mi|z1:k,xE,1:k)
, (3.99)
the recursive filter solution for solving (3.99) is consequently given by
lk(mi) = lk−1(mi) + log
Inverse sensor model︷ ︸︸ ︷
p(mi|zk,xE,k)
1− p(mi|zk,xE,k)
− log
Prior︷ ︸︸ ︷
p(mi)
1− p(mi)
, (3.100)
in which the inverse sensor model specifies the distribution of the binary
cell state variable as a function of the measurement and pose [247].39
3.3.2 Inverse Sensor Models
The inverse sensor model, see Section 3.1.8, necessary for calculat-
ing (3.100) can be learned from the forward sensor model via supervised
39There also exist grid mapping algorithms with forward sensor models of the
form p(zk|m,xE,k), which do not have to apply the simplifying factorization involved
in (3.98) [246]. The forward mapping approach introduced in [246] is, however, not
incremental but needs to pass through the data multiple times. Moreover, it is compu-
tationally orders of magnitude more demanding than mapping with inverse models and
the result is likewise no full posterior distribution over maps but a maximum likelihood
map estimated via expectation maximization. By conditioning on this map estimate,
an approximate marginal posterior distribution of each grid cell’s occupancy can, how-
ever, be recovered in a subsequent processing step. In the intelligent vehicles and ADAS
domain, mapping with forward sensor models does not (yet) play any role.
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learning [247], derived analytically from the forward sensor model in
special cases [77, 145], or specified manually directly [86, 269]. For
2D range sensors, it is commonly assumed that the sensor outputs a noisy
range and angle measurement of a detected obstacle.40 The area in front
of the detection is treated as (rather) free in the inverse sensor model,
the area in the vicinity of the obstacle detection as (rather) occupied,
and the area behind the obstacle as unknown. The latter is based on
the assumption that a range sensor is incapable of providing information
behind an obstacle due to occlusions.
The three regions are clearly visible in Fig 3.12, which shows an exem-
plary inverse sensor model of a 2D range sensor based on [77, 86, 269]. In
front of the obstacle, the inverse sensor model is described by a linear, ris-
ing function, which stays below an occupancy value of 0.5. In this region,
the corresponding cell occupancy probabilities are thus lowered in a BBF
update as the corresponding log odds ratios of the inverse sensor model
are negative. The positive gradient models the increased probability of
missing a true target farther away [269] and consequently ensures that
the corresponding occupancy probabilities are decreased less strongly in
larger distances to the sensor. In the vicinity of the obstacle, the detection
is blurred due to the Gaussian distributed angle and range measurements,
whereas the inverse sensor model is equal to 0.5 behind the obstacle as no
environment knowledge is provided there. Considering a non-informative
map prior, i.e. p(mi) = 0.5 ⇒ log p(mi)1−p(mi) = 0, occupancy grid mapping
via (3.100) is thus performed by adding the log odds form of such an
inverse sensor model to the log odds ratio of the posterior cell occupancy
of the grid map of the last time step lk−1(mi) for each grid cell mi.
Inverse sensor models exist for sonars [77], radars [91], lidars [107,
131, 269], and stereo cameras [140]. Different sensors can be fused by
mapping a separate grid with each sensor and subsequently combining
the resulting maps, e.g. via the independent opinion pool method [27, 77]
under a stochastic independence assumption between measurements of
the different sensors. For the commonly assumed non-informative map
prior, this is equivalent to adding the posterior log odds of all separately
mapped grids [175].41
40Note that this type of output can be generated for all range sensors including
sonars, lidars, radars, and stereo cameras after appropriate preprocessing.
41An alternative approach consist in updating a single map with different sensors.
In this case, however, the sensor with the faster sampling rate dominates the mapping
result [73], which is a disadvantage in the case of asynchronous sensors.
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Figure 3.12: Exemplary inverse sensor model with corresponding probability
contour plot for a 2D range sensor with Gaussian range and angle measure-
ment uncertainties. The sensor is positioned at xE,k = (40 m 0 m 90 ◦)T and
points in y-direction. A fictive obstacle detection is received 30 m ahead, thus
zk = (30 m 0 ◦)T . The free space area in front is modeled as a linear rising func-
tion with values smaller than 0.5, cells in the vicinity of the detection receive
values greater than 0.5 under consideration of the uncertainties, whereas the area
behind the obstacle detection is treated as unknown, which results in values for
the inverse sensor model equal to 0.5.
Finally, it should be mentioned that occupancy grids can not just be
mapped via Bayesian inference but also via Fuzzy or Dempster-Shafer the-
ory, for a comparison see [207]. In contrast to Bayesian approaches, the
latter can distinguish between areas of conflicting information and non-
observed areas [73], and be generalized to more than two cell states [92].
On the downside, the storage requirements double as separate maps have
to be maintained for occupied and free evidences. Nevertheless, Dempster-
Shafer-based mapping is becoming increasingly popular in the intelligent
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vehicles domain [73,91,137]. Independent of the underlying mapping the-
ory, the assumption that cells are static is taken in the majority of such
traditional mapping algorithms. This causes problems if dynamic objects
are present. The next chapter addresses this topic in detail and provides
a novel method for grid mapping (and tracking) in dynamic road environ-
ments.
67
4 Grid Mapping in Dynamic
Environments
The present chapter is devoted to a novel method for grid mapping in
dynamic road environments. Starting with the weaknesses of traditional
mapping filters, related work on this topic is presented. Subsequently, the
proposed dynamic mapping approach is introduced and implementation
as well as performance aspects are highlighted. Finally, evaluation results
from real dynamic traffic scenarios are shown to illustrate the capabili-
ties of the developed system. The chapter closes with a summary of the
method’s key aspects.
4.1 Introduction and Motivation
Mapping is one of the fundamental problems in mobile robotics. Especially
occupancy grid mapping is a widespread method for building dense rep-
resentations of the environment in a probabilistic way and found entrance
into the intelligent vehicles domain as already explained in the overview
in Section 2.2.
One main challenge in state-of-the-art mapping is to deal with dynamic
environments [245]. In modern ADAS and intelligent vehicles, grid maps
are most often constructed by mapping algorithms designed only for a
static world even in dynamic environments, e.g. via BBFs as explained
in Section 3.1.8. Hence, the so-constructed maps suffer from corruptions
caused by dynamic objects in form of trails of slowly declining occupancy
probabilities. This undesirable effect is illustrated in Fig. 4.1 on an exem-
plary driving scene with a dynamic vehicle in front. The corresponding
BBF-based grid map is shown on the right. The reason for the occurring
corruptions is that to unlearn that a cell is free takes as many observations
as to learn its occupancy in BBF-based grids [49].
The aim of this chapter is to present a method that overcomes these
limitations and minimizes mapping errors online in a computationally ef-
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Figure 4.1: Effects of mapping dynamic environments with algorithms designed
for a static world. The exemplary driving scenario (a) contains a dynamic object
in front of the ego vehicle and construction walls at the side. Each cell of the
corresponding occupancy grid map (b) is filtered with an individual BBF – the
red ego vehicle is shown in the middle of the map. The darker a grid cell, the
higher its occupancy probability. Undesirable mapping errors stemming from
the vehicle in front are clearly visible in the grid.
ficient way to generate a local1, optimized grid map that only contains
static environment structures while simultaneously detecting and track-
ing the corruption-causing dynamic objects. This facilitates higher-level
environment recognition tasks, which do not have to deal with moving ob-
ject corruptions any more, extend available static free space for trajectory
planners, and provide an object-based, compact description of dynamic
objects. The method should ideally
• cope with different sensors employed in the automotive domain in-
cluding radars, lidars, and stereo cameras,
• be computationally efficient to keep up with the sensor update time,
• be easily combinable with existing systems relying on a traditional
BBF-based mapping,
1Problems only involved in global mapping, e.g. loop closing, are not treated in this
thesis.
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• work even if dynamic objects pass static structures in close vicinity,
which causes merged static and dynamic environment grid cells, and
• cope with ego motion and noise.
Before the proposed approach to this problem is presented, an overview
of related work on occupancy grid mapping in dynamic environments is
first given in the following.
4.2 Related Work
The following discussion about related work on dynamic mapping focuses
on works addressing the problem of online map building in highly dynamic
environments. Therefore, neither oﬄine approaches such as [31], which use
the expectation maximization algorithm to differentiate between dynamic
and static parts of the environment, are considered further nor methods
trying to learn a limited number of configurations of dynamic objects as
shown in [237] because objects in road environments move continuously
and cannot be restricted to certain configurations.2
Works that address the problem of online map building in highly dy-
namic environments can be subdivided into two categories:
• Methods that incorporate the scene dynamics directly into the map-
ping process [54,57,62,244,277].
• Methods that filter out measurements supposed to belong to dynamic
objects and subsequently use a traditional mapping algorithm suit-
able for a static world [42,100,141,183,184,193,229,259–261,263].
A representative of the first category is the so-called Bayesian Occu-
pancy Filter (BOF) [57], which generates a four-dimensional grid represen-
tation of the environment – two dimensions for the Cartesian coordinates
and two for the velocity components of each cell. Each cell’s motion is pre-
dicted with a constant velocity model. A computationally less demanding
modification [54] produces a two-dimensional occupancy grid representa-
tion with a distribution of possible velocities for each cell. Another ap-
proach is described in [62, 63] (and similarly in [244]), in which a particle
filter-based tracking is used to infer the velocity of the grid cells. The
raw occupancy grid serves as the measurement vector and the particles
2A survey covering these approaches can be found in [173].
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additionally provide the building blocks of the modeled world. Two grids
are used in [277], one for the occupancy probability of moving objects, and
one of static objects. These grids are mapped with different inverse sensor
models. However, no physically interpretable prediction models are ap-
plied. Hence, if a moving object cannot be detected, the area is inevitably
mapped onto the static grid because detection failures cannot be bridged.
Representatives of the second category are the works of [261,263], which
bring up the general problem of Simultaneous Localization, Mapping and
Moving Object Tracking (SLAMMOT), and provide a computationally fea-
sible solution by decomposing the problem into two separate estimators
that solve Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) and Detection
And Tracking of Moving Objects (DATMO) concurrently.3 This results
in a separate moving object grid for each object as well as a grid for the
static world. Either a consistency-based or a moving-object map-based
detector is used to classify measurements as belonging to moving objects
directly. These are filtered from the static map to get a better pose estima-
tion within SLAM. In [100], moving people are tracked by a sample-based
JPDAF and measurement beams resulting from moving objects are like-
wise excluded to improve the map quality. In [260], new measurements
are compared with the local map to classify them as dynamic. However,
ambiguities occur if objects appear in unexplored regions because it is not
possible to distinguish between moving and newly appearing static envi-
ronments. Therefore, a tracking step is used in [259] as an improvement
after the initial dynamic cell hypothesis generation to separate dynamic
and static objects more robustly. Laser scanner measurements are sub-
sequently connected with the help of box models of predefined sizes for
different classes such as pedestrians or vehicles. A motion evidence score
is calculated in [193] to help filtering out false moving object hypothesis.
This score is based on newly occupied and free regions, but, in opposi-
tion to the proposed approach, the information is not used within the
measurement vector generation for an employed RBPF-based tracking. A
combination of object-based multi-target tracking and grid mapping can
further be found in [42, 229], where grid cells are associated with object
states and predicted within the map. A subsequent feedback from the
map is used to preserve consistency between the map content and the ob-
ject list. With this laser scanner-based system, trails of moving objects
3The topics of mapping and tracking have long been studied in isolation – probably
because the tracking community’s primary topic of radar-based aircraft tracking does
not require mapping due to the large open space without static obstacles.
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can be suppressed and the tracking itself benefits from the grid mapping.
In [141], the disparity image is classified into regions of stationary and
moving parts by generating object hypotheses by segmenting object con-
tours on a v-disparity image, which are tracked over time with additional
exploitation of optical flow within the measurement equations. A clas-
sifier based on a sequential probability ratio test on the residuals of a
stationary and a moving process model is used to distinguish moving from
stationary parts of the environment. Subsequently, only non-moving parts
of the disparity image are integrated into the grid. In [183], fuzzy rules
are used for the distinction between static and dynamic cells. These rules
take criteria such as cluster size, correlation, and grid resolution into ac-
count. Once a cell is classified as dynamic, it is, however, not updated in
the conventional way but by taking the current sensor measurement as the
new occupancy probability. Due to unconvincing results, the same authors
propose a different approach in [184]. In the improved algorithm, the grid
itself undergoes a hierarchical segmentation based on a distance criterion.
Subsequently, each segment is associated with already tracked objects if
possible. Segments associated with moving objects are used to update an
IMM tracking filter, whereas only the ones associated with stationary ob-
jects update an occupancy grid. The problem of direct grid segmentation,
as done in [184], is that adjacent static and moving segments can merge.
This might limit its usefulness for unstructured inner city environments
with many static segments in the vicinity of moving objects.
Conclusion
In conclusion, methods of the first category are computationally demand-
ing as high-dimensional state spaces have to be estimated. Moreover, they
cannot easily be combined with existing systems relying on a conventional
grid representation, contrary to the works of the second category. The
main limitation of the methods of this second category is that they can
only be applied if measurements can robustly be separated into measure-
ments of stationary and moving objects.4 This is a challenging task even
for costly laser scanner sensors such as utilized in [193, 259, 263] and all
the more for sensors like stereo cameras and radars (which are used in this
4Some vision-based works, e.g. [79], circumvent this separation problem by using
trained image feature-based vehicle/people detectors and exclude all emerging tracks
from a simultaneously built static occupancy grid. This is, however, neither possible
with other environment sensors nor for non-trained dynamic objects and would also
exclude standing vehicles/people.
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work) as already stated in [184]. Moreover, works of the second category
are often tailored towards a specific sensor modality, e.g. using optical
flow information only available in vision-based systems, and are therefore
not sensor-independent. Also, the challenge of correct static environment
mapping in cases in which dynamic objects move in close vicinity to static
structures, is not treated explicitly in the mentioned approaches.
The proposed method belongs to the second category and therefore
keeps the traditional, BBF-based grid mapping scheme, but differs from
the mentioned works in a couple of ways:
• Not raw sensor measurements are classified as static or dynamic but
cells in temporally consecutive maps after a traditional grid map
update step. Spurious measurements are thus filtered out initially
by the inverse sensor model and the algorithm can directly be coupled
with existing systems.
• Newly available free space is used explicitly for the generation of
dynamic object hypothesis even in the vicinity of static environment
structures. With this novel approach, it is not only possible to receive
a unique object heading angle measurement in each time step but
also to reconstruct even only partially visible objects without the
need of clustering the original grid or measurement.
• A nonlinear, adaptive IMM-UK-PDAF as introduced in Section 3.2.3
is used not merely to recursively estimate the states of underlying
motion models of extended objects but rather for checking the con-
sistency of cell movement with motion characteristics of real dynamic
objects. This helps in the decision between real dynamic objects,
newly mapped static environment, and sensor noise. It is further
possible to filter out dynamic cells even if the motion detector fails,
namely by using the prediction models.
4.3 Proposed Approach
In the following, the proposed approach to online mapping of highly dy-
namic driving environments is presented. Excerpts have already been pub-
lished by the author in [225,226].
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4.3.1 System Overview
An overview of the proposed dynamic mapping approach is given in
Fig. 4.2. It consists of three main parts: The generation of dynamic cell
hypothesis (blue), the subsequent tracking (orange), and the classification
and grid post processing (yellow). Inputs are the current, unoptimized
grid map mk, the map of the last time step mk−1, and the ego motion
vector uk−1. Outputs are an optimized grid map mopt,k, in the best
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Figure 4.2: Overview of one time step of the proposed dynamic mapping ap-
proach. Inputs are maps with dynamic object corruptions, mk and mk−1, as
well as ego motion uk−1. Outputs are an optimized grid map mopt,k and a
dynamic object map with estimated motion states. Parameters are explained in
the main text.
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case free of dynamic object corruptions, and a dynamic object map. The
input grid maps themselves are supposed to be the result of individual
BBF updates as explained in Section 3.3.1. The set of environment
sensor measurements is generated by a stereo camera and an automotive
long-range radar sensor with individual appropriate inverse sensor models
in this work, see [91].5 The set of ego vehicle poses is supposed to be
known precisely due to the ego vehicle’s proprioceptive sensors. Each of
the three parts is described in detail in the following subsections. Relevant
steps are further illustrated in Fig. 4.3 on the grid map of the exemplary
driving scene, which serves as a running example in this chapter.
4.3.2 Generation of Dynamic Cell Hypothesis
The first step within the grid-based dynamic cell hypothesis generation
is the calculation of the ego-motion compensated temporal backward dif-
ference quotient of the occupied probability p(mi) for each grid cell mi
to highlight changing regions. This is similar to frame differencing [278],
which is a common approach to motion detection in the image analysis
domain.6 The result, visualized in Fig. 4.3b, illustrates the complexity of
robustly extracting true dynamic object cells from such a difference grid
as changing regions could not only stem from real dynamic objects but
also from newly mapped static environments and noise. Moreover, main
parts of moving objects are suppressed and invisible in this representation.
This is because changes in occupancy probability are small in areas where
dynamic objects are really located but large in areas that dynamic objects
just entered or just passed. Consequently, dynamic objects have to be
reconstructed.
For this purpose, two new binary grids are generated by segmenting
the temporal difference grid with two thresholds ±qth, so that one con-
tains only cells of increasing free probability (newly free cells) and the
other only cells of increasing occupancy probability (newly occupied cells).
These new grids are subsequently clustered separately by a Density Based
Spatial Clustering for Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) with neighbor-
hood radius rDB and minimal point number NDB [80]. The advantageous
properties of DBSCAN in contrast to other methods like the well-known
standard k-Means are the following:
5Stereo camera: Continental MFC 300; Radar sensor: Continental ARS 300.
6Motion estimation algorithms such as optical flow [159,271], which also take spatial
differences and uncertainty into account, might lead to better motion detection but are
computationally too expensive.
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Figure 4.3: Generation of dynamic cell hypothesis in an exemplary driv-
ing scenario. The input grid map mk (a) is of fixed size (80 m× 80 m;
500 cells× 500 cells) and shifted with the ego vehicle’s motion (velocity vE, yaw
rate ωE), whose orientation in the map is given by the yaw angle ψE. The cells of
the temporal backward difference quotient grid (b) are subsequently clustered.
The results of this clustering step in form of newly free and newly occupied areas
are shown in (c) and (d), respectively. Rectangles are then fitted to each cluster
(newly free: green; newly occupied: red), see (e), and the combined, merged
rectangles (blue) as well as reconstructed dynamic object hypothesis (orange)
are finally depicted in (f). These hypothesis form the measurements for the
subsequent tracking step.
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• The number of clusters must not be known or specified beforehand.
This fact is important as the number of real dynamic objects can
never be known in advance.
• Clusters can have arbitrary shapes and do not need to be similarly
sized. This fact is important as the amount of newly available free or
occupied space changes with the objects’ dimensions and velocities,
which are not known beforehand.
• Outliers are readily identified during the clustering process and con-
sequently not all data points need to be assigned to clusters. This
fact is important as especially newly mapped static environment
structures produce false dynamic cell hypothesis.
The resulting clusters are shown for newly free areas in Fig. 4.3c and for
newly occupied areas in Fig. 4.3d – outliers are depicted with black crosses.
We realize that most of the newly mapped static environment areas and
noise are already correctly identified as outliers because of their low den-
sity. Moreover, clusters resulting from the real dynamic object, i.e. the
vehicle in front of the ego vehicle, are separated from the ones that stem
from newly mapped construction walls. Any distance-based clustering,
such as an almost connected components clustering, would lead to com-
pletely false results as a merging between static and dynamic environment
clusters occurred.
After the density-based clustering is performed, oriented rectangles are
calculated for each individual found cluster. Results are shown in Fig. 4.3e,
in which rectangles corresponding to newly free clusters are visualized in
green and ones corresponding to newly occupied clusters in red. The
rectangle calculation is made more robust by first extracting the error
ellipse of each cluster by scaling its covariance matrix and generating the
bounding rectangle for each ellipse.
Thereafter, rectangles of newly free clusters are merged with rectangles
of newly occupied clusters, if they belong to the same object, in order
to bridge invisible object areas. This rectangle shape model assumption7
is reasonable for vehicles, bicycles, or pedestrians, and enables a comple-
tion of only partially visible objects, e.g. if only two edges are visible.
The merging criteria, deduced from considerations that hold in fictitious,
perfectly mapped bird’s-eye view grids with non-turning objects, are the
following:
7Note that approaches exist that provide a more detailed shape information of
dynamic objects [10].
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• Newly occupied and newly free rectangles belonging to the same
object must have the same area as dynamic objects are supposed to
be non-deforming and thus need the same new occupied space that
they free up elsewhere.
• Newly occupied and newly free rectangles must have the same ori-
entation due to the rectangular object shape assumption.
• Cells that lie in between newly occupied and newly free clusters
belonging to the same object must be occupied in the original grid.
• The distance between newly occupied and newly free areas must lie
within certain bounds corresponding to reasonable dynamic object
sizes.
In reality, these criteria can never be fulfilled exactly and are therefore
relaxed. For a successful merging, areas Af, Ao and angles φf, φo of newly
free and newly occupied rectangles just have to be similar, only a certain
percentage po of occupied cells has to exist in the original grid on the
connection line of the centers of mass of a newly free and a newly occupied
rectangle, and the distance dfo between newly free and newly occupied
areas must not be arbitrary large. The criteria are further illustrated in
Fig. 4.4 on an ideal example. With the thresholds Ath, φth, dth, pth, the
following set of equations has to be fulfilled for a successful merging:
1
Ath
!
<
Af
Ao
!
< Ath, (4.1a)
min
(
(φf − φo)mod(pi/2); pi/2− (φf − φo)mod(pi/2)
) !
< φth, (4.1b)
dfo
!
< dth, (4.1c)
po
!
> pth. (4.1d)
Since angles are ambiguous with respect to the quadrant at this stage and
since a merging can occur via the length or width of the rectangle, the
minimal angle difference of all these variants is compared to the threshold
φth in (4.1b). In the parametrization of these thresholds, a balance has
to be found between two conflicting demands. If the criteria are relaxed
too strongly, many false dynamic object reconstructions are generated,
whereas strict thresholds pose a risk that real dynamic objects are missed.
In practice, it has found to be beneficial to loosen the criteria quite a bit
and to treat emerging false detections (clutter) in the subsequent filtering.
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Figure 4.4: Dynamic object reconstruction example. The position of a dynamic
object moving to the right (yellow arrow) is visualized in (a) for two consecu-
tive time steps in a grid map-fixed coordinate system. The corresponding ideal
temporal backward difference quotient grid is shown in (b). Newly free cells are
depicted in green, newly occupied cells in red. The merging criteria are similar
areas Af, Ao, similar angles φf, φo, maximum distance dfo, and minimal percent-
age of occupied cells on the connection line of the center of masses of the two
rectangles. The result of the merging in form of the (blue-framed) combined
rectangle is shown in (c), whereas the final (orange-framed) rectangle, which has
been shortened by the newly free cells and corresponds to the reconstruction of
the original object, is visualized in (d).
If several merging combinations between newly free and newly occupied
rectangles are possible, the distance criteria is treated as most relevant to
decide which merging is indeed performed. This rather simple approach
has found to be sufficient.8 The final parameter values are given in Ta-
ble 4.2, p. 96.
The merging itself is performed by calculating the combined rectangle
of newly free and newly occupied areas of an object. These are, however,
too large as the areas of newly free cells do not correspond to the real dy-
namic object because the object already just left that area. Consequently,
the merged rectangles are shortened by the newly free rectangles to gen-
erate a final dynamic object hypothesis. Fig. 4.3f shows the result in form
of the merged rectangles that fulfilled the criteria in blue, and the final,
reconstructed dynamic object hypothesis in orange, overlaid over the orig-
8The problem could also be treated as a generalized assignment problem for which a
global optimum over all possible merging combinations with arbitrary weighted criteria
is to be found. This is, however, computationally much more demanding.
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inal grid map. Besides the correct reconstruction of the dynamic vehicle
in front, also a false reconstruction took place at lower left as the newly
mapped static environment coincidentally fulfilled the criteria as well. At
this time step, it is impossible to decide whether a reconstruction stems
from a real dynamic object or not.
To make this decision in a robust way, a novel IMM-UK-PDAF tracking-
based approach is applied, which allows to reason about whether move-
ments of temporally consecutive measurements are consistent with motion
characteristics of real dynamic objects or not. Measurements for this track-
ing step are center coordinates x, y, heading ψ, length l, and width w of
each final reconstructed dynamic object hypothesis. Note that the head-
ing angle is, at this stage, not ambiguous with respect to the quadrant
any more because we know where newly occupied cells are located in the
reconstructed hypothesis. This is further illustrated in Fig. 4.5.
?
?
?
?(a) (b)
Figure 4.5: Explanation of the availability of a unique heading angle measure-
ment. Rectangles from directly clustered measurements (without grid) contain
angle ambiguities as the object could be moving in each direction (a). This
ambiguity is resolved by measuring the angle in the direction of newly occupied
cells shown in red (b).
All measurements are combined in the measurement vector
z = (z1 . . . z5)
T = (x y ψ l w)T , and all Nz measurement vectors
at time step k in turn constitute the measurement set Zk =
{
zi,k
}Nz
i=1,
which is the input of the tracking step described in the following.
4.3.3 Tracking of Dynamic Cell Hypothesis
For tracking, we consider a nonlinear jump Markov system with a model
set M = {Mj}rj=1 of r = 3 models, which share a common state vec-
tor x = (x y ψ v ω l w)T . The states consist of object center position x, y
in the grid map-fixed coordinate system, heading angle9 ψ, absolute veloc-
9Note that no distinction between heading (yaw) angle and course angle is made
because the slip angle [204] is treated as zero during tracking.
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ity magnitude in driving direction v, absolute turn rate ω as well as object
length l and width w, see Fig. 4.6.
ψk vk
x
y
xk
yk
ωk
wk lk
c
Figure 4.6: States of a tracked object at time step k with center position xk, yk
in the grid map-fixed coordinate system, heading angle ψk, absolute veloc-
ity magnitude in driving direction vk, absolute turn rate ωk as well as object
length lk and width wk. The quadratic grid cells have a fixed length c.
Motion and Measurement Models
Two of the motion models describe physically consistent motion behavior
of real objects in form of a (nearly) Constant Velocity (CV) model M1
given by the discrete-time, stochastic system dynamic equation
xk+1 =

xk + vkT sinψkc
yk + vkT cosψkc
ψk
vk
0
lk
wk

+ uk +w1,k, (4.2)
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and in form of a (nearly) Constant Turn Rate and Velocity (CTRV)
model M2 to cope with turning objects, described by
xk+1 =

xk + vkcωk (cosψk − cos(ωkT + ψk))
yk + vkcωk (sin(ωkT + ψk)− sinψk)
ψk + ωkT
vk
ωk
lk
wk

+ uk +w2,k, (4.3)
with the grid cell length c and the – not necessarily constant – sampling
time T .10 Both models share a common artificial input vector uk, which
models the purely translational11, deterministic, local grid map shift due to
ego motion, and both include individual, zero-mean, white, Gaussian noise
vectors w1,k,w2,k with corresponding covariance matrices Q1,k,Q2,k, re-
spectively. Such models are common in maneuvering multi-target tracking
applications and are extensions of the ones found in [152], for example.12
Both consistent motion models are additionally supplemented with a
third one, M3, that corresponds to random motion and is in fact a sta-
tionary model described by
xk+1 = (xk yk ψk 0 0 lk wk)
T + uk +w3,k, (4.4)
with much larger process noise covariance matrix Q3,k. The common arti-
ficial input vector including ego vehicle velocity magnitude vE, heading ψE,
10The alternative version of the CTRV model, in which the velocity vector is rep-
resented in Cartesian coordinates instead of the combination of velocity magnitude in
driving direction (polar velocity) and heading angle has found to perform worse in a
comparative study [93] and is therefore not employed. Note also that it is not necessarily
better to use an even larger model set because this will not only increase computational
load but also degrade achievable filtering results due to the excessive competition be-
tween unnecessary models [150]. If the yaw rate approaches zero, the CTRV model
reduces to the CV model as can be seen via L’Hôpital’s rule.
11The grid map is never rotated. Only the ego vehicle’s orientation changes within
the map, see Fig. 4.3a. The main advantage over using an ego vehicle-fixed grid is the
avoidance of grid cell interpolation errors that would otherwise be induced in case of
ego vehicle turns, see also [73,91,269].
12The models differ because of the different coordinate systems and the additional
recursive estimation of length and width.
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and yaw rate ωE, is given by
uk =
−
vE,k
cωE,k
(
cosψE,k − cos(ωE,kT + ψE,k)
)
− vE,kcωE,k
(
sin(ωE,kT + ψE,k)− sinψE,k
)
0 ∈ R5
 (4.5)
for stronger ego motion turns under CTRV assumptions, whereas a CV
ego motion assumption is used in case of negligibly small yaw rates. The
common measurement equation is
zk =

1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
xk + vk, (4.6)
with Gaussian measurement noise vector vk and associated measurement
noise covariance matrix Rk. Therefore, velocity and yaw rate are hidden
states as they are not measured directly.13
The main aim of the tracking step is to estimate whether temporally
consecutive measurements correspond to real dynamic objects and thus
behave according to a CV/CTRV model, or whether they are rather the
result of random noise or static environment false positives and therefore
better fit the random motion model. The reason why the chosen model
set, along with a multiple model tracking filter, allows this classification is
illustrated in Fig. 4.7 on a one-dimensional example.
IMM-UK-PDAF-Based Tracking
The tracking itself is performed with an IMM-UK-PDAF as introduced
in Section 3.2.3 and sketched in Fig. 3.9, p. 57. States xˆk, error covari-
ances P k, and mode probabilities µk are thus recursively estimated in a
computationally efficient way. An important aspect in the measurement
validation step is that instead of using the predicted measurement with
the largest – in terms of determinant – innovation covariance S for setting
up the track gate, only the model subset Ms = {M1,M2} is considered,
so that jr in (3.90), p. 58, equals jr = arg maxj∈Ms |Sj,k|. Otherwise, the
13The radar, in principle, provides a direct measurement of the relative radial veloc-
ity, which could be embedded into the measurement equations. As the focus of this work
is to realize a sensor-independent approach suitable also for lidar- and camera-based
systems, this option has not been exploited.
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Figure 4.7: Explanation of the motion behavior classification. Let the dynamic
object move to the right. Its last position is given by zk−1 and the corresponding
states xk−1 include a positive velocity. The measurement prediction densities
for this scenario p(z−k |xk−1,Mj) are qualitatively visualized. All of the three
models can theoretically describe any kind of motion. The difference is that
models M1 and M2 provide sharper predictions centered at the predicted posi-
tion further to the right, whereas M3 spreads its predicted probability over a
much wider measurement space and remains centered at the old position. The
overlap with the consistent models M1 and M2 is small. If a new measurement
at time step k now falls in the measurement space r, the consistent models
explain the measurement much better. This results in a higher mode probabil-
ity for M1 and M2. The fact that the filter favors the model that fits better
to the measurement sequence (higher mode probability) allows a classification
of consistent and inconsistent motion behavior with negligible degradation of
tracking performance. The more specific the prediction models, the better do
the discrimination capabilities become.
large innovation covariance of the random motion model would lead to
frequent gate overlap due to the associated large gates. Moreover, the
random motion model M3 is filtered by a conventional KF instead of an
UKF due to its linearity. To prevent the problem of the discontinuity at
the zero and 2pi angle crossing within the tracking, the angle state is un-
bounded and measured angles with ψ ∈ [0, 2pi[ are artificially increased by
integer multiples of 2pi to match the state prediction. This modification
also solves the problem in the IMM interaction step (3.85), p. 56, in the
case that one model has already crossed the discontinuity and the others
did not.
The reason why exactly the filter combination in form of the introduced
IMM-UK-PDAF has been chosen for the task at hand, are the following:
• The IMM Filter is an approved multiple model filter, which pro-
vides an excellent compromise between approximation accuracy and
computational expense [167] and can cope with multiple motion
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modes – a prerequisite for the introduced classification between con-
sistent and inconsistent motion behavior. GPB1 Filters are less ac-
curate, whereas GPB2 Filters perform only slightly better at a much
higher computational cost [167].
• Due to nonlinear motion models, underlying UKFs are used, which
are more accurate and robust than EKFs [53]. PFs are computation-
ally too demanding and not necessary due to the relatively mild non-
linearities of the motion models, so that each mode can reasonably
be represented as a Gaussian. The same holds for HFs, which are too
slow for any reasonably fine discretization of the seven-dimensional
state space.
• PDAFs provide greater robustness than hard assignment algorithms
such as NNSFs in clutter. As the thresholds in (4.1), p. 77, have
to be relaxed in order not to miss real dynamic object reconstruc-
tions, clutter measurements exist and a PDAF is consequently ad-
vantageous. Explicit multi-target solutions (JPDAF, GNNF, MHT),
which perform data association jointly over all tracks, are, however,
not necessary as track gates in our case seldom overlap. One rea-
son for this convenient fact lies in the choice of the IMM Filter,
which adaptively changes the size of the validation gate. The gate
is only raised in case of a target maneuver and narrowed during
rather benign motion because a less noisy process model is in ef-
fect during these times.14 The second reason is the proposed dy-
namic object reconstruction approach that provides measurements
in a high, five-dimensional measurement space instead of the com-
mon, two-dimensional position measurement space. This aspect is
further illustrated in Fig. 4.8.
Both aspects in combination effectively attenuate gate overlap so
that also explicit countermeasures against track coalescence ef-
fects [37] are not necessary. Another advantage of the reconstruction
method is that every object creates at most one detection and not
several as if raw measurements had been used. Thus, the PDAF
assumption that at most one validated measurement originates from
the target under consideration, see Section 3.2.2, is fulfilled and an
application therefore justified.
14A less noisy process model leads to smaller predicted state error covariances, which
in turn imply smaller innovation covariances after the measurement prediction and thus
also a smaller gate size.
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Figure 4.8: Validation gates VV1,k,VV2,k of two oncoming vehicles V1 and V2
with predicted measurements zˆ−V1,k, zˆ
−
V2,k. The gates overlap in the two-
dimensional x, y-measurement space but not in a measurement space that addi-
tionally includes the heading angle ψ. This mitigates data association problems.
Filter Parametrization
To make such an adaptive, nonlinear, time-variant, multiple model filter
work as intended, a reasonable parametrization is crucial. The following
parameters are to be specified:
1. Initial, common state estimates xˆ0 = xˆ1,0 = xˆ2,0 = xˆ3,0, initial,
common estimation error covariance matrices P 0 = P 1,0 = P 2,0 =
P 3,0, and initial mode probabilities µ0.
2. Process noise covariance matrices Q1,Q2,Q3.
3. Measurement noise covariance matrix R.
4. Model transition probability matrix Π.
5. Target detection probability PD.
6. Gate probability PG.
7. UKF parameters αU, βU, κU.
The rationale behind the specific choices of the parameters, whose final
values are summarized in Table 4.2, p. 96, are given in the following.
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1. Proper filter initialization, i.e. the specification of xˆ0, P 0,µ0, is vital
not only for obtaining consistent15 state estimates but also because it
affects the filter’s initial transient behavior. Therefore, the initial fil-
ter parameters influence how fast reasonable hidden state estimates
are obtained and also how fast erroneous initial state estimates can
be corrected. Sufficiently high values of the error covariances are
a prerequisite for consistent estimates and result in fast filter tran-
sients as new measurements are given more weight. On the downside,
high initial state uncertainties imply noisier state estimates during
filter start-up, often accompanied by large overshoots, and compli-
cate track formations due to larger validation gates. Too low initial
state uncertainties, in contrast, can lead to inconsistent estimates or
even filter instability.
In the system, a one-point initialization procedure [18] is employed
and the filter is initialized with the first measurement vector that
started a new track. Therefore, xˆ0, yˆ0, ψˆ0, lˆ0, wˆ0 can be specified di-
rectly. The corresponding initial estimation error uncertainties are
set equivalent to the elements of the measurement covariance ma-
trix R. The hidden velocity and yaw rate states are initialized with
zero.16 Their standard deviations should be of the order of approxi-
mately half of the assumed maximum state values according to [18].
This ensures that the validation gates are large enough to include
the next measurement even for targets with high velocity and yaw
rate. All three underlying filters within the IMM Filter are initial-
ized identically so that only a common xˆ0 and P 0 is to be specified.
The initial mode probabilities are equally distributed according to
the principle of indifference, which corresponds to a non-informative
prior. Therefore, µ0 = ( 13
1
3
1
3 )
T is chosen.
2. For process noise design, several dependencies have to be kept in
mind. The larger the process noise, the noisier the state estimates
because measurements are weighted more strongly than the uncer-
tain, model-based predictions. Larger process noise, however, also
brings the benefit of better track following capabilities in the case of
15A state estimator is consistent if the estimation errors are zero-mean and have
covariances smaller or equal than the filter-calculated error covariances. [18]
16A velocity measurement is implicitly available because of the temporal difference
in form of the length of newly available free/occupied space and could be used similar
to a two-point differencing track initialization [18]. However, this implicit velocity
measurement has found to be too noisy and an inclusion did not bring any benefit.
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maneuvering targets, whose motion is different to the designed mo-
tion models. A smaller process noise, in contrast, results in smoother
state estimates – a desirable effect – but also in a larger filter phase
lag as predictions are weighted more strongly and the filter resists
to follow the measurements. This could lead to track losses, in-
consistent estimates, or even instabilities, which could have severe
consequences. Therefore, the process noise should be set rather too
high than too low. The modeling of the different process noises
within the three IMM Filter models has to consider these conflict-
ing demands. In principle, there exist two main variants of process
noise modeling. First, direct noise modeling in discrete-time and sec-
ond, modeling of the noise intensity matrices Qn of the underlying
continuous-time models and subsequent discretization [18,152]. The
assumption of the first variant is that the system is triggered by a
discrete, white noise sequence, whose value is constant over a sam-
pling period, e.g. by a piecewise constant acceleration. The second
variant, in contrast, captures the integrated effect of an assumed,
underlying, continuous-time, white noise process and results in a so-
called discrete-time equivalent model. The latter is more convenient
in the case of variable sampling times [18] and therefore employed.
The noise of the CTRV model M2 is designed based on maximally
physically possible changes in velocity and yaw rate according to
noisy longitudinal and yaw target accelerations. Following [18],
these changes are of the order
√
QnT during a sampling time T
with Qn being the corresponding scalar noise intensity. To
maintain tracks even during strong acceleration and yawing ma-
neuvers, the noise intensity matrix has therefore17 to be of the
order Qn,2 ≈ Tdiag(0, 0, 0, v˙2max, ω˙2max, l˙2max, w˙2max) with assumed
maximum target longitudinal acceleration v˙max and yaw accelera-
tion ω˙max. Additional uncertainties in the dimension parameters
based on maximum changes in length l˙max and width w˙max are
introduced. The smaller, the less noisy the dimension estimates.
They should, however, not be set to zero to provide some forgetting
capabilities with respect to old measurements and to prevent that
the corresponding state covariances converge to zero.
Similarly, the noise of the CV modelM1 is based on changes in veloc-
17For example, for the velocity process triggered by white noise,
√
QnT ≈ v˙maxT
⇒ Qn ≈ v˙2maxT , with [Qn] = [m
2
/s3], holds. As Qn is time-invariant, it is the power
spectral density of the white noise acceleration.
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ity and yaw angle according to noisy vehicle accelerations and yaw
rates and could be set analogously, i.e. based on maximum accelera-
tion and yaw rate. This would, however, undermine the advantages
of a multiple model filtering. As turning targets are already handled
by the CTRV model, smoother state estimates are obtained during
motion periods with nearly constant heading if the model is designed
with smaller yaw rate uncertainty.
In contrast to the modelsM1 andM2 treated so far, M3 models ran-
dom, inconsistent motion that does not correspond to physically pos-
sible motion. For a good separation between consistent and inconsis-
tent motion behavior, a large noise intensity corresponding to large
position and yaw angle changes is induced. Additionally, the noise
intensity for the dimension parameters l, w is raised within Qn,3.
This facilitates the separation further as any strong change in ob-
ject dimension over time is likewise an indicator of a false dynamic
object reconstruction and – with this noise design – entails a rise of
the mode probability of the random motion model M3.
Finally, the continuous-time noise intensity matrices are discretized
via the simplified discretization Qi,k = Qn,iT, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3} accord-
ing to (3.17), p. 24, which has found to be sufficient.
3. Also for measurement noise design, several dependencies must be
considered. Similar to a too low process noise, also a too low as-
sumed measurement noise results in inconsistent state estimates and
thus in estimated error covariances smaller than the true covariances.
Estimated states are therefore falsely attested a too high certainty.
As gating is performed based on the statistical distance between the
prediction and the measurement, the consequence of such an unjus-
tifiably certain measurement prediction is that measurements might
get discarded although they would have been accepted as valid mea-
surements if the uncertainty had been estimated correctly. Track
losses are the consequence. In contrast, larger than correct assumed
measurement uncertainties lead to an overestimation of the estima-
tion error and are therefore suboptimal but less severe.
In the system, the final measurement noise covariance matrix R
stems from real-world measurements in a large variety of traffic sce-
narios. Uncertainties of length and width measurements were esti-
mated directly under the assumption that these states are constant.
Position and heading uncertainties, in contrast, were estimated by
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treating an additionally available, accurate object-based tracking as
a quasi-ground-truth.18
4. The model transition probability matrix Π affects the mode transi-
tion dynamics. Large off-diagonal values favor frequent, agile mode
changes, whereas large diagonal values lead to less dynamic, but
also less noisy, motion mode estimates. It is designed as a constant,
symmetric, diagonally dominant matrix and provides a compromise
between these two opposing demands.
5. The target detection probability PD is estimated directly by labeling
how often a real dynamic object has successfully been reconstructed,
i.e. detected, by the grid-based dynamic object detection approach
described in Section 4.3.2 and how often the detection failed.
6. The gate probability PG directly affects the size of the validation
gate. The gate has to be sufficiently large to include the true object
measurement with a high certainty. Too high values for the gate
probability, however, raise the filter processing time considerably as
many measurements fall in the validation gate, which are all used
within the PDA update step. Moreover, if gates of several dynamic
objects overlap, then also the PDA assumption that only a single
target exists within the validation gate is violated, which leads to
biased estimates. The choice of the gate probability should also be
guided by the employed motion models. If only a single motion
model for benign motion with minor process noise is used, then the
gate probability needs to be higher than if a noisier model is in effect,
which induces a larger track gate already.
With these considerations in mind, the final value of PG = 0.9 has
found to be a favorable compromise.
7. The UKF parameters αU, βU, κU are chosen with respect to the con-
siderations already formulated in Section 3.1.5.
The filtering results of the exemplary scene are shown in Fig. 4.9. It
becomes obvious that even longer detection fails can be bridged by the
tracker; velocity estimates settle with minor overshoot; the yaw rate cor-
rectly remains near-zero; noise in position, heading angle, and dimension
measurements are attenuated; and high values are rapidly assigned to the
mode probability corresponding to the CV model because the preceding
18A highly accurate reference system has not been available.
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Figure 4.9: Estimated states and mode probabilities of the real dynamic object
from the exemplary scene. One time step corresponds to approximately 65 ms,
parameters as in Table 4.2, p. 96. Measurements stemming from the dynamic
object reconstruction approach are additionally shown dotted.
vehicle moves through the construction site with nearly constant veloc-
ity. Fig. 4.10 additionally shows the emerging tracks and contrasts the
estimated mode probabilities of the real dynamic object with those of the
false reconstruction at lower left. The random motion mode probability
of the consistently moving, real dynamic object rapidly converges towards
zero (Fig. 4.10a), whereas the probability correctly remains high in the
case of the false dynamic object reconstruction at lower left (Fig. 4.10b).
This circumstance allows the classification of motion behavior, which is
presented together with the grid post processing in the next section.
4.3.4 Classification and Grid Post Processing
For the decision whether a cell within a hypothesized dynamic, rectangular
object can be classified as dynamic, the random motion mode probabil-
ity µ3 is compared to a threshold µ3,th as soon as a track has received a
minimal number of detections Nmin. If the random motion mode probabil-
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Figure 4.10: Unclassified dynamic object tracks with estimated mode prob-
abilities for the real dynamic object shown in magenta (a) and for the false
reconstruction shown in red (b). The random motion mode probability con-
verges towards zero in the first case, whereas it remains high in the case of false
reconstructions.
ity is sufficiently low, the object is moving in consistence with physically
possible motion models and is therefore classified as a real dynamic object.
In this case, it is integrated into the dynamic object map, see Fig. 4.11a.19
In addition, all corresponding cells that belong to these tracks are arti-
ficially set to “free” in the current grid map since the map is supposed
to contain only the static world for further processing. For this purpose,
bounding rectangles are calculated for each track with their refined length
and width estimations, and rasterized on the grid by means of the Bresen-
ham algorithm [43] under consideration of past ego motion. A subsequent
flood fill procedure is performed for clearing dynamic object mapping er-
rors, and the final, optimized grid mapmopt,k is generated (Fig. 4.11b). If
the online classification of a cell as dynamic is not supported any more by
a sufficiently low random motion mode probability, its actual occupancy
probability is reinserted into the grid and the object is deleted from the
dynamic object map. Wrong decisions can therefore be undone, which is
19The approach could therefore also be interpreted as a way of providing false
track discrimination capabilities. Comparisons with alternatives such as track score-
based [34], target existence-based [180], or “true target probability”-based [14] methods
with an additional “unobservable target” model would be interesting but are out of
scope of this work.
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Figure 4.11: Result of the dynamic mapping approach for the exemplary scene.
The dynamic object map with corresponding track is shown in (a), the final,
optimized grid map mopt,k, which contains only the static environment, in (b).
Dynamic object corruptions have been eliminated.
considered an additional advantage. The consistency between optimized
occupancy grid map and dynamic object map is likewise always ensured
with this approach.
In conclusion, the section presented a novel, computationally efficient
method for grid mapping in dynamic road environments. It avoids dy-
namic object corruptions and simultaneously extracts a dynamic object
map in a consistent way. The method has been implemented on an exper-
imental vehicle and evaluated in a variety of real traffic scenarios, which
is described in the following.
4.4 Implementation and Performance
The proposed dynamic mapping approach has been implemented both in
MATLAB and in C++, and runs on an experimental vehicle shown in
Fig. 4.12, which is equipped with a stereo camera and a radar sensor.20
The optimized C++ version runs within (10.1± 4.7) ms, measured on a
3.3 GHz Intel Core i5-2500K quad-core CPU, which is well below the sensor
update time of approximately 65 ms. Calculation times for the different
20Stereo camera: Continental MFC 300; Radar sensor: Continental ARS 300.
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Radar
Stereo camera
Figure 4.12: Experimental vehicle.
steps of the algorithm are further summarized in Table 4.1.21 For achieving
these low times, the algorithm has been implemented in a parallel fashion
with the help of the OpenMP library [59] for multi-core processors. As can
be seen in Fig. 4.2, p. 73, both the DBSCAN clustering and the rectangle
fitting can be performed independently on newly occupied and newly free
cells. This comes in handy because these two steps are computationally
most demanding. However, even with parallel programming, a standard
implementation of DBSCAN requires several dozens of milliseconds per
grid. Only by exploiting the fact that data points for the clustering are
all discrete, integer-valued coordinate points due to the underlying grid, it
Table 4.1: Calculation times of the dynamic mapping approach (mean, stan-
dard deviation, minimum, maximum) in ms. Temporal Difference (TD), Thresh-
olding (TH), Clustering (CL), Rectangle Calculations (RC), Tracking (TR), Post
Processing (PP).
Quantity TD TH CL RC TR PP Total
Mean 2.7 0.5 3.3 3.1 0.2 0.3 10.1
Std 0.7 0.1 2.6 2.2 0.2 0.3 4.7
Min 2.5 0.5 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.7
Max 7.0 1.4 24.3 12.8 0.9 2.2 36.8
21The performance analysis is based on the same 17 real traffic scenarios (2766 grid
maps) that are used for the system evaluation described in Section 4.5. Note that total
min/max times are not necessarily the sum of min/max times of individual processing
steps as these extreme individual values do normally not occur at the same time. Also
the total standard deviation is not the root of the sum of squares of the individual
standard deviations due to the different means.
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becomes possible to restrict the required neighborhood searches to small,
rectangular areas and only perform exact distance measurements between
possible candidate points therein.22 An additional visualization via the
Open Graphics Library (OpenGL) has been implemented to illustrate the
dynamic mapping results along with corresponding tracks on an on-board
screen, see Fig. 4.13.23
Figure 4.13: Online visualization of the dynamic mapping approach. Free cells
are shown in green, occupied ones in blue. Dynamic object corruptions are
eliminated and the corresponding true track is visualized in white. Tracks not
classified as consistently moving, such as the dynamic object hypothesis on the
right guardrail, are additionally shown hatched and are correctly not removed
from the grid.
4.5 Evaluation
For the evaluation, 17 real traffic scenarios (2766 grid maps, 500000 cells
per grid) were recorded, including 10 parallel traffic and 7 cross traffic
scenarios on freeways and in inner cities. Figure 4.14 shows six exem-
plary scenes to give an impression of the scenarios and achievable results.
Optimized grids with tracks are contrasted with unoptimized, BBF-based
grid maps in the visualizations. All scenarios contain a large amount of
22Thanks to Zijad Maksuti, Christoph Münker, and Achim Stein for their help in
implementing the optimized DBSCAN clustering.
23Thanks to Ralph Grewe for providing the basic grid map visualization code.
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Figure 4.14: Excerpt of 6 out of 17 evaluation scenarios. Vehicle following sce-
nario (a), high speed scenario (b), vehicle performing a lane change to the left (c),
low speed scenario (d), cross traffic scenarios (e,f). Top: Original grid mk. Bot-
tom: Optimized grid mopt,k with tracks. Only tracks classified as consistently
moving are cleared from mk and integrated into the dynamic object map.
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static environment to be mapped simultaneously such as parking cars,
guardrails, and trees, which are partly in direct vicinity of dynamic ve-
hicles. This makes the separation between static and dynamic objects
particularly challenging. The scenarios further involve a wide range of
dynamic object velocities from walking speeds of vehicles just moving off
such as in Fig. 4.14d through to velocities common in inner-cities as in
Fig. 4.14a right up to velocities > 120 km/h as in the highway scenario in
Fig. 4.14b. The parameters used in the evaluation are summarized in Ta-
ble 4.2. The evaluation itself is performed on track level as well as on cell
level and the results are shown in the following.
Table 4.2: Evaluation parameters of the dynamic mapping approach.
Parameter Value
Grid size 80m x 80m
c;T ; qth 0.16m; ≈ 0.065 s; 0.9 1/s
NDB; rDB 12; 3 cells
Ath;φth 3; 40 ◦
dth; pth 12m; 20%
Q1 diag
(
0, 0, (5 ◦/s)2, (2 m/s2)2, 0, (1 m/s)2, (0.5 m/s)2
)
T 2
Q2 diag
(
0, 0, 0, (2 m/s2)2, (50 ◦/s2)2, (1 m/s)2, (0.5 m/s)2
)
T 2
Q3 diag
(
( 40c m/s)
2, ( 40c m/s)
2, (40 ◦/s)2, 0, 0, (2 m/s)2, (1 m/s)2
)
T 2
R diag
(
( 1c m)
2, ( 1c m)
2, (10 ◦)2, (0.34 m)2, (0.2 m)2
)
Π pij = 0.96 ∀i = j; pij = 0.02 ∀i 6= j
P 0 diag
(
( 1c m)
2, ( 1c m)
2, (10 ◦)2, (10 m/s)2, (25 ◦/s)2,
(0.34 m)2, (0.2 m)2
)
µ0; xˆ0 ( 13 ,
1
3 ,
1
3 )
T ; (z1,0, z2,0, z3,0, 0, 0, z4,0, z5,0)
T
αU;βU;κU 0.001; 2; 0
PD;PG 0.7; 0.9
µ3,th;Nmin 0.05; 3
4.5.1 Track Level Evaluation
On track level, the system is in fact a pattern recognition system that tries
to distinguish whether emerging tracks originate from real dynamic objects
or not. Defining a True Positive (TP) classification as “Real dynamic ob-
ject correctly classified as real dynamic object” and a False Positive (FP)
as “Non-dynamic object misclassified as real dynamic object”, it becomes
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obvious that FPs can have severe consequences for collision avoidance sys-
tems as static environment cells would falsely be cleared from the grid.
Therefore, a track already counts as a FP if it is misclassified as a real dy-
namic object at least once.24 In contrast, a False Negative (FN) is not as
severe because in this case, a real dynamic object and its cell corruptions
will remain present in the grid as obstacles.
518 tracks were initialized in total. The classification results over all
scenarios are 33 TP, 7 FP, 475 TN, and 3 FN, resulting in
• a precision of TPTP+FP = 0.83,
• a recall of TPTP+FN = 0.92, and
• a balanced accuracy25 [46] of 12 ( TPTP+FN + TNTN+FP ) = 0.95.
The mean decision time from the initial detection to the classification of
a TP is 3.3 time steps (standard deviation: 0.57 time steps). This is equal
to the time span after which the grid cleaning procedure begins. The
mean time span for which the rare FP classifications persist until falsely
cleared cells are reinserted into the grid is only 3.5 time steps (standard
deviation: 0.18 time steps). Consequently, FPs only have a very short-term
negative effect, which is a particularly favorable result.
4.5.2 Cell Level Evaluation
For the cell level classification, it is examined how many grid cells are cor-
rectly cleared from dynamic object corruptions. For this purpose, all 2766
original grids were manually labeled by marking areas that are completely
free in reality but not in the grid due to dynamic object corruptions. For
all cells in these areas (> 2 · 106 in total) it was checked whether they were
successfully cleared by the dynamic mapping algorithm or not. Fig. 4.15
summarizes the final result for all scenarios, Fig. 4.16 only for parallel
traffic scenarios26, and Fig. 4.17 only for cross traffic scenarios. The
24The same holds for TPs. A track counts as a TP if it is correctly classified as
dynamic at least once. If a TP result is falsely withdrawn over time, it will not alter
the classification statistics but have negative effects on the cell level evaluation.
25Due to the class imbalance, the standard accuracy value of 0.98 would falsely
indicate too positive results.
26Parallel traffic scenarios include all scenarios in which other dynamic objects
mainly move in the same direction as the ego vehicle. They consist of vehicle following
scenarios as well as vehicles moving on adjacent lanes or performing lane changes in
front of the ego vehicle.
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Figure 4.15: Evaluation results of the proposed approach to grid mapping in
dynamic environments for all scenarios. Upper row: Number of dynamic object
corruptions and percentage of successfully cleared cells in specific occupancy
probability intervals. Bottom row: Analogue for open-ended occupancy proba-
bility intervals.
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Figure 4.16: Evaluation results of the proposed approach to grid mapping in
dynamic environments for parallel traffic scenarios. Upper row: Number of dy-
namic object corruptions and percentage of successfully cleared cells in specific
occupancy probability intervals. Bottom row: Analogue for open-ended occu-
pancy probability intervals.
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Figure 4.17: Evaluation results of the proposed approach to grid mapping in
dynamic environments for cross traffic scenarios. Upper row: Number of dy-
namic object corruptions and percentage of successfully cleared cells in specific
occupancy probability intervals. Bottom row: Analogue for open-ended occu-
pancy probability intervals.
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upper row in each figure shows the distribution of the number of remain-
ing dynamic object corruptions in different occupancy probability intervals
compared to the traditional, standard grid mapping algorithm via BBFs
as well as the percentage of successfully cleaned cells within each interval.
The proposed dynamic mapping algorithm shows considerably better re-
sults in all intervals. The advantages are specifically pronounced in parallel
traffic scenarios. The bottom row additionally illustrates the analogue for
different open-ended occupancy probability intervals. This representation
is more informative for all subsequent algorithms that employ threshold-
ing operations on the final, optimized grid map. The number and per-
centage of previously erroneously occupied cells (counted above a specific
threshold), which are now correctly set to free by the dynamic mapping
algorithm and therefore do not negatively impact subsequent algorithms
any more, can directly be read off.27 The proposed PFS map generation
algorithm presented in the next chapter, for example, considers each cell
with p(mi) ≤ 0.3 as free. Consequently, all falsely not cleaned dynamic cell
corruptions with p(mi) ≤ 0.3 do not have a negative effect on this subse-
quent algorithm as they already count as free. The benefit of the proposed
dynamic mapping algorithm can thus directly be read off by the evalua-
tion results of the open-ended occupancy probability interval p(mi) > 0.3.
In parallel traffic scenarios, 88.1% of dynamic cell errors are filtered out.
By additionally taking cross traffic scenarios into account, this fraction
decreases to 80.8%. This is mainly due to the limited sensor opening an-
gles (stereo camera: 50 ◦, radar sensor: 17 ◦) in combination with the fact
that dynamic objects cannot be detected until they are completely within
the field of view, thus inducing newly free cells behind. Considering all
dynamic cell corruptions of all intervals, 75.5% of errors are successfully
removed with the proposed algorithm.
4.6 Conclusion
A novel method for grid mapping in dynamic road environments with
modest computational requirements has been presented. By a grid-based
detection, tracking, and classification of dynamic cell hypothesis, most
corruptions caused by other dynamic objects in the driving scene can be
removed during the mapping process while simultaneously extracting a dy-
27Cells with occupancy probabilities below the threshold already count as free and it
is not relevant any more whether they are treated by the dynamic mapping algorithm
(and consequently set to free completely) or not.
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namic object map. Static and dynamic environment entities are therefore
well-separated in a consistent way, which facilitates higher-level situation
interpretation tasks. The system has been implemented on an experi-
mental vehicle and evaluated in real dynamic driving environments. The
evaluation results showed superior performance compared to traditional
occupancy grid mapping filters, which are in use in most state-of-the-art
ADAS research projects. The main contributions of the proposed approach
are
• the use of newly available free space to detect and reconstruct dy-
namic object hypothesis even in close vicinity to static environment
structures and with the additional benefit of providing an unambigu-
ous heading angle measurement,
• the robust classification by a novel IMM-UK-PDAF-based motion
consistency check, which additionally provides state estimates of ex-
tended objects and allows to filter out dynamic mapping errors even
during temporary motion detector fails via the prediction models,
and
• the straightforward combination with existing mapping algorithms
and different environment sensors as the method does not directly
build upon raw sensor data but upon conventional grid maps, which
are already in use in many current systems.
The result in form of an optimized, static grid map mopt,k provides the
basis for the generation of compact PFS maps, which is the topic of the
next chapter.
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The present chapter is devoted to the generation process of PFS maps.
Since this process can also be interpreted as a novel method of free space
detection and estimation, related work on this topic is discussed first. The
PFS mapping itself consists of a free space detection and a tracking part,
which are both presented subsequently. Implementation and performance
aspects are highlighted before experimental results within real driving en-
vironments are shown. The chapter concludes with the key aspects of the
proposed method and a summary of the properties of the complete metric
environment representation.
5.1 Introduction and Motivation
The PFS map as the proposed representation for arbitrary static environ-
ments for near-future ADAS has already been introduced in Section 2.3.
It is a continuous, 2D bird’s-eye view representation of the local static
environment around the ego vehicle, which models relevant free space by
a combination of a parametric curve and geometric primitives as shown in
Fig. 5.1. PFS mapping is therefore also a method of free space detection.
Knowledge about drivable free space is equally vital for autonomous vehi-
cles and for next generation ADAS or Collision Avoidance Systems (CAS)
that have to plan evasive maneuvers online because it makes a difference
whether an area has just not yet been observed or whether real free space
evidence is available.
Before explaining how PFS maps are robustly extracted from the op-
timized occupancy grid described in the previous chapter, an overview of
related work on the topic free space detection and estimation is first given
in the following.
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Figure 5.1: PFS map enclosing relevant static free space shown in green. The
already treated dynamic object map is additionally overlaid in white.
5.2 Related Work
Methods of free space detection and estimation in the intelligent vehicles
domain can be subdivided into the following categories:1
• Grid map-free methods [51,135,160,195,265].
• Grid map-based methods:
– Grid segmentation by thresholding [41,106,121,137,174,179].
– Grid segmentation by dynamic programming [11,12].
1Vision-based methods that focus on the detection and tracking of lane markings
with specific road models [89] or perform road terrain detection based on visual appear-
ance features, e.g. color or texture, are not included in the discussion as these are not
in direct scope of this thesis and should ideally be combined with the proposed met-
ric PFS map representation. For an overview of such methods, the reader is referred
to [85,89,126,171] and references therein.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 5.2: Examples of free space detection and estimation methods.
By global optimization with respect to planar [135] (a) and non-planar
roads [265] (b), via global grid thresholding [174] (c), by polar grid thresh-
olding [121] (d), interval-based [41] (e), by grid segmentation via dynamic pro-
gramming [11] (f). Images taken from the mentioned sources.
An example of a grid map-free approach to free space detection can be
found in [51], in which inverse perspective mapping is applied to a camera
image at two consecutive time steps. These are subtracted from each other
after compensating for ego motion, which results in peaks in the difference
image where obstacles protrude from the planar road surface. This dif-
ference image is then thresholded to obtain available free space. In [160],
free space in front of the ego vehicle is detected with an automotive radar.
The algorithm is, however, restricted to an estimation of the distance to
the left and right road borders and cannot detect obstacles on the road.
The algorithm described in [135] is based on gradient directions in the left
and right images of a rectified stereo image pair. The matching gradi-
ent directions of the two images are used to verify disparities of obstacles
that limit the free space. A consistent road-obstacle boundary is found
by global optimization, efficiently realized by dynamic programming, see
Fig. 5.2a. In [265], this algorithm is extended to handle non-planar roads,
see Fig. 5.2b. Another grid map-free free space detection approach can be
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found in a current variant of the stixel world generation described in [195].
Here, free space and obstacles are similarly segmented in one single global
optimization step directly without an intermediate grid representation.
The disadvantage of all approaches mentioned so far is that they only
describe currently visible free space. In contrast, methods of the second
category, which rely on an occupancy grid map-based representation, can
take advantage of older free space information as once mapped static areas
are still available in the grid. In the simplest case of threshold-based free
space detection, the whole grid is thresholded to classify free and occupied
regions [137, 174]. This approach, however, results in many unconnected
free areas as can be seen in Fig. 5.2c, which makes such a free space rep-
resentation not very beneficial for subsequent algorithms. Therefore, the
majority of methods cast virtual rays from the ego vehicle in all directions
of the grid and consider the space up to the point until these rays first cross
an occupancy threshold as free space [106], see Fig. 5.2d. For this purpose,
often a polar coordinate system is introduced so that rays are parallel to
one coordinate axis and searching for obstacles in ray direction becomes
straightforward [121,179]. The disadvantage of these methods is that they
exclude mapped free space information which is not in direct line of sight
but potentially still important and available – either due to the mem-
ory effect of the grid map environment representation or because sensors
mapped areas behind obstacles.2 Another threshold-based method results
in an interval-based free space representation [41], see Fig. 5.2e.3 Here, all
cells in the occupancy grid that belong to the same potential interval are
traversed in parallel to the ego vehicle’s longitudinal axis with the help of
the Bresenham algorithm. The dominant state of the classes free, occupied,
and unknown is extracted for the cells of each traversed line via threshold-
ing and cells of adjacent, parallel lines are matched to the same interval
if they have the same dominant state. The result is a compact free space
representation. Due to the rough discretization in longitudinal direction,
potentially relevant details contained in the underlying grid are, however,
suppressed. Moreover, the dependence of the data structure on the vehicle
orientation may complicate subsequent environment recognition and inter-
pretation algorithms such as junction or roundabout detection algorithms.
The disadvantage of all grid-based free space detection methods men-
2This can happen, for example, if a higher mounted camera overviews small obsta-
cles as boxes or the radar maps areas behind other vehicles.
3Note that the related interval maps [41,267] can also be mapped directly without
an intermediate grid representation.
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tioned so far is that no additional spatial and temporal smoothness con-
straints are introduced. Although the occupancy grid itself provides some
temporal smoothness because of the recursive mapping, e.g. with BBFs,
this kind of smoothness constraint is limited to individual cells due to the
underlying stochastic independence assumption between grid cells. The
grid mapping filters therefore contribute only partially to the stabilization
of the subsequent free space segmentation. Consequently, the results are
often susceptible to noise, which especially holds for approaches applied
to online maps generated by off-the-shelf, standard automotive sensors.
To overcome these disadvantages, the use of dynamic programming has
been suggested in [11] to find an optimal path cutting a polar grid from
left to right, see Fig. 5.2f.4 Spatial smoothness is imposed by a cost that
penalizes jumps in depth, whereas a cost that penalizes the deviation of
the predicted segmentation result of the previous time step from the cur-
rent solution enforces temporal smoothness. To cope with the problem of
mistakenly finding the free space boundary on the background object and
not on the first object in ray direction, background subtraction is applied
in [12] before dynamic programming. This is implemented by marking oc-
cupied cells behind the first maximum above a threshold in ray direction
as free. With this approach, free space behind the first obstacle in the
current line of sight can, however, not be detected any more.
Conclusion
Free space detection and estimation methods that rely on occupancy grid
maps have the advantage of sensor independence and can thus be applied
for all sensor modalities in the same way. Additionally, these methods take
previously observed free space into account, which is vital not only for eva-
sive trajectory planning but also for environment interpretation. Existing
grid-based free space detectors, however, either i) yield many disconnected
free space areas difficult for interpretation, ii) employ only a rough spatial
free space interval discretization without additional temporal stabilization,
or iii) exclude mapped free space that is not directly in the line of sight
but still available either due to the memory effect of the grid or because
sensors mapped free areas behind obstacles. Moreover, the results still con-
tain irrelevant free space information in form of unreachable areas, which
complicates subsequent tasks such as trajectory planning. In addition, the
common methods do not provide a parametric, continuous representation
4This approach also constitutes an intermediate step in the original, grid-based
generation of the stixel world, see [12].
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of arbitrarily shaped, drivable free space but still represent the segmenta-
tion results in form of discrete cells or intervals. Parametric descriptions
are to date only common for road course models or road boundary esti-
mators and not for general free space estimators.5 Common road course
models are, for example, circular models [107], cubic clothoid approxima-
tions [131], clothoids [65], or, recently, spline functions [9,156,243,264,265]
for greater flexibility.
The proposed PFS map extends these approaches to model the complete
free space around the ego vehicle by a combination of a dynamic, closed
B-spline curve, whose attributed control points along with a geometric
primitives representation of inner free space boundaries serve as a novel,
compact representation of the static environment in form of available free
space. Consequently, the resulting PFS map encodes relevant information
contained in the grid in a parametric form, which greatly reduces the re-
quired storage and transmission bandwidth far beyond approaches that
tackle the problem by pure grid compression techniques [91]. The contin-
uous representation additionally avoids discretization effects and provides
easy to parametrize spatial and temporal smoothness constraints. The ad-
ditional suppression of irrelevant free space information simplifies situation
analysis and trajectory planning and reduces the required transmission
bandwidth even further.
5.3 Generation of Parametric Free Space
Maps
In the following, the proposed approach for generating PFS maps
is presented. Excerpts have already been published by the author
in [221,223,226].
5.3.1 System Overview
Fig. 5.3 shows an overview of the proposed PFS map generation approach.
It consists of two main parts: The free space detection by a grid map image
analysis (blue) and the subsequent free space tracking (yellow). The input
of the detection step is the optimized occupancy grid map mopt,k such
5Although road models provides free space information to the left and right of the
ego vehicle, they do not capture obstacles on the road, for example. Furthermore,
methods of this kind do not work in completely unstructured environments such as
parking lots or complex inner-city environments.
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Figure 5.3: Overview of one time step of the proposed PFS map generation
approach. Inputs are the optimized, static grid mapmopt,k and ego motion uk−1.
The output is the PFS map. Parameters are explained in the text.
as generated by the dynamic mapping approach described in the previous
Chapter 4. The detection step results in extracted free space boundaries,
which constitute the measurements for the subsequent free space tracking.
Both parts are explained in detail in the following subsections and further
illustrated by the application to an exemplary scene as shown in Fig. 5.4a.
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5.3.2 Free Space Detection by Grid Map Image
Analysis
The main aspect of the grid-based free space detection step is to treat the
grid map as an image and to employ methods well-known from the image
analysis domain to extract relevant outer and inner free space boundaries.6
Two variants of this grid map image analysis have been developed in the
course of this thesis. In the following, we focus on the computationally
less demanding version. Readers interested in the computationally more
complex variant based on a full gray-level morphological image analysis
are referred to [221].7
First, a median filter with neighborhood size SM is applied to the grid
mapmopt,k to get rid of noisy pixels (Fig. 5.4c). This nonlinear, rank-order
filter is chosen because it preserves grid map edges and boundaries without
blurring [116]. This aspect is important as the distances to the free space
boundaries shall not be modified by the filtering operation. Afterwards, a
pixel-based segmentation is performed by a simple thresholding operation
with threshold mth on the free probability (Fig. 5.4d). Subsequently, a
morphological erosion [116] with a disc-shaped, flat structuring element
of a radius rSE equal to the vehicle’s width is applied to the free space
areas, which are treated as foreground structures for this operation.8 The
general result of an erosion of a set F with a structuring element S is the
set of all points p such that S is included in F when the origin of S is
placed at p [234]. The eroded set ES(F) is formally given by [234]
ES(F) = {p | Sp ⊆ F}. (5.1)
This is further illustrated in Fig. 5.5a, in which F corresponds to the set of
free cells and S to the disc-shaped, flat structuring element with origin in
its center. The erosion thus artificially reduces the size of the free space, so
that free space segments into which the vehicle does not fit are removed.
Moreover, larger free space areas that are joined together only by narrow,
6Although the similarity between operations on occupancy grids and image process-
ing has already been stated in one of the seminal articles about grid mapping [77], this
connection is rather underexploited in literature – probably due to the rather distinct
robotics and image processing communities.
7In short, the alternative approach uses the H-Minima transformed Beucher gradi-
ent image of the morphologically opened gray-level grid map as a segmentation function
for a subsequent watershed transformation [168] to extract relevant free space areas.
8This is an important difference to most morphological image processing systems
that treat objects (and not the absence of objects) as foreground structures.
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Figure 5.4: Free space detection by grid map image analysis in an exemplary
driving scenario (a), which contains a rural road with trees behind the right
guardrail and a turnoff to the right. The corresponding grid map mopt,k is
shown in (b). After a median filtering (c), the grid is segmented (d), followed
by a morphological erosion (e), a connected components labeling (f), a morpho-
logical dilation of the selected, relevant free space segment (g), and a boundary
tracing (h). Extracted boundary cells are treated as measurements for the sub-
sequent free space tracking step.
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Figure 5.5: Morphological free space erosion and dilation. The erosion of a set
of free space cells F , shown in gray, with a structuring element S results in the
eroded set ES(F) shown hatched in (a). Small free space areas such as the one
at lower right are deleted, and impassable narrowings are separated from each
other. The relevant eroded subset F ′, i.e. the one in which the ego vehicle (red)
is located, is hatched in blue – the orange subset is erased. In (b), the dilation
of F ′ is shown, which results in the set DS(F ′) hatched in green. The reachable
free space is thus brought back to its original size.
impassable connections are separated from each other by the erosion. In
the exemplary scene, the result of the erosion is visualized in Fig. 5.4e.
It is evident that all unreachable free space areas behind the guardrail
are either removed or separated from each other. The large entry of the
turnoff is, in contrast, still connected as the ego vehicle could perform a
turn to the right. Note that objects are never erased or shrunk by the
erosion, only free space is artificially reduced. In other words, the erosion
can only extend objects and reduce free space and not vice versa. The
processing step is thus conservative with regard to safety applications.
After the erosion, a fast connected components labeling9 is performed.
Differently labeled segments are visualized with different colors in Fig. 5.4f.
This step is followed by the selection of the important free space segment,
i.e. the segment in which the ego vehicle is currently located. An obvious
way to realize this selection would be just to use the segment that contains
the ego vehicle’s front. This approach does, however, not work in all cases.
As free space segments are eroded and therefore shrunk beforehand, it is
theoretically possible that there is no eroded free space segment at this
position but that the relevant segment begins several meters ahead of the
vehicle. Therefore, it is necessary to search this segment in front of the
9A pure flood fill operation is not sufficient because it is not known beforehand
which cell will be included in the correct free space segment in all cases. Consequently,
no seed point can be specified.
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ego vehicle. For this purpose, virtual rays of limited length are cast in
driving direction of the vehicle by means of the Bresenham algorithm [43]
and the first free space segment that is hit is considered the relevant one.
In the example, this corresponds to the large blue segment in Fig. 5.4f.
The remaining free space segments are erased as they are unreachable for
the ego vehicle. In Fig. 5.5a, the orange hatched subset of ES(F) to the
right is therefore deleted. The relevant free space segment F ′, in contrast,
is subsequently dilated with the same structuring element to bring the
reachable free space back to its original size. The general result of a dilation
of a set F ′ with a structuring element S is the set of all points p such that
S intersects F ′ when its origin is placed at p [234]. The dilated set DS(F ′)
is therefore formally given by [234]
DS(F ′) = {p | Sp ∩ F ′ 6= ∅}. (5.2)
This is further illustrated in Fig. 5.5b, in which F ′ corresponds to the set
of free cells of the relevant, previously eroded free space segment. For the
given exemplary driving scene, the result of the dilation is visualized in
green in Fig. 5.4g overlaid over the original grid. In both cases, it becomes
obvious that the original size of the relevant free space area is recovered
by this processing step.
Readers familiar with morphological operations might wonder why no
direct morphological opening is applied as the combination of erosion and
dilation corresponds to an opening operation due to the same, symmetric
structuring element. The general result of a morphological opening of a
set F with a structuring element S is the union of all structuring elements
that fit the set [234]. The opened set OS(F) is therefore formally given
by [234]
OS(F) =
⋃
p
{Sp | Sp ⊆ F}. (5.3)
A morphological opening applied directly to free space foreground struc-
tures would consequently directly remove all free space areas into which
the structuring element does not fit and preserve the rest, exactly as de-
sired. The reason why this approach is, however, not suitable for the task
at hand is that free space areas in which the ego vehicle fits but which
are connected by short, narrow, impassable passages do potentially not
get disconnected. This undesired effect is visualized in Fig. 5.6, in which
a morphological opening is applied to the original set of free space cells F
directly. It is evident that the unreachable area to the right is still pre-
served after the opening because the structuring elements positioned to
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Figure 5.6: Morphological opening example. The opening applied to a set of
free space cells F shown in gray with a structuring element S results in the
opened set OS(F) hatched in green. The unreachable free space area to the
right is still preserved because the exemplary structuring elements shown in
orange overlap.
the left and right of the short narrowing overlap. The two step procedure
of erosion and dilation, in contrast, permits to delete the separated right
subset of the eroded set before performing the dilation.
These steps are followed by a boundary tracing with the algorithm
described in [241] to extract outer and inner free space boundaries of
the dilated, final free space segment. The result is shown in Fig. 5.4h.
Outer boundary cells are used as measurements for a continuous, dy-
namic B-Spline free space contour tracking, whereas the shapes of the
inner boundaries are subsequently classified and described by geometric
primitives. Both steps are explained in the following subsections.
5.3.3 Dynamic B-Spline Free Space Contour Tracking
Before the free space tracking of the outer free space boundary is explained,
the relevant basics of B-spline functions and curves are shortly presented
in the first place.
B-Spline Functions and Curves
A B-spline function is a piecewise polynomial function that consists of
L ∈ N concatenated polynomial segments of order10 d ∈ N, the so-called
spans S0, . . . , SL−1, which are joined together at breakpoints [35].
10The order of a polynomial is the number of its coefficients and different from its
degree, which is equal to its highest exponent [35].
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B-splines are a computationally efficient representation of splines,
where a spline function is represented as a weighted sum of Nb basis
functions Bn(s) with n ∈ {0, . . . , Nb − 1}.
A parametric B-spline curve consists of B-spline coordinate functions.
With the coordinate functions x(s) and y(s), a parametric B-spline curve
r(s) ∈ R2, defined continuously over s ∈ [0, L], can be compactly written
as
r(s) =
(
x(s)
y(s)
)
=
(
b(s)T 0
0 b(s)T
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
U(s)
xP, (5.4)
with the vector of B-spline basis functions
b(s) =
(
B0(s) B1(s) . . . BNb−1(s)
)T ∈ RNb , (5.5)
and the B-spline control vector
xP = (qx,0 . . . qx,Nb−1 qy,0 . . . qy,Nb−1)
T ∈ R2Nb (5.6)
according to [35, 66]. The behavior of each coordinate function is influ-
enced by weighting its basis functions by the components of the control
vector – the control points or de Boor points qi = (qx,i, qy,i) [66]. Basis
functions of order d with Nk knots at k0 ≤ k1 ≤ . . . ≤ kNk−1 can be
constructed by a recursion formula with the ground instance
Bn,1(s) =
{
1, if kn ≤ s < kn + 1,
0, otherwise,
(5.7)
and the inductive step
Bn,d(s) =
(s− kn)Bn,d−1(s)
kn+d−1 − kn
+
(kn+d − s)Bn+1,d−1(s)
kn+d − kn+1
, (5.8)
in which the summands are treated as zero if the denominator vanishes [35].
If the knot spacing is uniform, the B-spline is called uniform as well, oth-
erwise non-uniform. To obtain closed curves, the basis functions have to
be taken as periodic over the interval s ∈ [0, L]. Fig. 5.7 exemplarily
shows a uniform, quadratic, periodic B-spline function x(s) with its corre-
sponding control points, spans, knots, and basis functions to visualize the
dependencies.
For spline tracking, the B-spline curve is not treated as deterministic
but as probabilistic so that the B-spline control vector xP is a random
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Figure 5.7: Uniform, quadratic (d = 3), periodic B-spline function x(s) with
L = Nb = 4, Nk = 5, its corresponding control points qx,0, . . . , qx,3, spans
S0, . . . , S3, knots k0, . . . , k4, and (periodic) B-spline basis functions B0, . . . , B3.
vector. This circumstance is further illustrated in Fig. 5.8, which shows
samples drawn from a distribution of spline curves with Gaussian dis-
tributed de Boor points.
The important advantages of B-splines for approximation, and especially
for the online tracking application at hand, are the following:
• Each control point influences the curve’s shape only locally, so that
small changes in the control vector entail only small changes in the
resulting curve. This compact support property of B-splines [35]
permits to stabilize the free space curve estimation by constraining
the motion of its control points, which would not be possible with
Bézier splines.
• B-splines do not suffer from disturbing, oscillatory effects [35] in
contrast to polynomial approximations.
• B-splines can be evaluated efficiently with precalculated span and
placement matrices [35].
• B-spline curves are invariant under affine transformations [32]. On
demand of subsequent situation interpretation algorithms, the re-
sulting free space curve can therefore easily be transformed from a
grid map-fixed to an ego vehicle-fixed coordinate system by simply
transforming each control point individually.
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Figure 5.8: Probabilistic B-spline curve with Gaussian distributed de Boor
points qi centered around their means E(qi) = q¯i with corresponding uncertainty
ellipses. The curve’s mean shape r¯(s) is depicted in black; further exemplary
samples r˜(s) with corresponding de Boor points are shown in color.
The following section clarifies how an IF is employed to recursively esti-
mate and track the time-varying B-spline control vector of a deforming,
moving, closed free space contour.
Motion and Measurement Models
The extracted cells of the larger outer boundary serve as a measurement
vector for the recursive estimation and tracking of a closed B-spline curve.
The curve is predicted from time step to time step by compensating ego
motion via a CTRV model in analogy to the dynamic mapping and track-
ing approach already described in Section 4.3.3. Therefore, the system
dynamic equation is given by
xP,k+1 = xP,k + uP,k +wP,k, (5.9)
with B-spline control vector xP,k ∈ R2Nb , zero-mean, white, Gaussian
process noise vector wP,k ∈ R2Nb with associated process noise covariance
matrix QP,k ∈ R2Nb×2Nb , and artificial input vector
uP,k =
(− vE,kcωE,k ( cosψE,k − cos(ωE,kT + ψE,k)) · 1 ∈ RNb
− vE,kcωE,k
(
sin(ωE,kT + ψE,k)− sinψE,k
) · 1 ∈ RNb
)
(5.10)
for ego motion compensation in spirit of (4.5), p. 82. The process noise
has to compensate for errors in ego motion and, more important, for the
free space contour deformation. As the ego motion compensated contour
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deformation is not predictable in a deterministic way, it is modeled as static
with a stochastic diffusion large enough to permit adequate deformations
but small enough to effectively prevent fast, unrealistic contour changes
that cannot take place in one sampling time step. The prediction model
can therefore also be seen as a soft constraint on the B-spline contour
deformation over time.
The predicted contour is subsequently updated with new boundary mea-
surements to estimate and keep track of the time-varying B-spline control
vector xP,k of the deforming, moving, closed free space contour. For this
purpose, all extracted outer boundary cells are treated as equally dis-
tributed along s in order to obtain the appropriate si-locations of the Np
coordinate pairs of the measurement points along the curve, which form
the measurement vector
zP,k =
(
zx(s1) zy(s1) . . . zx(sNp) zy(sNp)
)T ∈ R2Np . (5.11)
This is a reasonable assumption because all neighboring boundary cells
have the same distance from each other due to the preceding boundary
tracing step. Care has, however, to be taken that the boundary search
always starts in the same direction and near the predicted location of the
boundary tracing starting point of the last time step to prevent wrong data
associations during spline tracking and to minimize curve reparametriza-
tion errors.11 Using (5.4), the measurement matrix HP,k can be concate-
nated according to
HP,k = (U(s1) . . . U(sNp))
T ∈ R2Np×2Nb , (5.12)
so that the measurement equation is finally given by
zP,k = HP,kxP,k + vP,k, (5.13)
with Gaussian measurement noise vector vP,k ∈ R2Np and associated mea-
surement covariance matrix RP,k ∈ R2Np×2Np . Note that the dimensions
ofHP,k,RP,k, and vP,k change over time because the number of boundary
measurements is not constant.
11As an extreme example, the exact same curve can be parametrized by a curve
parameter s running clockwise or counterclockwise. If the parametrization of the pre-
dicted contour differs from the one employed in the measurement update, then the
tracking fails.
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Filtering
The filtering itself is realized with the help of an IF as described in Sec-
tion 3.1.3. This filter choice turned out to be at least an order of magnitude
faster than a standard KF formulation because of the large measurement
and relatively small state vector dimension. The result of the filtering pro-
cess under the taken LGS assumptions is the estimated information vector
iˆP,k and information matrix IP,k of the B-spline control vector. For out-
put purpose, the information-based parametrization is transformed back
to the equivalent moment parametrization of the Gaussian posterior pdf
according to
xˆMP,k = I−1P,k iˆP,k, (5.14a)
PP,k = I−1P,k, (5.14b)
so that the filter finally provides the MMSE estimate of the B-spline control
vector xˆMP,k and, upon request, its associated error covariance matrix PP,k,
see Section 3.1.3. If no measurement is available, just the prediction step
is carried out so that short detection fails can be bridged.
Comparing the proposed spline tracking to other approaches such as
the active contour tracking described in [35], two important differences
are evident. First, the velocity of the contour is not estimated because it
is known from the ego vehicle’s sensors. Second, measurements are not
generated by searching for adequate image features along the normals of a
predicted contour, but the boundary cells are extracted again (redetected)
in each time step for greater stability.
Filter Parametrization
It remains to specify the B-spline and filter parameters. For the former, we
use uniform, quadratic (d = 3), periodic B-spline basis functions, therefore
L = Nb = Nk − 1 and {k0, . . . , kNk−1} = {0, . . . , L}, which are considered
a good compromise between performance and approximation quality and
result in continuously differentiable (C1-continuous) free space contours.
The spatial smoothness of the estimates xˆMP,k can easily be adjusted by
changing Nb. The temporal smoothness, in contrast, can be altered by
adapting the process noise covariance matrixQP,k for a given measurement
noise covariance matrix RP,k. In the developed system, the number of
de Boor points Nb is fixed to 70, which has proven to be sufficient to
describe even very complex static environments around the vehicle. The
initialization is realized by setting both the initial information vector iˆP,0
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and the information matrix IP,0 equal to the zero vector and matrix,
respectively. This procedure reflects complete initial ignorance. Note that
an optimal filter initialization is less crucial for the free space tracking than
for the dynamic cell/object tracking described in the previous chapter.
This is because the “free space object” is normally available and detected
in every time step. A reinitialization is thus rarely necessary and the
behavior of the filter’s initial transient consequently less important. The
final filter parameters are summarized in Table 5.2, p. 127.
Boundary Attribution
Now that the B-spline curve is estimated, it needs to be decided which
parts of the curve constitute delimiters to obstacle boundaries and which
are delimiters to unknown areas, e.g. stemming from the limited sensor
field of view or occlusions. Such a boundary attribution can be realized
by casting virtual rays of limited length ln along the normals
nk(s) =
(
nx,k(s)
ny,k(s)
)
=
(
−dyˆk(s)
ds
dxˆk(s)
ds
)
=
(
0 −db(s)ds
T
db(s)
ds
T
0
)
xˆMP,k (5.15)
of the estimated B-spline free space curve
rˆk(s) =
(
xˆk(s)
yˆk(s)
)
= U(s)xˆMP,k =
(
b(s)T 0
0 b(s)T
)
xˆMP,k (5.16)
into its exterior, rasterizing these rays on the grid with the help of the Bre-
senham algorithm [43], and checking the corresponding cells for objects.
If none are found within a span of the B-spline curve, the attribute “un-
known environment boundary” is attached to its associated spline control
point. For the exemplary scene, the resulting, final PFS map is visualized
overlaid over the extracted free space boundary cells in Fig. 5.9a and over
the original grid map mopt,k in Fig. 5.9b. The contour smoothly follows
the traced outer boundary. Unreachable areas behind the guardrail are
suppressed, whereas the potentially relevant turnoff to the right remains
included. Existing road model estimators and free space estimators that
are based on thresholding in ray direction would exclude areas such as the
turnoff from their description. Additionally, the distinction between free
space delimited by obstacle boundaries (red) and boundaries to unknown
environment (orange) becomes visible, which is the result of the limited
sensor field of view in this example.
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Figure 5.9: Free space tracking and boundary attribution result for the exem-
plary driving scene. The resulting PFS map with estimated B-spline curve and
control points is shown overlaid over the extracted free space boundary cells
in (a) and over the original grid in (b). Obstacle boundaries are highlighted in
red, boundaries to unknown environment in orange.
5.3.4 Description of Inner Free Space Boundaries
The previous subsection explained the tracking of the outer free space
boundary, which in most cases directly results in the final PFS map. In
rare cases, however, the extracted relevant free space segment contains
“free space holes”, which entail additional inner free space boundaries.
These result if the sensors detect a significant amount of free space all-
around an object. In principle, a B-spline-based description of such free
space holes in analogy to the outer boundary description could be applied.
However, objects that render such a mapping possible are normally small
compared to the large outer free space boundary so that a representation
in form of simple geometric primitives has proven to be sufficient. For
this purpose, the shape of these free space holes is first classified based on
roundness and rectangularity metrics [116].
The normalized roundness metric cm is given by12
cm =
4piAh
(phκ)2
, (5.17)
12There are various variants of this formula with or without the 4pi factor or by
changing nominator and denominator.
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with area Ah, perimeter ph, and Kulpa’s perimeter correction fac-
tor κ [136], which approximately compensates discretization errors in
digital images. This metric is equal (in digital images: approximately
equal) to one for perfect circles and smaller for all other shapes. The
correction factor is necessary to compensate for errors in the perimeter
calculation in discretized images and is ideally set to κ ≈ 0.95 [136].
The rectangularity metric rm, in contrast, is calculated as the quotient
of the area of the free space hole Ah and its minimal oriented bounding
rectangle area Ab,min as
rm =
Ah
Ab,min
(5.18)
according to [235].13 This ratio is equal (in digital images: approximately
equal) to one if the object is an ideal rectangle and smaller for all other
shapes. The shape is classified as circular if cm > rm holds, otherwise as
rectangular. Depending on the classification result, bounding circles or
oriented bounding rectangles are fitted subsequently, see Fig. 5.10 for an
illustration.
cm = 0.69
rm = 0.79
cm = 1.01
rm = 0.80
cm = 0.61
rm = 0.90
cm = 0.90
rm = 1.03
cm = 0.72
rm = 0.82
cm = 0.54
rm = 0.67
cm = 0.71
rm = 0.79
cm = 0.88
rm = 0.84
cm = 0.54
rm = 1.06
cm = 0.46
rm = 1.00
cm = 1.02
rm = 0.82
Figure 5.10: Shape classification based on roundness cm and rectangularity rm
with corresponding geometric primitives in form of bounding circles (red) and
oriented bounding rectangles (blue).
13There are other calculation methods for the rectangularity metric, see [209].
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Considering Nc circles with state xc ∈ R3Nc and Nr oriented rectangles
with state xr ∈ R5Nr as a result14, then the state of the complete PFS
map with B-spline control vector xP ∈ R2Nb is finally given by
xPFS,k =
(
xTP x
T
c,1 . . .x
T
c,Nc x
T
r,1 . . .x
T
r,Nr
)T
∈ R2Nb+3Nc+5Nr , (5.19)
which constitutes the complete description of the static driving environ-
ment at time step k in form of relevant free space.
In conclusion, the section presented a computationally efficient method
for the generation of PFS maps, which can be interpreted not only as
a novel method of grid-based free space detection but also as a way of
compactly representing and tracking arbitrary static driving environments.
The method has been implemented on an experimental vehicle and tested
in a variety of real traffic scenarios, which is described in the following.
5.4 Implementation and Performance
The proposed PFS map generation approach has been implemented both
in MATLAB and in C++, and runs online on an experimental vehicle. The
optimized C++ version has a combined calculation time of (13.7± 1.0) ms,
measured on a 3.3 GHz Intel Core i5-2500K CPU, which is well below the
sensor update time of approximately 65 ms. It can therefore run in com-
bination with the previously described dynamic mapping approach with-
out problems. Calculation times for the different steps of the algorithm
are further summarized in Table 5.1.15 The temporal stabilization via
the B-spline tracking is, despite the advantageous IF-based estimation,
computationally most demanding and consumes ≈ 53 % of the total PFS
map processing time. This is unproblematic for the experimental vehi-
cle equipped with mid-range desktop processors. If this turns out to be
a limiting factor for embedded automotive hardware, then the free space
14The state of a circle is three-dimensional (center position coordinates and radius),
the state of an oriented rectangle is five-dimensional (center position coordinates, ori-
entation, length, and width).
15The performance analysis is based on the same 17 real traffic scenarios (2766 grid
maps) that were used for the dynamic mapping evaluation described in Section 4.5. Note
that total min/max times are not necessarily the sum of min/max times of individual
processing steps as these extreme individual values do normally not occur at the same
time. Also the total standard deviation is not the root of the sum of squares of the
individual standard deviations due to the different means.
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Table 5.1: Calculation times of the PFS map generation approach (mean, stan-
dard deviation, minimum, maximum) in ms. Median Filtering (M), Threshold-
ing (TH), Erosion (E), Connected Components Labeling (C), Segment Selec-
tion (S), Dilation (D), Boundary Tracing (BT), B-Spline Tracking (TR), Attri-
bution/Fitting (AF).
Quantity M TH E C S D BT TR AF Total
Mean 0.3 0.0 1.7 1.5 0.4 1.7 0.5 7.3 0.3 13.7
Std 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.0 1.0
Min 0.2 0.0 1.6 1.2 0.4 1.6 0.5 7.0 0.2 13.0
Max 0.6 0.0 4.3 3.8 1.3 4.3 1.2 13.7 0.7 25.6
tracking step can also be replaced by a least squares estimate of the B-
spline control vector according to
xˆP,k = (HTP,kHP,k)−1HTP,kzP,k, (5.20)
with outer boundary measurements zP,k and measurement matrix HP,k
given by (5.11) and (5.12), respectively. Temporal smoothness is, however,
not ensured with this approach any more. A further run-time reduction
can be achieved if only the free space in front of the ego vehicle, and not
all-around, is calculated. This option has additionally been realized by
rasterizing an artificial line of occupancy cells into the grid, which cuts
the grid in half depending on the ego vehicle’s orientation and performing
all subsequent processing steps only for areas in front of the vehicle.
An implemented OpenGL visualization shows the PFS map overlaid
over the corresponding occupancy grid map on an on-board screen, see
Fig. 5.11a. The projection of the PFS map into the camera image, realized
by a homography transformation, is additionally illustrated in Fig. 5.11b.
Bandwidth Requirements
As already stated in the introduction, compactness is an important prop-
erty of any environment representation for near-future ADAS, in which
the representation has to be transferred between many electronic con-
trol units with limited bandwidth. Since the number of spline control
points is considered fixed, the required transmission bandwidth changes
only marginally in the case of a varying number of inner free space bound-
aries. With 70 control points, which has proven to be sufficient for mod-
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.11: Online visualization of the PFS map overlaid over the occupancy
grid map (a). Despite the complexity of the free space shape, the low-order
B-Spline description with 70 de Boor points is sufficient to capture all the detail
while smoothly bending around obstacles. The corresponding projection of the
PFS map into the camera image is additionally shown in (b).
eling even very complex static environments around the vehicle, and a
maximum of five geometric primitives as a worst case scenario, the re-
quired transmission bandwidth for the PFS map lies at
(70× 2 + 5× 4)16bit + 70× 1bit
0.065 s ≈
0.33 kB
0.065 s ≈ 5.1
kB
s , (5.21)
considering 16 bit for each control point and geometric primitives coordi-
nate, 1 bit for the boundary attribution, and a transmission once every
65 ms – the sensor update time. This is a factor of 12 less than the best
(equally sized) lossless grid map compression results (60kBs ) and a factor of
2880 less than the best non-compressed results (14686kBs ) reported in [92].
In [91], the proposed PFS map representation has additionally been com-
pared to the interval-based free space description and the stixel world and
found to be by a factor of 23 smaller than the former and still by factor
2.5 smaller than the latter. The PFS map is therefore easily transferable
even over automotive CAN. In the next section, PFS maps are shown for
several more complex driving scenarios.
5.5 Experimental Results
To underline the generality of the PFS map representation, the results in
different real-world driving scenarios of varying complexity are illustrated
in Fig. 5.12. All maps have been generated with the same parameter set
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Figure 5.12: PFS maps (colored) overlayed over corresponding occupancy grid
maps (grayscale) in different real-world driving scenarios.
summarized in Table 5.2. The PFS maps are overlaid over the correspond-
ing occupancy grid maps that were used in the generation process. The
first three grids were created solely by radar, whereas the others were
mapped by a combination of radar and stereo camera to show the unprob-
lematic extension to additional environment sensors.
Fig. 5.12a shows a country road with an obstacle boundary and a turnoff
on the left side of the ego vehicle, which are both clearly visible in the PFS
map representation. The free space boundary on the right side holds the
attribute of an “unknown environment boundary” as visualized by yellow
spline control points and corresponding orange spline curve segments. The
reason for this is that no real free space evidence is available behind this
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Table 5.2: PFS map generation parameters.
Parameter Value
Grid size; Cell length c 80m x 80m; 0.16m
SM;mth; rSE;Nb; ln 3 cells x 3 cells; 0.7; 1.1m; 70; 2m
iˆP,0; IP,0 0 ∈ R2Nb ; 0 ∈ R2Nb×2Nb
QP ( 0.8c m/s)
2T 2 · 1 ∈ R2Nb×2Nb
RP ( 0.2c m)
2 · 1 ∈ R2Np×2Np
B-spline type uniform, quadratic (d = 3), periodic
boundary because the area has not yet been observed by the radar sensor
with its small opening angle of only 17◦. In the construction site scenario
shown in Fig. 5.12b, with delineator posts on the left and right, four geo-
metric primitives are present in addition to the B-spline contour. Two of
them are classified as round and two as rectangular. These objects are not
included in the outer free space boundary because enough free space was
detected, so that the ego vehicle could drive around them. This is in con-
trast to the obstacles further ahead. The PFS map in Fig. 5.12c shows an
inner city scenario with parking cars as well as house fronts. Despite the
complexity of the scene, the flexible spline curve can describe all relevant
grid map information in a very compact way. Fig. 5.12d represents the PFS
map for the exemplary scene of Chapter 4 with the dynamic object map
additionally overlaid in magenta. It is obvious that static and dynamic
entities are well-separated, and dynamic object corruptions do no longer
influence the B-spline curve and PFS map, respectively. Without the pre-
viously described dynamic mapping approach, the PFS map’s curve would
bend around the dynamic object corruptions and might falsely trigger
driver warnings or interventions as a consequence. Additionally, higher-
level situation recognition algorithms that analyze the shape of the free
space, e.g. for detecting junctions [189], would be negatively influenced,
which highlights the importance of a dynamic object corruption-free grid.
Fig. 5.12(e,f) show additional inner city scenes similar to Fig. 5.12c but
mapped by a combination of radar and a noisier stereo camera. Here, the
PFS map generation process depends more strongly on the threshold level,
but reasonable results can nevertheless be obtained by using the same pa-
rameter set as previously on the cleaner radar grids. In Fig. 5.12e, for
example, three parking cars are present on the right of the ego vehicle
and the street turns to the left, as visible in the unknown environment
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boundary control points at the top. Fig. 5.12g shows the ego vehicle af-
ter a left turn, and after mapping many irrelevant regions on the upper
left side of the grid that cannot be reached. This demonstrates that the
morphological processing steps effectively remove these areas and the free
space boundary only follows the relevant, reachable course of the road.
Fig. 5.12h, in contrast, depicts a situation in which a traffic isle separates
the road, and therefore also the free space in front of the ego vehicle. The
PFS map can represent such situations in contrast to existing parametric,
grid-based road course estimators. Lastly, a roundabout scenario is shown
in Fig. 5.12i. The ego vehicle has already completed a full round. Again,
all irrelevant grid map parts are suppressed in the PFS map representa-
tion, which is supposed to facilitate higher-level environment information
recognition. Note, however, that the inner circle in this example does not
represent the elevated middle of the roundabout but rather the limited
sensor field of view.
In summary, the scenarios showed that the PFS map representation is
general enough to represent a large variety of different driving environ-
ments and that it effectively suppresses most of the irrelevant information
contained in common occupancy grids while keeping the relevant informa-
tion in a much more compact way.
5.6 Conclusion
A novel, generic representation of arbitrary static driving environments
in form of so-called PFS maps has been introduced, which describe avail-
able free space in a parametric, continuous way. An algorithm has been
presented that allows to generate PFS maps in a computationally effi-
cient way by first extracting relevant, arbitrarily shaped free space areas
by methods known from the image analysis domain applied to optimized
occupancy grid maps. A subsequent free space tracking step provides ad-
ditional robustness and allows to incorporate spatio-temporal smoothness
constraints. The PFS map generation process can thus also be interpreted
as a novel method of grid-based free space detection and estimation for
intelligent vehicles, which
• performs image analysis on grid maps for free space detection,
• provides robustness due to temporal filtering via free space tracking,
• includes free space not lying directly in the line of sight,
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• generates connected, reachable free space areas,
• represents arbitrary free space shapes in a compact, parametric way,
• offers easy to parametrize spatio-temporal smoothness, and
• is decoupled from the sensor principle due to the intermediate grid.
The advantageous properties of the resulting PFS maps are
• the compactness (≈ 0.33 kB), suitable even for automotive CAN
transmission and with guaranteed upper limits on the required trans-
mission bandwidth, which is relevant for near-future ADAS in which
the representation has to be transferred between many electronic
control units,
• the generality to represent a large variety of driving environments as
shown in the experimental results section,
• the suppression of irrelevant free space information, which is benefi-
cial not only for trajectory planners that just need to consider reach-
able areas but also for higher-level scene classification algorithms
that do not have to cope with irrelevant details any more,
• the explicit representation of free space, which is vital for evasive
trajectory planning as it makes a difference whether an area is really
free or has just not yet been observed,
• the continuous, and not discrete, representation, which allows ar-
bitrarily fine evaluations and closed, analytic solutions to problems
such as distance measurements to closest boundaries, which simpli-
fies tasks like online creation of potential fields [24],
• the independence of the representation from the ego vehicle orien-
tation, which is an important aspect for scene interpretation algo-
rithms,
• the sensor principle-independent, computationally inexpensive, ro-
bust generation with common automotive sensors, and
• the fact that PFS maps can be extracted from common occupancy
grid-based representations, which are already in use in many state-
of-the-art intelligent vehicles.
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On the downside, the PFS map generation process is computationally
slightly more demanding than pure grid mapping and the maps cannot di-
rectly be used by trajectory planners relying on cells. For planners of this
kind, the PFS map can, however, easily be rasterized on a grid again. An-
other aspect is the loss of information about specific cell occupancy prob-
abilities. As grid mapping algorithms are normally designed to converge
rapidly to high free or occupied probabilities [247], this fact is, however,
often negligible in practice. If this turns out to be a limitation in a specific
system, then the proposed algorithm could just be applied with differ-
ent thresholds on each grid map in parallel to capture this information.
Moreover, the PFS map is a 2D representation and does consequently not
encode height information. There might be some future ADAS functions
for which such a 2D representation will not be sufficient, but – in the eyes
of the author – the advantages of compactness and interpretability not
given in more general, higher-dimensional representations outweigh this
limitation.16
For a complete metric representation, the PFS map of the static envi-
ronment is supposed to be combined with a dynamic object map as already
pointed out in Section 2.3. This separation between static and dynamic
structures simplifies subsequent situation interpretation algorithms that
need to treat static and dynamic object in a different way. Note that
the consistency between both maps is always ensured by the proposed ap-
proach because both maps are extracted from the same data base, i.e. a
common occupancy grid map. The object abstraction of dynamic enti-
ties additionally allows model-based predictions based on the object type,
which is vital for adequate trajectory prediction and driving maneuver
detection. The complete metric representation including both maps is ex-
tracted in just 23.8 ms (3.3 GHz Intel Core i5-2500K) on an experimental
vehicle and has been demonstrated in real traffic environments. By further
combining it with information about lanes, traffic signs, topological maps,
etc., a complete world model can easily be formed.
The representation has already been successfully employed
• for the detection of higher-level, semantic environment information
such as junctions and roundabouts in [189],
• for criticality assessment in arbitrary driving environments [222,224],
see Chapter 6, and
16Often, a simple reinterpretation of drivable free space is sufficient to handle some
problems involving height knowledge. For example, a tunnel too low to pass safely
could be represented as a 2D free space boundary.
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• for potential field-based safety trajectory planning and lateral vehicle
guidance with respect to elevated objects in PRORETA 3 [25,56,219,
220,274,275], see Chapter 7.
In conclusion, the proposed metric environment representation describes
the relevant information contained in conventional occupancy grid maps in
a consistent, compact, easily interpretable, continuous way and can be gen-
erated in a robust, computationally inexpensive, sensor-independent man-
ner. Consequently, the first two main questions raised in the thesis in-
troduction, i.e. how the environment can be represented and how this
representation can be obtained, are answered. At this stage, the reader is
invited to consult Table 2.1, p. 13 once again for a comparison with other
representations.
The following chapter, in addition, presents a novel, integrated approach
to probabilistic, long-term trajectory prediction and criticality assessment,
which uses the proposed environment representation as a foundation.
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6 Prediction and Criticality
Assessment
The present chapter presents a novel system for trajectory prediction
and criticality assessment. After the introduction, related work on the
subtopics short-term trajectory prediction, long-term trajectory predic-
tion, situation recognition and prediction, and criticality assessment is
discussed. The system itself is composed of a maneuver detection part,
a maneuver-based trajectory prediction part, and a criticality assessment
part – all three presented subsequently. Simulation results underline the
effectiveness and scope of the approach. The chapter concludes with a
summary of the system’s key aspects and possible future work.
6.1 Introduction and Motivation
So far, we have seen how to estimate and represent the current state
of the environment. This representation forms the first level of Situation
Awareness (SA) [78]. Future ADAS and intelligent vehicles must, however,
not just react to this current state but understand the current situation
(SA level 2) to be able to anticipate the future evolution of the traffic
scene (SA level 3). This is a necessity for correct decisions, warnings,
and interventions. Whereas the evolution can reasonably be predicted
for a short time interval by just considering physical quantities such as
estimated vehicle velocities or yaw rates, the evolution over several seconds
is much stronger influenced by the intentions, motivations, and goals of all
traffic participants within the specific driving environment. Consequently,
three main sources of uncertainty can be identified:
• Uncertainty in state estimates.
• Uncertainty in driver intentions.
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• Uncertainty in driving maneuver1 executions for the realization of
the intention.
This raises the complexity for longer-term predictions considerably, but
only by taking these factors into account, it becomes possible to warn
and intervene early enough. In this context, two major challenges exist
in the design of long-term trajectory prediction and criticality assessment
algorithms for active collision avoidance and warning systems.
First, it is neither optimal to determine just a single future trajectory
for each vehicle nor is it reasonable to predict every physically possible
trajectory. In the first case, the one and only future hypothesis will most
likely not occur, and any subsequent decision making system relying on
this single hypothesis would fail if the traffic scene evolved differently. An
example is given in Fig. 6.1, in which both vehicles can turn, stay on their
lane, or perform a lane change. Human drivers take these different scene
evolutions into account, an automatic system should do that as well. In
the second case of considering every possible trajectory, false warnings will
be generated. This becomes obvious in the exemplary situation visualized
in Fig. 6.2, which shows the reachable sets of two oncoming vehicles on
different lanes. The sets overlap after a very short prediction horizon al-
though this standard situation is uncritical and no warnings should thus
be triggered even for greater prediction times. Therefore, the first chal-
lenge is to strike a balance between the two mentioned extremes and to
limit the possible future scene evolutions to reasonable subsets given all
available environment information.
The second, less considered challenge is that the further one tries to
predict into the future, the more assumptions have to be made, which
tempts to model the average, sensible driver in a given traffic situation.
As an extreme example, the prediction could be based upon the assump-
tion that every driver obeys the traffic rules or follows the road flawlessly.
Although these assumptions are reasonable for microscopic traffic simula-
tions, they are not appropriate for active safety systems because especially
actions that do not follow traffic rules and contradict with the standard
situation evolution might become dangerous. Thus, all prediction meth-
ods that are solely based upon the average driver are not suitable for an
1In this chapter, the term driving maneuver is used as in [181] and describes actions
such as road followings, or turns. This is the common interpretation in the intelligent
vehicles domain. It should not be confused with the term maneuvering target as it is
used in the target tracking community and in Chapter 3 and 4. There, it characterizes
all motion patterns that stand in contrast to benign, constant velocity motion.
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Figure 6.1: Possible future scene evolutions in an exemplary driving scene.
Both vehicles can turn, stay on their lane, or perform a lane change. Trajecto-
ries of possible future driving maneuver executions are shown in color – more
probable ones in green, less probable ones in orange and red, respectively.
Figure 6.2: Overlapping reachable sets of two oncoming vehicles based on [4].
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emergency situation ADAS as exactly these situations are excluded by the
prediction assumptions beforehand and therefore cannot be predicted at
all. Consequently, a system for long-term criticality assessment should
• be sensitive to exceptional, rarely happening situations,
• not only consider physical quantities but also information about the
drivers’ intentions and the driving environment,
• allow the inclusion of the different sources of uncertainty, and
• take into account a reasonable subset of possible future scene evolu-
tions.
Before the proposed approach to this problem is presented, an overview
of related work on prediction and criticality assessment in traffic environ-
ments is first given in the following.2
6.2 Related Work
Related work on prediction in traffic environments can be subdivided into
short-term trajectory prediction, long-term trajectory prediction, and the
more abstract situation prediction. Under short-term trajectory predic-
tion, we understand all methods that are solely based upon physical vehi-
cle3 states but not upon the traffic environment or driver intentions. Long-
term trajectory prediction methods, in contrast, consider these additional
factors, whereas situation prediction methods allow the situation recogni-
tion and prediction on a higher abstraction level but do not directly aim
at the determination of future spatio-temporal trajectories. The main dis-
tinguishing characteristics of these three prediction variants are contrasted
in Table 6.1 and described in detail together with the related criticality
assessment in the following subsections.
2See also the surveys [149, 233]. The former contains a section about vision-based
approaches of maneuver detection, the latter covers the topic by explicitly separating
long-term prediction models into models considering interactions and ones that do not.
3We limit the discussion to vehicle predictions. Other traffic participants such as
cyclists or pedestrians are omitted as their predictability is much lower and can normally
only be performed via short-term methods.
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Table 6.1: Differences between short-term trajectory prediction, long-term tra-
jectory prediction, and situation prediction.
Prediction
type
Short-term
trajectory
prediction
Long-term
trajectory
prediction
Situation
recognition and
prediction
Future
motion
cause
System
dynamics
Human intention
in traffic
environment
Human intention
in traffic
environment
Prediction
horizon
ca. < 1 s Several seconds Several seconds
Required
environment
knowledge
Low High High
Abstraction
level
Low Low – Medium High
Result Quantitative Quantitative Qualitative
System
description
Kinematic
and dynamic
motion
models
• Motion pattern
databases
• Dynamic
motion models
with behavior
descriptions
• State machines
• Fuzzy theory
• Bayesian
networks
• Dempster-
Shafer theory
• Logics
Assumptions Constant or
nearly
constant
motion state
• Motion follows
pattern
• Behavior-
dependent
motion
Diverse
Prediction
methodology
• Num. in-
tegration
• Tracking
filter-
based
prediction
• Pattern
recognition
• Cost function
minimization
• Trajectory
planning
• Inference
• Classification
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6.2.1 Short-Term Trajectory Prediction
Within short prediction horizons, the influences of the driver and the envi-
ronment are minor and the prediction predominantly depends on the driv-
ing physics and system dynamics. The underlying assumption of methods
of this kind is that future system inputs are equal (or approximately equal)
to the current system inputs and the motion model does not change in the
future. For the prediction itself, two methods are common:
• Numerical integration of a supposed motion model, in which the ini-
tial values are derived from estimated, current states of a preceding
tracking filter [50].
• Direct evaluation of the prediction equations of the tracking filter
without measurement updates [20,22,163,200].
The latter additionally allows the direct propagation of state uncertain-
ties.4 In both cases, the crucial factor of short-term prediction methods is
the quality of the underlying tracking filter. The prediction models directly
correspond to the system dynamics equation of the filter. The models Con-
stant Velocity (CV), Constant Acceleration (CA), Constant Turn Rate and
Velocity (CTRV) and Constant Turn Rate and Acceleration (CTRA) are
prevalent for this purpose [227] and are partly combined within an IMM
Filter not only for filtering but also for prediction [20]. More complex
models such as single-track or two-track models are not common within
the tracking filter as an adequate estimation of the additional states and
parameters becomes difficult within the usually short observation time or
even impossible due to their unobservability for exteroceptive sensors.
Short-term predictions of the ego vehicle5 follow the same methods as
employed for the other vehicles with the difference that more complex
system models such as a single-track model can be used due to the addi-
tional available measurement quantities and parameters. This complexity
4Care has to be taken in the interpretation of so-calculated uncertainties. For a
quantitatively correct uncertainty prediction, the stochastic system dynamic and mea-
surement equations have to match reality exactly. Often, the process and measurement
noise terms are, however, used as filter tuning parameters without particular justifica-
tion. Normally, a larger than correct process noise is artificially induced in the system
dynamics equations to capture unmodeled effects of the employed simple motion mod-
els. As a consequence, the predicted uncertainty rises unnaturally fast in this approach.
5In the case of a fully autonomous ego vehicle, the future path of the ego vehicle is
planned and known. This does not hold for ADAS, in which the vehicle is still driven
by a human driver, which makes the problem more complicated.
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increase is, however, only advantageous up to a certain point as already
stated in [227].
Conclusion
Independent of the physical model complexity, short-term prediction mod-
els are only reasonable for prediction horizons of typically less than a
second [149]. For longer time horizons, the constant input assumption
cannot be kept and methods that consider driver behavior in the driving
environment context have to be employed. This is the topic of the next
subsection.
6.2.2 Long-Term Trajectory Prediction
An obvious variant of extending the scope of the mentioned short-term tra-
jectory models is to include knowledge about driving lanes or road bound-
aries as realized in [162,192,200]. These methods allow greater prediction
times but do not permit the inclusion of additional assumptions about the
actions of different traffic participants. Long-term trajectory prediction
methods that additionally consider driver behavior can be subdivided into
the following two categories:
• Methods of pattern recognition in motion pattern databases [7, 99,
124,125,255,256].
• Methods that fuse dynamic motion models with behavior and envi-
ronment descriptions [5, 45,75,82,88,144,211,236].
Methods of the first category cluster previously observed trajectories
and generally represent each cluster by a trajectory prototype [7]. The
prediction task involves finding the most likely cluster (or a distribution
over clusters) that fits to a newly observed partial trajectory and the re-
mainder of the trajectory is used for prediction. Although the behavior
is not explicitly modeled, it is implicitly included in the learned trajec-
tory prototypes. Representatives of this kind of prediction can be found
in [98, 99, 125], in which trajectory clusters of vehicles at intersections
are built and a probabilistic online matching of observed object states to
saved trajectories is performed on basis of a quaternion-based rotationally
invariant longest common subsequence metric via particle filtering. The
approach is further developed in [270] to predict a distribution over fu-
ture trajectories given an observed part of a learned motion pattern via
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Gaussian mixture models. In [256], motion patterns based on current and
intended goal states are learned incrementally and in parallel to prediction
with the help of so-called growing HMMs. The system is used for trajec-
tory prediction in parking lots (Fig. 6.3a), but may be hard to generalize
to arbitrary driving environments due to unclear goal states, e.g. in vehicle
following scenarios.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.3: Examples of long-term trajectory prediction methods. Motion
pattern-based [256] (a), via path planning [45] (b), map-based [82] (c). Images
taken from the mentioned sources.
Besides the problem of generating, saving, and fitting large motion pat-
tern data records, methods of the first category have the disadvantage that
only trajectories included in the database can be predicted, see also [254].
This limits their applicability to criticality assessment as they cannot pre-
dict abnormal situations, which is why they are not regarded further. Some
representatives of the second category that additionally consider uncer-
tainty are explained in the following.
The approaches of [45, 75] perform probabilistic trajectory predictions
by employing path-planning algorithms from the viewpoint of each traffic
participant to generate distributions over future motions of all vehicles.
Different combinations of future system inputs are considered via Monte
Carlo simulations, in which the stochastic inputs are restricted to spe-
cific, typical human driving behaviors and actions such as lane changes
or overtaking. System inputs are the result of goal functions that model
behaviors. No explicit maneuver detections are performed. The result is a
probability of collision for the complete traffic scene as well as a so-called
danger level display for each road position at each future time (Fig. 6.3b).
In [5], a similar approach is presented, which is based on the determina-
tion of stochastic reachable sets of all other, interacting traffic participants
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under the assumption that these follow specific paths along a known road
network with a certain accuracy. The ego vehicle’s future path is con-
sidered available as the system is designed for autonomous vehicles with
a known planned future trajectory and not for ADAS. The longitudinal
dynamic motion models of other vehicles along their paths are abstracted
into discrete Markov chains, the lateral positions are described by pre-
defined, fixed distributions. The future actions go straight and turn are
considered for the other vehicles. As their motions are constrained along
road geometries and speed limits, an unintentional leaving of the road,
however, cannot be detected.
In [82], vehicles are supposed to follow a known road network as well
(Fig. 6.3c). At intersections, simply all possible lanes leaving the intersec-
tion are used for the predicted vehicle location simultaneously with equal
weight. This results in a very conservative prediction, which might be a
reasonable approach for the first generation of defensively behaving au-
tonomous vehicles but not for the task of long-term criticality assessment
for ADAS due to the resulting high number of false positive warnings.
The approach of [144] allows longer-term criticality assessment in struc-
tured highway environments and focuses on the interaction of traffic par-
ticipants. Predictions of a considered highway scenario are performed via
a path-planning algorithm that generates minimum jerk trajectories. By
updating a hand-designed prior intention distribution with results of the
corresponding, fictive collision probabilities stemming from the execution
of each intention, so-called interaction-aware maneuver probabilities are
estimated. They are based on the postulation that drivers do not perform
maneuvers with high collision risks as long as safer options are possible.
This assumption, however, inevitably prevents the detection of specific
dangerous situations such as colliding with a slower vehicle on the same
lane if there is still a free adjacent lane for a possible lane change.
Within the so-called PRIDE (Prediction In Dynamic Environments)
framework introduced in [211], estimation-theoretic short-term predictions
are coupled with situation-based long-term prediction models. For the lat-
ter, cost functions are employed that describe the danger a driver would be
exposed to if he executed a specific action sequence. A probability is asso-
ciated with each predicted trajectory corresponding to an action. In a next
step, each detected collision of a trajectory is used to adapt these prob-
abilities retrospectively by assigning high costs to dangerous predictions.
This procedure, however, excludes the prediction of critical trajectories
due to their high costs, which makes it inappropriate for safety warning
and intervention systems.
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The approach described in [236] also employs behavior cost functions
from which, after minimization, the future driver inputs of a decoupled
two-dimensional CA model are derived. A combination of longitudinal,
lateral, interaction, and comfort cost functions is used. Deviations from
a reference velocity, driving too close to the vehicle in front, or abrupt
braking and steering maneuvers are punished in the optimization process.
The result is a model for an average driver but cannot be used in this form
for long-term criticality assessment.
Conclusion
In conclusion, all mentioned methods provide a quantitative trajectory
prediction for longer prediction horizons valid for several seconds. They
are designed to give better prediction results in standard traffic situations
than the previously described short-term methods. They are, however,
often not designed with the goal of long-term criticality assessment in
mind due to their underlying assumption of sensible drivers. Therefore,
they do not cope with the second challenge mentioned in the introduction,
i.e. the sensitivity to exceptional, rarely happening situations. Moreover,
they lack a more abstract, symbolic, qualitative description of the traffic
situation. Methods of this kind that can, in particular, predict a situation
on a more abstract level, are treated in the next subsection under the term
situation recognition and prediction.
6.2.3 Situation Recognition and Prediction
Besides explicit trajectory prediction methods, numerous approaches rea-
son about the future traffic scene on a more abstract level by recogniz-
ing and predicting situations. These approaches are mainly not based on
low-level dynamic state space models any more but employ a variety of
mathematical tools for description, inference, and classification:
• State machines [102,185,215,239]
• Fuzzy theory [102,216]
• Static BNs [122,128,147,198,216,228]
• DBNs [3,58,88]
– HMMs [28,142,169]
– Jump Markov Models [268]
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• Dempster-Shafer theory [185,191,250]
• Special kinds of logics [97,103,111]
• Various classifiers [39,95,125]
In the following, representatives of the different groups are explained to
make the diversity of the methods graspable. Methods trying to infer
driver intentions without any physical vehicle motion indication, e.g. by
observing driver-eye-gaze behavior [176], are not considered as they cannot
be realized without vehicle-to-vehicle communication.
In [185], a rule-based system is presented to determine current driving
maneuvers that consist of several distinct states linked by transition con-
ditions. If a condition is fulfilled, the system reaches the subsequent state,
which makes it a deterministic state machine. A maneuver is recognized
as soon as the last transition condition is fulfilled. Thus, the information
is only available by the time the maneuver is nearly finished, which lim-
its its applicability for predictions. A deterministic maneuver detection is
further presented in [239] and coupled with a trajectory prediction system.
Driving maneuvers are separated into longitudinal and lateral maneuvers.
The detection of the latter is based on the cross correlation between yaw
rate and steering wheel angle, which makes the approach only applicable
for the ego vehicle. Transitions between different lane change phases and
turns are additionally linked in a deterministic state machine for a more
robust detection. Another state machine-based system tailored towards
the detection of overtaking situations can be found in [215] (Fig. 6.4a).
An overtaking is split into the phases pull out, passing, and cut-in. A
longitudinal indicator variable is formed via Fuzzy combination of Time-
To-Collision (TTC) and accelerator pedal position, and is combined with
the lateral road position.
In [102], complex driving maneuvers are modeled as a sequence of basic
maneuver elements in a probabilistic finite state machine. The basic ele-
ments are specified via a Fuzzy rule base (Fig. 6.4b), and a Bayesian filter
is used to calculate the probability of the basic elements in the context
of the maneuver model to recognize the current driving maneuver. The
approach is shown to be able to detect turn maneuvers. Another combina-
tion of a Fuzzy and a Bayesian approach can be found in [216]. Here, the
values of maneuver- and situation-specific features are first transformed
with the aid of situation-dependent membership functions. Then, the fea-
ture membership levels are used as evidences in a static Bayesian Network
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.4: Examples of situation recognition and prediction methods. State
machine-based [215] (a), via Fuzzy theory [102] (b), Bayesian network-
based [122]. Images taken from the mentioned sources.
(BN), which is employed for situation inference. Additionally, feature un-
certainties are included in the network to determine inaccuracies of the
resulting situation statements.
Examples of purely Bayesian approaches include the object-oriented
static BNs employed in [122] for the early detection of lane changes
(Fig. 6.4c). In [228], a similar method is used to suggest a lane change to
the driver under additional consideration of the tracking filter’s estimated
state uncertainties during situation recognition. In contrast to manually
parametrized networks, situation and behavior models can also be learned
from data as shown in [198] for intersection scenarios. An early general
Bayesian approach can further be found in [58], in which high-level
goals and motivations are modeled in a Dynamic Bayesian Network
(DBN). This thought is taken up in [88] to estimate not only intentions
but also the resulting trajectories simultaneously, both modeled in a
single DBN. A particle filter is used for inference. It is one of the few
publications that connects the topics situation and trajectory prediction.
The parametrization of this very general model seems, however, to be
rather cumbersome. Additionally, a policy model favors trajectories not
resulting in collisions, which might limit the applicability of the approach
for long-term criticality assessment.
Besides general DBNs, the subclass of discrete HMMs is prevalent in
situation and maneuver detection systems. Individual HMMs are used
in [169] for the modeling of the driving situations vehicle passing, aborted
passing, and vehicle following. Parameters are learned with the Baum-
Welch algorithm, and the situation prediction is carried out via the pre-
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diction step of the learned HMM without measurement update – simi-
lar to the previously mentioned short-term trajectory prediction method
via open-loop tracking filters. Although this kind of prediction is robust
against state estimation uncertainties, the authors of [169] point out that
the prediction quality strongly depends on the parametrization and state
discretization and can give inaccurate prediction results. Similarly, HMMs
are employed in [28] for the detection of lane following, lane change, and
turn maneuvers. At first, parameters corresponding to the complete ma-
neuver are learned via oﬄine-labeled maneuvers. The complete Markov
chain is then decomposed and submodels are extracted. Submodels cor-
responding to early maneuver stages are matched online, which allows an
early maneuver recognition. HMMs are also employed for the detection of
turns, overtaking, and straight motion in [142] in a hierarchical way. For
each high-level behavior in the upper layer HMM, a corresponding lower
layer HMM represents the sequence of finer state transitions of a single be-
havior. The inferred behaviors are then used for trajectory prediction via
Gaussian processes and criticality assessment. Thus, it is one of the few
approaches that combines these different research areas, which are most
often studied in isolation.
Besides discrete HMMs, also linear jump Markov models, as another
subclass of general DBNs, are employed. In [268], lane change maneuvers
are detected by considering a process model that corresponds to approxi-
mately longitudinal motion and another one that models stronger lateral
motion prevalent during a lane change maneuver. An IMM Filter infers the
mode probabilities, which serve as the basis for the maneuver classification
between the classes lane change and lane keeping.
Besides Bayesian approaches, Dempster-Shafer’s theory of evidence is
used for maneuver detection, albeit less frequently. An example can be
found in [250], where it is employed for the detection of the maneuvers lane
change, vehicle following, overtaking, cut-in, and free flow. Transitions
from one maneuver to another are modeled in a state diagram, which are
executed based on an estimated belief that in turn results from a modified
Dempster-Shafer combination rule.
On an even higher level of scene understanding, different types of logics
are employed. Description logic is used in [111] for reasoning at road inter-
sections. As description logic does not allow the inclusion of uncertainty,
probabilistic logics in form of Markov logic networks have recently been
proposed for the task in [97]. They combine first-order predicate logic
with Markov random fields and allow inference under uncertainty. The
intended abstraction level of this type of logics, however, imposes very
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high requirements not only on the environment perception but also on the
processing power [97].
Traffic situations can also be recognized and predicted by classifying
vehicle trajectories. An example for a classification of a lane change of a
preceding vehicle can be found in [95]. Features are the preceding vehi-
cle’s trajectory together with its appearance change due to the rotation
during the lane change. A trained support vector machine is used for
classification. More generally, the approach described in [125] recognizes
situation classes at road intersections. These situation classes represent
combinations of the basic driving maneuvers turn right, turn left, and drive
straight for two considered vehicles at an intersection. Predicted motion
trajectories are employed as features, which are classified with a polyno-
mial classifier. The motion trajectories themselves stem from a long-term
trajectory prediction method based on pattern recognition in previously
labeled motion pattern databases as already explained in Section 6.2.2.
An interesting aspect of the approach involves the interaction model be-
tween vehicles that is – in contrast to many other approaches – not solely
based on the assumption that drivers try to avoid hazardous situations
completely, but makes this assumptions only for TTC values larger than
the typical driver reaction time. The advantage of employing different
classifiers for different situations is further highlighted in [39]. Therein,
scenario-specific classifiers are organized in a tree, which are activated as
soon as a specific scenario is detected to cope with a larger variety of traffic
scenes.
Conclusion
In conclusion, methods of situation recognition and prediction typically
reason about the future traffic scene on an abstract, qualitative level.
They provide answers to the question, which driving maneuver a traf-
fic participant is executing currently or in the near future in a given traffic
environment but do not provide predictions on the spatio-temporal trajec-
tory level relevant for quantitative criticality assessment.6 Moreover, it is
important for the task of criticality assessment to detect maneuvers and
situations at their beginning and not when they are already finished. This
necessity limits the applicability of several approaches that recognize ma-
6This holds for all approaches except the already mentioned exceptions [142]
and [88]. In the former, layered HMMs for maneuver detection are combined with
spatio-temporal predictions, whereas the latter includes an approach to simultaneous
intention and trajectory estimation but without criticality assessment.
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neuvers not until the last state transition condition is fulfilled. A common
denominator in the relevant literature is the need to cope with incomplete,
uncertain, or vague information – be it in form of Bayes, Dempster-Shafer,
Fuzzy theory, or their combinations.7 This is understandable if one thinks
about the different ways a driving maneuver can be conducted and strict
rules consequently lack the necessary flexibility for their description. An-
other important aspect is that maneuver and situation recognition and
prediction systems have to be interpretable by humans. This explains
why other mathematical tools such as neuronal networks are not relevant
in this area. In addition, the majority of approaches are tailored towards
a single or a few specific maneuvers and can hardly be generalized. Fi-
nally, similar to the previously mentioned long-term trajectory prediction
methods, most approaches favor the detection and prediction of average,
reasonable traffic situations and cannot detect abnormal driving maneu-
vers. This is, however, a necessity for criticality assessment – the topic of
the next subsection.
6.2.4 Criticality Assessment
Methods for criticality assessment try to quantify the criticality of the
current or near-future traffic situation. Most often, deterministic Time-
To-X (TTX) metrics are used, which describe the remaining time until
an event X happens. The most prominent representative of this type is
the Time-To-Collision (TTC), which quantifies the remaining time until
a collision happens given an assumed dynamic prediction model.8 Other
time metrics are the Time-To-React (TTR) [101, 242] (Fig. 6.5a), and its
approximations via Time-To-Brake (TTB), Time-To-Kickdown (TTK),
and Time-To-Steer (TTS) introduced in [101] and used in [214] for over-
taking situations. In contrast to TTC, the TTR corresponds to the time
a driver has left to start a maneuver that circumvents a collision. The
TTR thus additionally takes possible, future evasive driver actions into
account. The same holds for the two approaches described in [44,129]. In
the former, a critical situation, which results in triggering an autonomous
7Note that combining Fuzzy and probability theory as done in some mentioned
approaches lacks a theoretical basis as a fuzziness cannot be interpreted or converted
to a probability. Fuzzy logic focuses on the ambiguities in describing events, whereas
probability theory deals with uncertainty about the occurrence of events [190].
8Note that for some authors, e.g. [272], the term TTC already implies a CV motion
assumption. In this thesis, TTC is to be seen in the more general form with an arbitrary,
specified, underlying prediction model.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.5: Examples of criticality assessment methods. TTR-based [242] (a),
via risk map [60] (b), by mismatch detection between intention and expecta-
tion [148] (c). Images taken from the mentioned sources.
emergency brake, is defined as the point in time in which no driver ac-
tion can prevent the collision under consideration of all physically possible
trajectories, whereas the latter restricts the space of evasive maneuvers
the driver is supposed to perform. Both approaches, however, do not al-
low a timely warning of the driver before the intervention. Other metrics
are the so-called Predicted-Minimum-Distance (PMD) and the Time-To-
Predicted-Minimum-Distance (TPMD) introduced in [199]. They provide
a method to warn in near-collision scenarios as a situation is already con-
sidered as critical if predicted trajectories come close to each other and
the minimum object distances fall below a threshold. Predicted positions
are calculated as point estimates stemming from an overlay of different
state prediction models and are treated as deterministic, true values in
the calculation of PMD and TPMD. The problem of combining point esti-
mates, such as MMSE estimates, of different prediction models is that the
combined position estimate can be completely wrong in the multimodal
case.9
All time metrics have long been treated as deterministic quantities.
Therefore, the calculated values are only correct if the predicted future
coincides exactly with reality. This is generally not the case as the pre-
vious discussion about the complexity of trajectory prediction and the
9As an example, we consider one point estimator is based on the assumption of
a right turning vehicle and another one on a left turning vehicle. In this case, the
combination of both, equally weighted position point estimates would falsely result in
a combined position point estimate straight ahead.
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involved uncertainties revealed. Therefore, a recent extension [29] ad-
ditionally considers state uncertainty by calculating a probability distri-
bution over TTCs via the unscented transformation. Driving maneuver
uncertainties are, however, not taken into account. In [109], the authors
calculate an evolution of collision probability over predicted time instants
based on a weighted combination of a lane change maneuver model and a
CTRA model. A problem considering only individual future time instants
for criticality assessment as done here is that possibly small collision prob-
abilities within each future time step do not necessarily imply an uncritical
situation. The criticality of the current situation can arise by an accumu-
lation of criticality over a future time horizon – a topic treated further in
Section 6.3.4.
Another criticality assessment approach is based on so-called continu-
ous future risk indicator functions [74], which incorporate uncertainty via
critical event rates. This corresponds to modeling uncertainty not on tra-
jectory level but on risk level, and a possible generalization of TTC is de-
rived by considering distance-dependent event rates. A so-calculated risk
can be represented in a risk map [60] (Fig. 6.5b), and the approach allows
to generate warnings in near-collision scenarios in contrast to determinis-
tic TTX metrics. In [74], the risk is, however, only “blurred” unimodally
and symmetrically around the distance to closest encounter of two pre-
dicted vehicles and neither reflects the full multimodal uncertainties from
different driving maneuvers nor nonlinear risk distortions.
In contrast to the approaches mentioned so far, risk assessment can also
be realized by comparing between what a driver is expected to do in a given
traffic situation and the driver’s actual intention. Expectations and inten-
tions are estimated jointly in a Bayesian framework in [148] (Fig. 6.5c),
and risk is computed as the probability that expectation and intention do
not match via particle filtering. This criticality metric, however, does not
include any information when the situation is likely to become critical but
only whether it becomes critical. Thus, it cannot be coupled with warning
and intervention time thresholds in contrast to TTX metrics.
Conclusion
In conclusion, few criticality assessment systems consider uncertainty in
the first place, yet alone ambiguities in driving maneuvers. This is, how-
ever, essential for correct situation criticality assessment. Existing systems
are also often designed only for specific driving scenarios and cannot cope
with arbitrary static and dynamic objects, or are even restricted to a sin-
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gle object that is considered the only relevant one. TTX and especially
TTC metrics have a long history and are predominant in this regard due
to their ease of interpretation and because they provide a time quantity,
which can easily be related to reaction times or system dead times. To per-
mit a straightforward combination with existing systems relying on TTC,
it seems reasonable to keep the advantageous properties of time metrics
but to generalize them to arbitrary, uncertain, multi-object driving en-
vironments and longer prediction time spans. This generalization is the
ultimate goal of the proposed approach outlined in the next section, in
which the so-called Time-To-Critical-Collision-Probability (TTCCP) time
metric is introduced. As the drivers’ intentions manifest in form of high-
level driving maneuvers as shown in Section 6.2.3, it seems beneficial to
infer these more abstract hidden states in the first place. The results of
the abstract, qualitative maneuver detection are then connected with the
quantitative trajectory prediction domain for calculating the TTCCP in a
probabilistic way.
6.3 Proposed Approach
In the following, the proposed approach to long-term trajectory prediction
and criticality assessment is presented, which builds upon the introduced
environment representation of Section 2.3. Excerpts have already been
published by the author in [222,224].
6.3.1 System Overview
The proposed system is subdivided into three main parts: The maneu-
ver detection, the prediction, and the criticality assessment as shown in
Fig. 6.6.
In the maneuver detection part (blue), the current driving maneuver
of every vehicle is estimated via Bayesian inference. For this purpose, a
BN is modeled and fed with measured vehicle and environment evidences.
The inference result is a pmf p(ME,k) of the discrete driving maneuver
random variable ME,k for the ego vehicle E at each time step k as well as
for the i ∈ {1, . . . , f} other vehicles Vi within the observed traffic scene,
p(MVi,k).
In the prediction part (orange), maneuver-specific prediction models
are employed to predict the configuration x = (x, y, ψ)T of each vehicle
forward in time within a common global coordinate system. The individ-
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Figure 6.6: Overview of the proposed long-term trajectory prediction and crit-
icality assessment system.
ual r prediction models are adapted to the current driving environment
and uncertainties in the drivers’ future maneuver realizations are taken
into account by introducing uncertainties within these models. Therefore,
even if it was known that a driver is performing a specific maneuver for
sure, the prediction model would nevertheless generate many possible tra-
jectory realizations of this maneuver. The result of the prediction part is
a joint pdf p(xk:k+TP) of future configurations over the TP ∈ N prediction
time steps for each vehicle.
In the criticality assessment part (yellow), these individual joint distri-
butions are used, together with a PFS map-based representation of the
static environment with pdf p(xPFS,k), to estimate the collision probabil-
ity p
(
Ck(TP)
)
of the event that the ego vehicle collides with at least one
other vehicle or the static driving environment at least once within the
prediction horizon {k:k + TP} via Monte Carlo simulation. Subsequently,
the TTCCP criticality metric is calculated as the necessary prediction time
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until the probability of this collision event exceeds a certain value. It is
therefore a time metric analogous to TTC, which, however, takes many
possible future traffic scene evolutions into account. In the following, the
three parts are explained in more detail.
6.3.2 Maneuver Detection with Bayesian Networks
For maneuver detection, a BN is used because of
• its good interpretability by human experts,
• the straightforward expandability,
• the possibility to fuse heterogeneous information,
• its handling of incomplete and uncertain knowledge,
• the capability to perform diagnostic and causal reasoning, and
• its seamless incorporation into the complete system due to the same
underlying Bayesian theory as the preceding mapping and tracking
algorithms.
Relevant background on modeling domain knowledge in BNs can be found
in [30,115,130,133,182,190].
An important aspect in the proposed BN is that it is modeled with the
application criticality assessment in mind and therefore needs to permit
the detection of exceptional, non-standard situations. This can hardly be
accomplished by modeling a single, complex network that takes interac-
tions between all traffic participants into account. This approach would
inevitably lead to the design of average traffic situations, thus prevent-
ing the detection and subsequent prediction of rare events.10 In contrast,
a separate network is instantiated for every vehicle, which primarily ob-
tains evidences independent from other traffic participants. The last state-
ment can be justified by thinking about, for example, adding the evidence
that a neighboring vehicle occupies the ego vehicle’s adjacent lane such as
done in [122]. Then, this evidence could only be reasonably included into
the network in a way that it lowers the probability of an impending lane
change for the ego vehicle due to the occupied adjacent lane. If weighted
10This could, however, be a reasonable approach for other applications such as cog-
nitive, autonomous vehicles that need the understanding of the standard future traffic
scene evolution for adequate decision making.
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too strongly, this evidence would prevent the prediction of a collision if
the ego vehicle indeed performed the unlikely lane change, and is there-
fore intentionally not included in the proposed network. As a result of
these considerations, the network is designed under the implicit premise
of drivers overlooking each other, at least, unless physical evidence contra-
dicts this premise. An example is a vehicle that already brakes strongly
in front of an obstacle. In this situation, the prediction of the timely stop
prevents false warnings and is therefore incorporated.
The developed network11 is shown in Fig. 6.7. It consists of 8 binary
(true and false) maneuver nodes within the maneuver layer (blue), 6 helper
nodes (yellow), and 16 evidence nodes (shaded), which are summarized
in Table 6.2. All naturally continuous random variables, such as veloc-
ities, are discretized by dividing their values into several reasonable in-
tervals. Thus, the complete network is discrete. Note further that not
either causal (predictive – from cause to effect as in [122]) or diagnos-
tic (evidential – from effect to cause as in [216]) reasoning is used, but
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Figure 6.7: Bayesian network for maneuver detection instantiated for each ve-
hicle in the traffic scene at each time step k. Hidden maneuver nodes (blue)
are inferred via Bayesian inference given causal and diagnostic evidence nodes
(shaded). Helper nodes (yellow) are used to facilitate parametrization. Abbre-
viations are explained in Table 6.2, a large-format of this figure is included in
appendix A.
11Thanks to Yuanwen Qin for his help in the parametrization of the network in his
thesis [202].
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Table 6.2: Random variables of type Causal Evidence (CE), Diagnostic Evi-
dence (DE), Helper Node (HN), and Maneuver Node (MN).
Variable Type Explanation
LEl/r/c CE Lane Existence left/right/current
TLCl/r CE Time-To-Line-Crossing left/right (CV assumption)
TTUl/r CE Time-To-Turning left/right (CV assumption)
TEl/r CE Turning Existence left/right
vrel CE Relative velocity to object in front
OEfro CE Object Existence in front
TTOfro CE Time-To-Object in front (CV assumption)
ψR DE Yaw angle with respect to road course
aR,lat DE Lateral acceleration perpendicular to road course
vR,lat DE Lateral velocity perpendicular to road course
aR,lon DE Longitudinal acceleration along road course
TRl/lon/r HN Trash class helper left/longitudinal/right
LATl/r HN Lateral motion left/right
LON HN Longitudinal motion
LCl/r MN Lane Change to the left/right
TUl/r MN Turn to the left/right
TR MN Trash maneuver class (no maneuver)
FV MN Follow Vehicle
FR MN Follow Road
TB MN Target Brake
both by embedding the hidden maneuver node layer in-between the ob-
servable causal and diagnostic evidence node layers, which additionally
allows intercausal reasoning. These different types of Bayesian reasoning
are contrasted in a simplified BN example shown in Fig. 6.8.
The main consideration in the whole network design process is that the
causal evidence layer models requirements for specific maneuvers to hap-
pen. The existence of a neighboring lane, for example, is a necessity for a
lane change maneuver, or the time until a turning is reached influences the
probability of an oncoming turn maneuver. The diagnostic evidence layer,
in contrast, models the maneuvers’ consequences (symptoms) in form of
measurable physical motion states. These diagnostic evidences are lon-
gitudinal and lateral vehicle acceleration aR,lon/lat, lateral velocity vR,lat,
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Figure 6.8: Simplified BN example for the explanation of diagnostic (a),
causal (b), and intercausal (c) Bayesian reasoning. Variables are stop sign
existence, obstacle existence, brake maneuver, and acceleration a. Evidence
variables are shaded in gray, query variables, whose posterior distributions are
inferred by the specific type of reasoning, are shown with question marks. A rea-
sonable BN model considers both the existence of the stop sign and the obstacle
as possible causes for a brake maneuver, therefore the converging connection.
The brake maneuver in turn has a negative vehicle acceleration as an effect. Di-
agnostic reasoning (a) allows reasoning from effects back to its causes, thus in the
opposite direction of the network’s arcs. If a negative acceleration is observed,
the probability of a brake maneuver will rise, which in turn increases the chances
of an existing stop sign or an obstacle as possible causes of the observed effect.
Causal reasoning (b), in contrast, allows reasoning from causes to effects, thus
in the direction of the network’s arcs. If the existence of a stop sign is known,
the probability of a brake maneuver will rise, which in turn makes a negative ac-
celeration more probable. Intercausal reasoning (c) provides statements about
mutual causes of a common effect [133] in the case that something is known
about the effect. In the example, the knowledge of a negative acceleration in-
creases the chances of an executed brake maneuver. The additional knowledge
about an existing stop sign now lowers the probability that an obstacle is present
because the brake maneuver is already explained by the stop sign. This special
kind of intercausal reasoning is also called explaining away [190].
and yaw angle ψR in a road-fixed coordinate system, see Fig. 6.9.12 These
are partly not directly connected with the maneuver layer but via helper
nodes LATl/r and LON for lateral and longitudinal motion, respectively.
This simplifies the parametrization of the corresponding CPTs, which are
summarized in appendix A.
The combination of causal and diagnostic evidences allows so-called ex-
12The figure already contains additional quantities necessary for the later introduced
prediction models.
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Figure 6.9: Ego vehicle (red, index E) with vehicle in front (gray, index V1) in
road-fixed and global coordinate systems.
plaining away [190]. If, for example, the observed states of the diagnostic
nodes are indistinguishable consequences of either a lane change or a turn
maneuver, then the additional causal knowledge of a non-existing turning
automatically raises the probability that the observed diagnostic evidence
stems from a lane change. Moreover, the design approach allows to inte-
grate a trash maneuver class TR for modeling all motions not belonging to
a specific standard maneuver class, e.g. irrational movements of a drunken
driver, by explaining away all contradictory evidence to the trash maneu-
ver class via the helper nodes TRl/lon/r. These are connected to TR in a
noisy-or manner [115]. The trash maneuver class also gets a high probabil-
ity if all other maneuver requirements are missing, e.g. no lane or turning
information is available such as in completely unstructured environments
like parking zones or dirt tracks.
In every time step k, the network is updated with all available evidences.
This is realized with the help of the junction tree algorithm [143], which
provides exact and fast inference results for discrete random variables as
used here. Then, the individual maneuver nodes are normalized so that
they form a single, valid, discrete maneuver random variable M with the
eight driving maneuver states and corresponding pmf p(M).
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6.3.3 Maneuver-Based, Long-Term Trajectory
Prediction
For each maneuver, a prediction model is set up in this section. Each model
is adapted to the current traffic scene by taking vehicle and environment
evidences, such as lane width or the distance to a stopping point, into
account. The models additionally contain random components to describe
different driving styles. Possible predicted trajectories of each maneuver
class are qualitatively visualized in Fig. 6.10. Note that the models in-
troduced in the following are not to be seen as the sole correct ones for
the different maneuver predictions but rather as exemplary, working im-
plementations, which can easily be replaced by arbitrary other stochastic
processes due to the generality of the approach.
Follow Road (FR)
The FR model predicts the vehicle’s longitudinal position along the road
according to a (nearly) Constant Acceleration (CA) model, also called
discrete Wiener process acceleration model [18], given by xR,m+1vR,lon,m+1
aR,lon,m+1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
xR,m+1
=
1 T 12T 20 1 T
0 0 1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Am
 xR,mvR,lon,m
aR,lon,m

︸ ︷︷ ︸
xR,m
+
 12T 2T
1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
γm
wa, (6.1)
with state vector xR,m including position xR,m, longitudinal velocity
vR,lon,m and acceleration aR,lon,m along the road, noise gain vector γm,
process noise scalar wa and prediction sampling time T within the pre-
diction horizon m ∈ {k:k + TP}. The noise corresponds to a zero-mean,
white, Gaussian sequence representing acceleration increments, so that
the covariance matrix of the process noise multiplied by the gain is given
by
Qm = γmσ
2
∆aR,lonγ
T
m =

1
4T
4 1
2T
3 1
2T
2
1
2T
3 T 2 T
1
2T
2 T 1
σ2∆aR,lon . (6.2)
The predicted acceleration is therefore normally distributed around the
current acceleration with linearly growing variance over the prediction
horizon. This models the rising uncertainty in the driver’s acceleration
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Follow road Lane change
Follow vehicle Turn
Target brake Trash maneuver class
Figure 6.10: Exemplary predicted trajectories of the maneuver-based predic-
tion models. More probable predictions are shown in green, less probable ones
in orange and red.
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profile the further we predict into the future. Negative velocities are sup-
pressed as we do not want to predict that a decelerating vehicle moves
backwards after braking to a standstill.
The vehicle’s lateral position along the road yR(t) is modeled by an intu-
itively parametrizable, continuous-time Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process [18],
described by the stochastic differential equation
y˙R(t) = −αyR(t) + αu+ wc(t), α > 0, (6.3)
with constant input scalar u for shifting the long-term mean as well as
a zero-mean, white, Gaussian noise process wc(t) with autocorrelation
function
E
(
wc(t)wc(t+ τ)
)
= Qnδ(τ) = 2ασ2yRδ(τ) (6.4)
and constant noise intensity scalar Qn. The process has an exponentially
decaying autocovariance function
E
(
(yR(t)− y¯R(t))(yR(t+ τ)− y¯R(t+ τ))
)
= σ2yRe
−α|τ |, (6.5)
with y¯R(·) = E[yR(·)] and time constant Tc = 1α . The free parameters
to be specified are u, Tc, and σyR . The long-term mean is supposed to
lie in the middle of the lane of width wL, therefore u = 12wL. The time
constant Tc affects the decay rate of the mean evolution and models how
fast – on average – a vehicle currently not in the middle of the lane reaches
the middle of the lane again. The parameter σ2yR in Qn equals the limiting
value of the variance as the variance evolution follows13
P˙yR(t) = −2αPyR(t) +Qn, (6.6)
therefore
PyR(t) = e
−2αtPyR(0) +
Qn
2α (1− e
−2αt) (6.7)
and
lim
t→∞P (t) =
Qn
2α = σ
2
yR
. (6.8)
The parameter σ2yR is set in a way that a vehicle of width wV driving in the
middle of a lane of width wL is completely inside the lane corresponds to
13This follows from the Lyapunov equation P˙ (t) = Ac(t)P (t) + P (t)A
T
c (t) +Qn(t),
which describes the covariance matrix evolution P (t) of a stochastic state space system
with system matrix Ac(t), triggered by white noise with noise intensity matrix Qn(t),
see [18], by setting Ac(t) = −α and Qn(t) = Qn.
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the three sigma interval. Equation (6.3) is now discretized via zero-order
hold, see (3.15), p. 24, which results in
yR,m+1 =e−αT yR,m + (1− e−αT )u+ wyR ,∀m ∈ {k:k + TP}, (6.9)
with process noise scalar wyR with variance Qm = σ
2
yR
(1− e−2αT ). Note
that the variance is the effect of an exact noise discretization according
to (3.16), p. 24. The advantageous properties for suggesting the Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck process for the prediction of the vehicle’s lateral position are
• the growing variance to model the rising uncertainty of future lateral
positions,
• the boundedness of the variance with respect to the lane width, which
prevents false warnings, e.g. in the case of an oncoming vehicle on
an adjacent lane, and
• the stochastic dependence between future time steps that prevents
unrealistic sudden jumps in lateral position.
Fig. 6.11 shows exemplary realizations of the process along with its mean
and variance evolutions.
It remains to specify the yaw angle distribution. The yaw angle along
the road is modeled as normally distributed around zero with small allowed
deviations as the vehicle’s orientation is supposed to nearly correspond to
the road orientation in a FR maneuver. Consequently, it reads
p(ψR,m|M = FR) = N
(
ψR,m; 0, σ2ψR
)
, ∀m ∈ {k : k + TP}. (6.10)
The corresponding joint distributions over the prediction horizon
can now be derived straightforwardly. The longitudinal joint distri-
bution p(xR,k:k+Tp |M = FR) including the longitudinal position joint
distribution p(xR,k:k+Tp |M = FR) along the road, is given by
p(xR,k:k+Tp |M = FR) = p(xR,k)
k+Tp−1∏
m=k
p(xR,m+1|xR,m), (6.11)
with p(xR,m+1|xR,m) = N (xR,m+1;AmxR,m,Qm) because of the first-
order Markov property of the linear CA model. The lateral position joint
distribution can analogously be formulated as
p(yR,k:k+Tp |M = FR) = p(yR,k)
k+Tp−1∏
m=k
p(yR,m+1|yR,m), (6.12)
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Figure 6.11: Ornstein-Uhlenbeck lateral prediction model for a lane width
wL = 3.5 m, vehicle width wV = 1.5 m with parameters u = 1.75 m, Tc = 1.5 s,
σyR =
1
3 m, and initial values yR(0) = 3.5 m and PyR(0) = 0. Exemplary pro-
cess realizations are shaded in gray, marginal prediction densities at different
predicted time instants are additionally shown dashed.
with p(yR,m+1|yR,m) = N (yR,m+1; e−αT yR,m+ (1− e−αT )u,Qm), whereas
the yaw angle joint distribution follows
p(ψR,k:k+Tp |M = FR) =
k+Tp∏
m=k
p(ψR,m|M = FR) (6.13)
due to a simplistic stochastic independence assumption.
Follow Vehicle (FV)
The FV model is based on the assumption that the driver reacts to another
vehicle in front and accelerates comfortably in a way that an adequate
mean reference time gap τr occurs in the near future. It assumes moderate
reaction of the driver similar to adaptive cruise control systems [276] and
does therefore not predict abrupt braking or acceleration maneuvers. The
model can predict collisions if the driver reacts to a vehicle in front too
slightly. It can also suppress false warnings in situations in which a FR
maneuver might already falsely predict a collision, e.g. if a driver reacts
moderately to vehicles further away.
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The acceleration distribution along the road is modeled as normally
distributed around an assumed mean reference acceleration
aR,lon,r,m =
{
cFV(∆τm)af,min, ∆τm < 0,
cFV(∆τm)af,max, ∆τm ≥ 0,
(6.14)
which depends on the difference between predicted time gap τm and an
assumed mean reference time gap τr, ∆τm = τm − τr, with τm given by14
τm =
dR,fro,m
vR,lon,m
, (6.15)
with distance to the vehicle in front dR,fro,m and scaling function [266]
cFV(∆τm) = min
(
1; (∆τm)
2
2τms
)
, ∀m ∈ {k : k + TP}. (6.16)
This unitless scaling function, see Fig. 6.12, models how much the driver
exploits the assumed minimum and maximum acceleration, af,min and
af,max, in dependence on the predicted time gap and its deviation from
the reference time gap. It is based on the assumption that a driver will
accelerate smoothly in the case of positive time gap differences but decel-
erate more strongly in the case of negative ∆τ . The rising uncertainties
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Figure 6.12: Scaling function based on [266].
in the so-calculated mean reference accelerations are again modeled by a
linearly growing acceleration variance over the prediction horizon via
aR,lon,m = aR,lon,r,m + a˜R,lon,m, ∀m ∈ {k : k + TP}, (6.17)
14For the prediction of the time gap evolution, the preceding vehicle’s position is
calculated under a constant velocity assumption.
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in which a˜R,lon,m follows the discrete Wiener process
a˜R,lon,m+1 = a˜R,lon,m + wa, (6.18)
with white, Gaussian noise scalar wa with variance σ2∆aR,lon and
a˜R,lon,k = 0. Velocities and positions along the road are given by integra-
tion, lateral position and yaw angle distributions are modeled analogous
to the FR maneuver, negative velocities are suppressed.
Target Brake (TB)
The TB model predicts under the assumption that the vehicle stops in
front of a braking target, such as an obstacle, another vehicle, a stop
line, or a red traffic light. The predicted acceleration equals the necessary
constant acceleration for the vehicle with current velocity vR,lon,k to stop
in a specific safety distance ∆d to the braking target under consideration
of an achievable minimum acceleration amin, therefore
aR,lon,m = max
( −v2R,lon,k
2(dR,fro,k −∆d)
; amin
)
, ∀m ∈ {k : k + TP}, (6.19)
in which the current distance to the target is given by dR,fro,k. The safety
distance ∆d is treated as normally distributed around a mean reference
safety distance dr with a standard deviation designed in a way that a ve-
hicle stopping directly in front of the braking target with no safety margin
corresponds to the three sigma interval, therefore
p(∆d|M = TB) = N
(
∆d; dr,
(
dr
3
)2)
. (6.20)
Lateral position and yaw angle distributions are modeled analogous to the
FR maneuver, negative velocities are again suppressed.
Lane Change (LC)
The LC model predicts lane changes according to a prototype model that
is represented by a sine half-cycle in road coordinates,
yR(∆xR) =
wL
2 sin
(
pi
lr
∆xR −
pi
2
)
+ wL, ∀∆xR ∈ [0, lr], (6.21)
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with ∆xR = xR − xR,s, maneuver start coordinate xR,s, width of each
lane wL, reference maneuver length lr, and gradient angle
ψR(∆xR) = arctan
(
dyR(∆xR)
d(∆xR)
)
= arctan
(
wLpi
2lr
cos
(
pi
lr
∆xR −
pi
2
))
, ∀∆xR ∈ [0, lr].
(6.22)
This model is adapted to the current lateral vehicle position and yaw angle
state at each time step k by setting yR(∆xR)
!= yR,k and ψR(∆xR)
!= ψR,k
in (6.21) and (6.22), respectively, and solving for lr,k and ∆xR,k, which
results in
lr,k =
wLpi
2 tanψR,k
cos
(
arcsin
(2yR,k
wL
− 2
))
,
∆xR,k =
(
1
2 +
1
pi
arcsin
(2yR,k
wL
− 2
))
lr,k,
(6.23)
to obtain the remaining maneuver length lr,k−∆xR,k for the prediction.15
Uncertainties are introduced by modeling the lateral maneuver origin for
these calculations as normally distributed around the middle of the lane
with
p
(
yR,k
(
∆xR,k = 0
))
= N
(
yR,k
(
∆xR,k = 0
)
; wL2 , σ
2
yR,s
)
. (6.24)
Consequently, the quantities lr,k, ∆xR,k, and xR,s,k also become random
variables.16 Fig. 6.13 visualizes the mentioned quantities on two exem-
plary trajectory samples. The prediction itself is carried out with the
so-adapted prototype model. The uncertain tangential acceleration along
the sine curve is modeled as a discrete Wiener process analogous to the
15To perform lane change maneuver predictions before an observable maneuver ex-
ecution actually started, e.g. the vehicle is still following the road with ψR,k ≈ 0, the
maneuver length and maneuver start coordinate have to be predefined. In these rare
cases (the probability of a lane change is very low but not necessarily zero), we consider
the maneuver start coordinate as equal to the current vehicle position at time step k,
therefore ∆xR,k = 0, and a reference maneuver length lr,k = vR,lon,kTr + 12aR,lon,kT
2
r ,
depending on the current vehicle velocity and acceleration, with reference maneuver
time Tr = 3 s.
16Note that this is just a method to obtain uncertain predictions consistent with the
current vehicle configuration and does not imply that the vehicle has truly been on one
of the resulting trajectories in the past.
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Figure 6.13: Lane change maneuver model for a given vehicle configuration at
time step k with relevant quantities shown on two predicted trajectory samples
(orange) along with the mean predicted trajectory (green).
FR model. After double integration and transformation of the resulting
position along the curve to the road coordinate system17, this gives the
function arguments ∆xR of (6.21) and (6.22), which are in turn used for
the uncertain prediction of yR and ψR. As soon as the end of the sine
half-cycle is reached, the prediction is carried out with the FR model for
the remaining prediction horizon.
Turn (TU)
The TU model predicts turns by partitioning the maneuver into the fol-
lowing three sections:
• Section 1: Before the turn on the initial road.
• Section 2: During the turn.
• Section 3: After the turn on the destination road.
The initial and the destination road are considered straight in the vicinity
of the turn, the destination road is rotated versus the initial road by the
angle α ∈]0, pi[. The right road border18 is supposed to follow a circular
arc (xR − xc)2 + (yR − yc)2 = r2c during the road transition with radius rc
and center Mc = (xc, yc), sketched in Fig. 6.14.
17Note that the exact arc length of a sine curve y = sinx between 0 and x is given
by the elliptic integral
∫ x
0
√
1 + (cos x˜)2dx˜, which has no closed solution. The curve
is therefore approximated by piecewise linear segments for calculating the resulting
longitudinal position along the road.
18Explanations are limited to the turn right maneuver.
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Figure 6.14: Turn maneuver sections with relevant quantities explained in the
text.
In the first section, lateral and longitudinal predictions are performed
analogous to the FR model with the difference that the predicted longi-
tudinal acceleration is considered normally distributed around a constant
reference acceleration aR,lon,r,m over the prediction horizon. This refer-
ence acceleration is calculated as the necessary constant acceleration that
ensures that a maximum velocity vR,lon,max is not exceeded at the start of
the turn according to
aR,lon,r,m =
a˜ = max
(
vR,lon,k∆vk+ 12 (∆vk)
2
dR,Tu,k
; amin
)
, a˜ < aR,lon,k,
aR,lon,k, else,
(6.25)
with ∆vk = vR,lon,max − vR,lon,k, remaining distance to the turn dR,Tu,k
and minimum acceleration amin. If the current acceleration does not result
in an exceeding of vR,lon,max, the current acceleration value is used for
prediction instead. The maximum velocity itself is determined under the
assumption that a driver only exposes himself to a maximum centripetal
acceleration ac,max during the turn phase, so that
vR,lon,max =
√
ac,max(rc + ∆rc) (6.26)
holds, under consideration of a CV model in this second section. Here,
the circular arc’s center lies on the angle bisector between the two road
tangents. The radius is adapted to the road geometry so that initial and
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destination roads’ right borders are also tangents of the circle. For the
calculation ofMc and rc, we consider the distance d between the start/end
of the rounded road transition and the intersection point’s longitudinal
road coordinate xI of the two road tangents as known and consequently
reach
xc = xI − d = xI + d cosα− rc sinα,
⇒ rc =
d(1 + cosα)
sinα ,
yc = −rc.
(6.27)
The prediction itself is performed by considering the lateral positions on
the initial and destination road as random variables following a normal
distribution around the middle of the road to model different turn exe-
cutions as every driver cuts the corner differently. The predicted circular
paths are therefore given by
(xR − xc)2 + (yR − yc)2 = (rc + ∆rc)2, (6.28)
with
p (∆rc) = N
(
∆rc; wL2 , σ
2
yR
)
. (6.29)
Along these paths, the prediction is performed with a CV model assump-
tion. The third section is again predicted with the FR maneuver model,
which is initialized with the final values of the second section.
Trash Maneuver Class (TR)
The TR model predicts the motion according to a (nearly) Constant Turn
Rate and Acceleration (CTRA) model [227] with
xm+1
ym+1
ψm+1
vm+1
am+1
ωm+1
 =

xm + x˜m
ym + y˜m
ψm + ωmT
vm + amT
am
ωm
+wm, ∀m ∈ {k:k + TP}, (6.30)
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x˜m =
1
ω2m
[(vmωm + amωmT ) sin (ψm + ωmT )
+ am cos (ψm + ωmT )− vmωm sinψm − am cosψm],
y˜m =
1
ω2m
[(−vmωm − amωmT ) cos (ψm + ωmT )
+ am sin (ψm + ωmT ) + vmωm cosψm − am sinψm],
(6.31)
with global position xm, ym, yaw angle ψm, yaw rate ωm, and velocity
and acceleration magnitude in driving direction vm and am, respectively.
The noise with process noise vectorwm corresponds to a zero-mean, white,
Gaussian sequence representing acceleration and yaw rate increments with
covariance matrix Qm = diag
(
0, 0, 0, 0, σ2∆a, σ2∆ω
)
. The model is purely
based on physical vehicle states. It can therefore also be employed if no
environment knowledge is available and is used if the vehicle motion does
not correspond to any other driving maneuver.
Maneuver Model Combination
In summary, every maneuver prediction model generates, after transfor-
mation to a common, global reference frame, a joint pdf p(xk:k+TP |Mj,k)
over the prediction horizon with configuration x = (x, y, ψ)T for all
j ∈ {1, . . . , r} maneuvers for each vehicle. By marginalizing out the
maneuver states from the combined pdf p(xE,k:k+TP ,Mk) with the help
of p(ME,k) and p(MVi,k) from the BN inference result of Section 6.3.2,
we reach
p
(
xE,k:k+TP
)
=
r∑
j=1
p
(
xE,k:k+TP |ME,k = j
)
p(ME,k = j), (6.32a)
p
(
xVi,k:k+TP
)
=
r∑
j=1
p
(
xVi,k:k+TP |MVi,k = j
)
p(MVi,k = j), (6.32b)
for the ego vehicle and the other i ∈ {1, . . . , f} vehicles, respectively. The
emerging densities are therefore a combination of all prediction models,
which are weighted by their estimated maneuver probabilities. These den-
sities are the final, condensed result of the trajectory prediction step and
are the foundation of performing probabilistic criticality assessment as de-
scribed in the following.
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6.3.4 Criticality Assessment
The criticality assessment part is subdivided into probabilistic collision
checking i) with respect to dynamic environment objects such as other
vehicles, and ii) with respect to static environment structures described
by PFS maps. Subsequently, both results are combined and the TTCCP
metric is introduced.
Probabilistic Collision Checking with Dynamic Objects
Probabilistic collision checking is a generalization of deterministic collision
checking in the case of uncertain object configurations. Different complex-
ities arise depending on
• whether just one object or every object is considered uncertain,
• whether objects are considered as point objects or as extended ob-
jects, and
• which family of distributions, e.g. Gaussians, is used to describe
object uncertainty.
In ADAS, all objects, including the ego vehicle, are uncertain. Moreover,
it is not reasonable to employ a point object abstraction in driving envi-
ronments due to the narrow road space. Therefore, extended objects have
to be considered. Last but not least, object configuration distributions
that take different driving maneuvers into account are highly multimodal
and non-Gaussian. Consequently, the most general form of probabilistic
collision checking has to be employed. In [71], a general formula for cal-
culating the collision probability of two uncertain, extended objects at a
specific point in time is presented. Adapted to the road context, the prob-
ability of the event CI: The ego vehicle collides exactly with vehicle Vi at
a specific, common instant of time, is given by [71]
p(CI) =
∫
xVi
∫
xE
ICI(xE,xVi)p(xE,xVi)dxEdxVi , (6.33)
with joint density over the uncertain configurations of both vehicles
p(xE,xVi) and collision indicator function
ICI(xE,xVi) =
{
1, S(xE)
⋂S(xVi) 6= ∅,
0, else.
(6.34)
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Therein, S(xE) and S(xVi) refer to the set of points in space that are
occupied by the ego and obstacle vehicle when their configurations are
given by xE and xVi . This general formula holds for a specific time instant.
Evaluated at different prediction time instants, the progression of collision
probability could be calculated. This approach is, however, insufficient
as it is of greater interest to know how critical a situation gets within a
future time span, for example within the next 3 s. For criticality assessment
over a future time span, i.e. the calculation of the probability of the event
CVi,k(TP): The ego vehicle collides with vehicle Vi at least once within the
prediction horizon m ∈ {k : k + TP}, evaluated at time step k, the formula
has to be generalized as follows:
p
(
CVi,k(TP)
)
=
∫
xVi,k+TP
∫
xE,k+TP
· · ·
∫
xVi,k
∫
xE,k
IC(xE,k:k+TP ,xVi,k:k+TP)p(xE,k:k+TP ,xVi,k:k+TP)
dxE,kdxVi,k . . . dxE,k+TPdxVi,k+TP ,
(6.35)
with new, modified collision indicator function
IC(xE,k:k+TP ,xVi,k:k+TP) =

1, ∃m ∈ {k:k + TP} :
S(xE,m)
⋂S(xVi,m) 6= ∅,
0, else.
(6.36)
Therefore, an integration of the joint density of both vehicles’ configura-
tions of all future time steps, p(xE,k:k+TP ,xVi,k:k+TP), is necessary. This
integration needs to be performed over a volume that is defined by the
modified collision indicator function. This function in turn is equal to
one if there exists at least one time step in the prediction horizon in
which the occupancy sets of the specific vehicle configurations overlap,
i.e. a predicted collision occurs. Note that just considering the marginal
densities p(xE,k,xVi,k), p(xE,k+1,xVi,k+1), . . . , p(xE,k+TP ,xVi,k+TP) is in-
sufficient for the calculation of the event probability as the same marginal
prediction densities can lead to different p
(
CVi,k(TP)
)
. This is clarified
with the help of a one-dimensional example in Fig. 6.15.
We further consider the trajectories of all vehicles as independent19,
therefore the joint density in (6.35) factorizes according to
p(xE,k:k+TP ,xVi,k:k+TP) = p(xE,k:k+TP)p(xVi,k:k+TP), (6.37)
19As mentioned already, a collision prediction is hardly possible otherwise as the
necessary modeling of the combined traffic scene pdf would require the postulation of
sensible individual drivers that try not to collide.
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Figure 6.15: Example showing that identical marginal prediction densities can
lead to different collision event probabilities. We suppose that two vehicles, E
and V, have independent trajectories and are either on the left (state l) or on the
right (state r) lane at each of the two considered time steps k and k+1. The ve-
hicles collide if they are on the same lane at the same time. The fictive marginal
pmfs of both time steps and vehicles are given in the middle. Each vehicle is
thus on the left or right lane with an equal probability of 0.5 at both time steps.
First, we consider each vehicle’s positions over time as independent, therefore
uncorrelated, random variables. In this case, the probability of at least one col-
lision within the time interval {k:k + TP} = {k, k + 1} is straightforwardly given
by p
(
CV,k(TP)
)
= 1− (0.52 + 0.52)2 = 0.75, i.e. as one minus the product of no
collision in both steps. In contrast, we now consider the lane positions of each
vehicle over time to be dependent, perfectly correlated random variables with
transition probabilities given on the right. Each vehicle is thus modeled as stay-
ing on the same lane for both time steps. The marginal pmfs remain the same,
whereas the event probability now changes to p
(
CV,k(TP)
)
= 0.52 + 0.52 = 0.5
as a collision in one time step now automatically results in a collision in the
next.
with the pdfs on the right hand side given by (6.32). For the evaluation
of the indicator function IC , the vehicles’ oriented bounding rectangles
are analytically checked for overlap. For performance reasons, this is ac-
companied by a fast preliminary collision check between the corresponding
bounding circles.
Probabilistic Collision Checking with PFS Maps
So far, only other dynamic vehicles have been considered. For a com-
prehensive system, however, also static obstacles need to be taken into
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account as it is also dangerous if the driver collides with static structures,
such as guardrails or tree alleys. In the following, it is shown how the
compact PFS map representation of the static driving environment as ex-
plained in Chapter 5 can advantageously be embedded into the concept.
The PFS map’s state
xPFS,k =
(
xTP x
T
c,1 . . .x
T
c,Nc x
T
r,1 . . .x
T
r,Nr
)T
∈ R2Nb+3Nc+5Nr (6.38)
at time step k, see (5.19), p.123, remains constant over the prediction
horizon as the static environment does not change during the prediction
time. We additionally consider the PFS map as deterministic because
uncertainties of the static environment are much smaller than the ris-
ing uncertainties involved in the future motion of other dynamic vehicles.
Therefore, the collision probability of the event CPFS,k(TP): The ego ve-
hicle collides with the static driving environment at least once within the
prediction horizon {k:k + TP}, evaluated at time step k, is given by
p
(
CPFS,k(TP)
)
=
∫
xE,k+TP
· · ·
∫
xE,k
ICPFS(xE,k:k+TP)
p(xE,k:k+TP)dxE,k . . . dxE,k+TP ,
(6.39)
with collision indicator function
ICPFS(xE,k:k+TP) =

1, ∃m ∈ {k:k + TP} :
S(xE,m)
⋂S(xPFS,k) 6= ∅,
0, else,
(6.40)
in which S(xPFS,k) describes the set of points within the PFS map that
are obstacle boundary delimiters. Note that we only need to integrate
the ego vehicle’s joint pdf over the specified volume in this case. If the
uncertainties in PFS maps with pdf p(xPFS,k) shall additionally be taken
into account, then (6.39) can be generalized to
p
(
CPFS,k(TP)
)
=
∫
xPFS,k
∫
xE,k+TP
· · ·
∫
xE,k
ICPFS(xE,k:k+TP ,xPFS,k)
p(xE,k:k+TP ,xPFSk)dxE,k . . . dxE,k+TPdxPFS,k
(6.41)
with identical indicator function. This indicator function is evaluated by
analytically checking whether the predicted ego vehicle’s bounding rectan-
gle overlaps with S(xPFS,k). For the collision detection with the tracked
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B-Spline curve, this evaluation is performed by checking whether at least
one of the line segments
li(sl) =
(
xl(sl)
yl(sl)
)
=
(
Cx,i
Cy,i
)
+ sl
(
Cx,i+1 − Cx,i
Cy,i+1 − Cy,i
)
, ∀sl ∈ [0, 1], (6.42)
between the ego vehicle’s i ∈ {1, . . . , 4} corner points Ci = (Cx,i, Cy,i) with
C1 = C5 and the B-spline curve r(s) intersect. Considering uniform,
quadratic (d = 3), periodic B-spline basis functions such as in Chapter 5,
therefore L = Nb = Nk − 1 and {k0, . . . , kNk−1} = {0, . . . , L}, then the
B-spline curve within span Sm is given by
rm(∆s) =
(
xm(∆s)
ym(∆s)
)
=
(
bm(∆s)T 0
0 bm(∆s)T
)
xP,m, (6.43)
with
bm(∆s) =
 12 (∆s)2 −∆s+ 12−(∆s)2 + ∆s+ 12
1
2 (∆s)
2
 ∈ R3, ∀∆s ∈ [0, 1], (6.44)
and xP,m = (qx,m−2 qx,m−1 qx,m qy,m−2 qy,m−1 qy,m)
T ∈ R6 with
m ∈ {0, . . . , L− 1}, ∆s = s− km as well as qx,−2 = qx,L−2, qy,−2 = qy,L−2
and qx,−1 = qx,L−1, qy,−1 = qy,L−1 due to the periodicity. For collision
checking, the system of quadratic equations
li(sl)
!= rm(∆s), ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , 4} ∧ m ∈ {0, . . . , L− 1} (6.45)
is solved for real solutions of ∆s and sl, which both have to be inside the
interval [0, 1] for an occurring collision. Fig. 6.16 visualizes the relations.
The collision detection with the rectangular and circular inner free space
boundaries, i.e. the free space holes, is performed analogous to the collision
detection with other predicted vehicles.
The advantage of using PFS maps for criticality assessment is that ar-
bitrary static environment structures can be embedded into the criticality
assessment part analytically, and the complete static environment can be
checked for collisions with future ego vehicle configurations in the same
way.
Combination
So far, static and individual dynamic objects have been treated in isolation.
For criticality assessment with respect to the complete traffic scene, the
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Figure 6.16: Collision check between a B-spline curve and the ego vehicle
bounding rectangle.
individual elements need to be combined. Considering all f predicted
vehicles and the static environment, the probability of the combined event
Ck(TP): The ego vehicle collides with at least one vehicle or the static
driving environment at least once within the prediction horizon {k:k+TP},
evaluated at time step k, can be derived as
p
(
Ck(TP)
)
= p
(
f⋃
i=1
CVi,k(TP) ∪ CPFS,k(TP)
)
= p
(
¬
(
f⋂
i=1
¬CVi,k(TP) ∩ ¬CPFS,k(TP)
))
= 1− p
(
f⋂
i=1
¬CVi,k(TP) ∩ ¬CPFS,k(TP)
)
= 1−
f∏
i=1
(
1− p(CVi,k(TP)))(1− p(CPFS,k(TP))),
(6.46)
in which the first step follows from de Morgan’s laws and the last step
from the stochastic independence of individual (not mutually exclusive)
collision events. This independence is a consequence of the independence
assumption of all vehicle trajectories, so that the probability of the ego
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vehicle colliding with one object is not influenced by the probability of
colliding with another. If this assumption is omitted, p
(
Ck(TP)
)
must be
calculated according to
p
(
Ck(TP)
)
=
∫
xPFS,k
f+1︷ ︸︸ ︷(∫
xVf ,k+TP
· · ·
∫
xV1,k+TP
∫
xE,k+TP
)
· · ·
(∫
xVf ,k
· · ·
∫
xV1,k
∫
xE,k
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(TP+1)·(f+1)
ICg(xE,k:k+TP ,xV1,k:k+TP , . . . ,xVf ,k:k+TP ,xPFS,k)
p(xE,k:k+TP ,xV1,k:k+TP , . . . ,xVf ,k:k+TP ,xPFS,k)(dxE,kdxV1,k . . . dxVf ,k)
. . . (dxE,k+TPdxV1,k+TP . . . dxVf ,k+TP)dxPFS,k,
(6.47)
with general indicator function
ICg(xE,k:k+TP ,xV1,k:k+TP , . . . ,xVf ,k:k+TP ,xPFS,k)
=
{
1,∃m ∈ {k:k + TP} : S(xE,m)
⋂(⋃f
i=1 S(xVi,m)
⋃S(xPFS,k)) 6= ∅,
0, else.
(6.48)
Criticality Metric TTCCP
We now consider (6.46) as a function of TP, i.e. the length of the prediction
horizon (number of prediction time steps), and define the criticality metric
TTCCP as the time until the combined collision probability p(Ck(TP))
exceeds a Critical Collision Probability (CCP), therefore
TTCCP = min
(
TP | p(Ck(TP)) > CCP
) · T, (6.49)
with prediction sampling time T . This can be seen as a generalization
of the criticality metric TTC for arbitrary, uncertain, multi-object driving
environments. Note that the TTCCP is based on the collision probability
over a future time span and not on the collision probability of future time
instants. The former is always a monotonically increasing function over
the prediction time, which does not hold for the latter. This is also the
reason why a CCP threshold on the collision probability of future time
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instants is an irrational approach to calculate the TTCCP. This probabil-
ity can be low in every prediction time step and therefore falsely indicate
a safe situation, whereas the collision probability over a time span can
reveal an imminent danger by combining the individual criticalities over
time. This fact is further illustrated in Fig. 6.17 on an exemplary scenario.
Note further that the CCP threshold in (6.49) is a system design parame-
ter, which could be changed for different applications. It can, for example,
be lowered for driver warnings even in relatively uncertain, dangerous sit-
uations and raised for CAS, in which an autonomous evasive action should
only be triggered if there exists a very certain imminent danger.
Monte Carlo Simulation
In a practical implementation, (6.35) and (6.39) within (6.46) are solved
via Monte Carlo simulation. Therefore, the expectation of the indicator
function in (6.35), i.e. the collision probability, can be estimated by
p(CVi,k(TP)) = E(IC) ≈
1
N
N∑
i=1
IC(x˜i), (6.50)
in which x˜i is one out of N independent and identically distributed drawn
samples from the joint density p(xE,k:k+TP ,xVi,k:k+TP) and the unbiased
estimate converges almost surely to the true collision probability by the
strong law of large numbers with convergence rate of order O( 1√
N
) [94].
Each sample therefore corresponds to two complete predicted trajectories.
Although, following (6.37), the trajectories of the vehicles can be drawn
independently of each other, the specification of the Monte Carlo estimate
in this more general form is advantageous as it then becomes directly obvi-
ous that only a single summation over simultaneously drawn samples from
both individual distributions, p(xE,k:k+TP) and p(xVi,k:k+TP), is required.
This approach is termed Fast Monte Carlo in [138] and further elaborated
and justified in [71]. This way, much fewer samples are needed to obtain
the same estimation error compared to a naive double summation over
individual trajectory samples. Another performance gain is achieved by
realizing that samples for the ego vehicle, drawn from p(xE,k:k+TP), can
be reused in the evaluation of (6.35) for the different vehicles and in (6.39)
for the collision probability with the static environment due to the men-
tioned independence assumption between vehicle trajectories. Moreover,
trajectory samples do not have to be generated for the whole prediction
horizon {k:k+TP} but only until the first collision is detected because the
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Figure 6.17: Difference between collision probability of future time instants
and future time spans. We consider a vehicle moving with constant velocity
on a lane with two obstacles (blue) standing left and right in such a way that
the vehicle can just get through by moving straight. The obstacles have an
additional longitudinal offset slightly larger than the vehicle length. We first
have a look at the collision probabilities at future time instants, p
(
CI,k(TP)
)
,
which are shown in red for a prediction horizon of 3 s in the right diagram. Two
plateaus are visible, which stem from predicted collisions with the two obstacles
under consideration of vehicle and obstacle extensions. The plateau from the
obstacle further away is higher due to the larger variance of the predicted position
at greater prediction times. This results in a larger amount of predicted vehicle
configurations overlapping with the obstacle. For predicted time instants in-
between the plateaus (TP · T ≈ 2.1 s), the collision probability decreases as the
predicted location is now mostly right between the longitudinal positions of both
obstacles and thus no collision occurs. In every predicted time step, p
(
CI,k(TP)
)
is lower than the CCP fixed at 20 %. Note that the maximal probability over
time instants would be the same if either only one or both obstacles were present
(because simultaneous collisions with both obstacles at a single future time step
are impossible in this scenario), which contradicts intuition. In contrast, we
now have a look at the collision probability over a future time span, p
(
Ck(TP)
)
,
shown in black. Its shape is similar to p
(
CI,k(TP)
)
at first, but does not decrease
as all trajectories that have already collided at least once with the first obstacle
are still considered. For longer prediction time horizons, the second obstacle
now raises the probability p
(
Ck(TP)
)
above CCP and the situation is regarded
as critical with a TTCCP of 2.3 s.
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combined collision event probability does (intentionally) not change in the
case of subsequent collisions.
All in all, the run-time for the criticality assessment scales linearly
with the number of dynamic objects and is – due to the PFS map
approach – nearly independent of the complexity of the static environ-
ment. In this regard, it only depends on the (normally small) number of
geometric primitives contained in the PFS map, and on the number of
spline spans that are delimiters to obstacle boundaries.
In the following, results of the proposed criticality assessment system
are shown in exemplary simulated driving scenarios.
6.4 Simulation Environment and Results
The complete criticality assessment system has been implemented in C++
and coupled with the simulation environment IPG Carmaker.20 The devel-
oped simulation extensions include the full replication of the environment
representation (including occupancy grid mapping, PFS mapping) as a
foundation, the BN-based inference for maneuver detection via the junc-
tion tree algorithm [143], the probabilistic, maneuver-based predictions,
and the criticality assessment via Monte Carlo simulation.
The system has been parametrized by constructing manifold driving
situations within the simulation environment. The final parameter set
used in all simulations is summarized in Table 6.3, the CPTs of the BN can
be found in appendix A. The chosen time-discretization of T = 0.1 s allows
collision detections between two standard-sized vehicles of length 4.7 m up
to a relative velocity of 340 km/h or collisions with a point object up to a
velocity of 170 km/h. The criticality assessment itself is likewise performed
every 0.1 s and should optimally be executed directly after an environment
representation update.21 The maximum length of the prediction horizon
is set to 3 s, which is considered sufficient for timely driver warnings and
interventions.
In the following, exemplary driving scenarios are shown to illustrate
the capabilities and scope of the designed system. Each of the scenarios
emphasizes different aspects and contains a variety of sub-scenarios and
maneuvers in different dynamic driving environments.
20Thanks to Igor Achieser, Yuanwen Qin, Julien Seitz, and Gerrit Wege for their
help in implementing the concept in their theses [1, 202,230,266].
21Results are shown only every 300 ms or 600 ms for clarity.
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Table 6.3: Prediction and criticality assessment parameters.
Model Parameter Value
FR 3σ∆aR,lon ; 3σyR ;Tc;u; 3σψR 0.2 m/s
2; 12 (wL−wV); 1.5 s; 12wL; 5 ◦
FV τr; af,min; af,max; 3σ∆aR,lon ;
3σyR ;Tc;u; 3σψR
2 s;−3.5 m/s2; 2.5 m/s2; 0.2 m/s2;
1
2 (wL − wV); 1.5 s; 12wL; 5 ◦
TB dr; amin; 3σyR ;
Tc;u; 3σψR
1 m;−8 m/s2; 12 (wL − wV);
1.5 s; 12wL; 5
◦
LC 3σ∆aR,lon ; 3σyR,s 0.2 m/s
2; 12 (wL − wV)
TU amin; ac,max; 3σ∆aR,lon ;
3σyR ;Tc;u; 3σψR
−8 m/s2; 4 m/s2; 0.2 m/s2;
1
2 (wL − wV); 1.5 s; 12wL; 5 ◦
TR 3σ∆a; 3σ∆ω 0.2 m/s2; 1.5
◦
/s
PFS Nb; d 70; 3
— wL;wV;T ;N ; CCP 3.5 m; 1.5 m; 0.1 s; 5000; 0.2
6.4.1 Dangerous Lane Change Scenario
In the first example visualized in Fig. 6.18(a,b,c), the ego vehicle (orange)
approaches another vehicle (blue) driving in the same direction on the
same lane, decelerates rapidly (t ≈ 4 s) to successfully prevent a collision,
and subsequently performs a lane change (t ≈ 6 s) to the left to overtake.
On the adjacent lane, however, an oncoming vehicle (red) approaches with
which the ego vehicle finally collides at t = 7.6 s.
The maneuver estimation (Fig. 6.18d) clearly shows the individual driv-
ing maneuvers for the ego vehicle – the other two vehicles just follow the
road with constant velocity. First, high probabilities (≈ 0.8) are assigned
to the follow vehicle maneuver as the ego vehicle approaches the other
vehicle on the same lane. The remaining probability mass is nearly fully
allocated to the follow road maneuver, which is reasonable as the evidence
does not fully support the follow vehicle maneuver class due to the exist-
ing velocity difference. The other maneuver probabilities correctly remain
close to zero. As soon as the ego vehicle brakes, the target brake probabil-
ity rises. When the braking is finished at t ≈ 5 s, the probability declines
to zero again and the follow vehicle maneuver again becomes dominant be-
fore the lane change. Subsequently, the executed lane change is detected
early on, resulting in high lane change maneuver probabilities at t ≈ 6 s.
Once finished, the follow road maneuver probability rises again, but now
relates to the left lane, before the collision with the oncoming vehicle takes
place.
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Figure 6.18: Lane change scenario and collision with oncoming vehicle. The
traffic scene at different simulation times is shown in (a,b,c), inferred maneuver
probabilities in (d).
Fig. 6.19 additionally illustrates the scene from a bird’s-eye view and vi-
sualizes predicted trajectory samples of the proposed approach (Fig. 6.19a)
with corresponding combined collision probabilities over the future 3 s
time horizons in contrast to deterministic CTRA (Fig. 6.19b) and CV
(Fig. 6.19c) models.22 The ego vehicle and the two other vehicles’ cen-
tered rear points are shown with blue and green circles, respectively. It
becomes clearly visible that the deterministic prediction models, which do
not consider environment knowledge, cannot reasonably perform longer-
term predictions as their predicted trajectories are outside the road after
a short prediction time. The derived criticality metrics TTC (CV/CTRA)
22Combined collision probabilities are only visualized if they exceed 5 %. Determin-
istic CTRA and CV predictions only allow binary collision decisions as no uncertainties
are considered. Therefore, the shown collision probabilities in Fig. 6.19(b,c) are only
either 100 % or zero (not shown).
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Figure 6.19: Bird’s-eye view with predicted trajectories of the proposed ap-
proach (only mean lane change predictions are shown for clarity) (a) in contrast
to CTRA (b) and CV (c) model predictions with corresponding combined colli-
sion probabilities for 3 s prediction horizons and TTC/TTCCP evolution (d).
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and TTCCP are plotted in Fig. 6.19d over the simulation scenario time.
The TTC calculated via a CV model generates false positive criticality
values at t ≈ 4 s as it does not consider the deceleration of the ego vehi-
cle before performing the lane change. The CTRA-based TTC and the
proposed approach do not show this undesirable result. At this stage,
the maneuver-based approach mainly predicts via target brake and – to a
lesser extend – via a follow vehicle model. Neither of the two generates
colliding trajectories in this situation. Additionally, we see that the true
collision can be detected first by the proposed method as the prediction
is performed mainly via the lane change model during the lane change.
Note that the first two TTC (CTRA) values stem from another false colli-
sion detection of the ego vehicle with the blue vehicle on the same lane as
the predicted trajectories with high turn rate cross the original right lane
again – a clearly non-reasonable prediction. With this in mind, the pro-
posed system is able to generate a reasonable criticality value 0.9 s earlier
than systems relying on a CTRA-based TTC and still 0.6 s earlier than
systems with a CV-based TTC calculation in this scenario. This allows
timelier driver warnings – 1.6 s before the imminent collision in this case.
Note that the true TTC progression as an optimal result is impossible to
match for any prediction method here as, for example, 3 s in advance (at
t = 4.6 s), absolutely no evidence is available that would imply an impend-
ing lane change. We further realize that the TTCCP metric reasonably
converges to zero the closer we get to the true collision time t = 7.6 s.
Deviations between TTCCP and true TTC before the collision event stem
from a discrepancy between the lane change prediction model and the true,
executed lane change trajectory, which can never be known beforehand.
6.4.2 Near-Collision Turn Scenario
The second scenario is visualized in Fig. 6.20(a,b,c). Therein, the ego
vehicle (orange) approaches an intersection while another crossing vehicle
(red) appears from the left. Both vehicles come dangerously close to each
other at the intersection and do only barely not collide. The ego vehicle
then turns to the left (t ≈ 10 s), follows the lane again after the turn, and
finally collides with constant velocity with a standing obstacle at t = 17.5 s.
We first have a look at the maneuver detection for the ego vehicle shown
in Fig. 6.20d. As the vehicle follows the lane at the beginning of the
scenario, high probabilities are correctly assigned to the follow road ma-
neuver. As soon as diagnostic motion evidence for a lateral motion to
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Figure 6.20: Turn scenario (a) with near-collision with cross traffic (b) and
subsequent collision with stationary vehicle (c). Maneuver probabilities (d) are
shown together with a bird’s-eye view with corresponding combined collision
probabilities for 3 s prediction horizons (e) and the TTC/TTCCP evolution (f).
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the left is available, the turn left maneuver is recognized. The probabil-
ities for a lane change to the left remain low during this phase, which is
a result of the intercausal reasoning induced by the BN structure. The
measurable physical lateral motion evidences could, in principle, also be
the consequence of a lane change maneuver but the causal knowledge of
an existing turning drastically reduces the probability of a lane change
in this situation. This is in accordance with human reasoning, especially
as lane changes are normally restricted at intersections. The peak of the
trash maneuver class after the turn at t ≈ 13 s stems from a vehicle motion
further to the right than necessary to follow the road again, which could
also imply that the driver accidentally leaves the road, see also the vehicle
path in Fig. 6.20e. The inference result is therefore also understandable in
this situation. As soon as the vehicle indeed follows the road again, this
ambiguity is resolved and the follow road maneuver is clearly dominant
again.
Studying Fig. 6.20f, we notice that both the CTRA-based and the CV-
based TTC do not provide any indication of the dangerous situation during
the intersection approach although every minor acceleration change could
lead to a collision. Since the deterministic TTC metric considers current
accelerations or velocities as exactly constant over the prediction horizon,
there is no predicted collision and therefore no reasonable TTC. Thus,
the TTC cannot be used to warn the driver or trigger interventions in
this critical near-collision scenario. The TTCCP, in opposition, clearly
indicates the danger several seconds (3 s) in advance by predicting both
vehicles (mainly) according to a follow road model, in which the future
acceleration realizations are considered uncertain. Consequently, a notice-
able, non-zero combined collision probability exists as can also be seen in
the bird’s-eye view in Fig. 6.20e, reflecting the criticality. Eventual alarms
triggered by low TTCCP values at t ≈ 9 s should not be considered false
alarms because all available knowledge at this point in time implies a crit-
ical situation, which is only resolved when the situation evolves further.
As soon as it becomes evident that most probably no collision occurs, the
TTCCP vanishes (rises to∞) at t = 9.6 s. After the turning, the ego vehi-
cle approaches the standing obstacle with constant velocity and collides at
t = 17.5 s. In this unambiguous case, the TTCCP is identical to the TTC.
This is reasonable because the TTCCP is designed as a generalization of
the TTC for ambiguous, uncertain environments. In obvious situations
like this, both metrics should coincide.
Fig. 6.21 additionally shows the combined collision probabilities
p
(
Ck(TP)
)
, evaluated via (6.46), p.173, together with (6.35) and (6.39),
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as a function of the prediction horizon length TP · T (in seconds) at two
specific simulation times for better understanding how the TTCCP values
arise. The TTCCP corresponds to the length of the prediction horizon,
at which p
(
Ck(TP)
)
first exceeds the CCP, fixed at 20 % in our case.
Fig. 6.21a illustrates the result for the simulation time t = 8.4 s, shortly
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Figure 6.21: Combined collision probabilities over prediction horizon length
for the simulation times t = 8.4 s (a) and t = 15.3 s (b) with resulting TTCCPs
for a CCP of 20 %.
before the near-collision at the intersection. At this time, a TTCCP of
1.6 s is estimated, see also the corresponding plot in Fig. 6.20f. This
corresponds to a high estimated collision probability within the next 1.6 s,
therefore within the time span t ∈ [8.4 s, 10 s], which is a reasonable result
as the ego vehicle indeed reaches the intersection at t ≈ 10 s, see also
Fig. 6.20b. The increase of p
(
Ck(TP)
)
is not completely abrupt due to the
uncertainties evolved in the follow road models, which are predominantly
used for prediction at this time for both vehicles. Moreover, p
(
Ck(TP)
)
only rises to a maximum of approximately 31 % within the complete, 3 s
prediction horizon as also reflected in the bird’s-eye view visualization
in Fig. 6.20e. This is because a collision is not certain as it would only
happen if either the ego vehicle accelerated and/or the other vehicle
decelerated slightly in this scenario.
Fig. 6.21b, in contrast, shows the situation at the simulation time
t = 15.3 s, shortly before the final collision. The estimated TTCCP lies
at 2.2 s, which reflects the true collision time at t = 17.5 s correctly,
see Fig. 6.20c. Moreover, the combined collision probabilities rise more
strongly here because the system is more certain about a future collision
as the majority of the predicted ego vehicle configurations overlap with
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the standing obstacle. The final value of p
(
Ck(TP)
)
over the 3 s prediction
horizon reaches approximately 73 % at this time. This can also be seen
in Fig. 6.20e, where it becomes additionally obvious that this value
reasonably rises to 100 % several hundred milliseconds before the true
collision time because all predicted trajectories finally result in a collision.
As already noted, the CCP value is a system design parameter. It can,
for example, be lowered for mere driver warnings even in relatively un-
certain dangerous situations, such as in the shown near-collision scenario,
and raised for CAS in which an autonomous evasive action shall only be
triggered if there exists a very certain imminent danger, such as in the
shown unambiguous collision scenario in the end.
6.4.3 Static Environment Collision Scenario
The third scenario, visualized in Fig. 6.22(a,b,c), is devoted to the advan-
tages of the trash maneuver class and the incorporation of PFS maps for
criticality assessment. At first, the ego vehicle (orange) follows the road
flawlessly. At t ≈ 2.7 s, however, it deviates from the straight road course
to the right, e.g. due to driver inattentiveness, and is near a collision with
the right guardrail. Before colliding, the vehicle gets back on track and
starts executing a lane change to the left shortly afterwards at t ≈ 7 s.
This lane change is, however, not completed but aborted halfway through
at t ≈ 10 s, and the vehicle moves in-between both lanes for the rest of the
scenario. At t ≈ 15 s, it reaches a narrowing of the road, e.g. a construc-
tion side, which gets even more pronounced as soon as also the left lane
becomes partially blocked, see Fig. 6.22c. Finally, the vehicle inevitably
collides with the road block at t = 21.9 s.
At the beginning, the ego vehicle motion along the road is explained
by the follow road model as shown in Fig. 6.22d. As soon as the vehicle
departs from the road course to the right, the motion cannot be reasonably
explained by the standard maneuver classes any more. As a consequence,
the maneuver detection shows a rise in the trash maneuver class probability
to nearly 40 % and the abnormal situation becomes evident. Without the
trash class, the system would distribute the probability mass between the
standard maneuvers, which is clearly inappropriate in this case and would
prevent the detection of this critical situation. Since the deviation from
the road is not extreme, there is still a relatively high probability of a
follow road maneuver during this time, which rises back to the high initial
value as soon as the driver avoids the collision with the right guardrail
and gets back on track at t ≈ 5 s. The subsequent start of the lane change
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Figure 6.22: Deviation from the road course with near-collision (a) followed
by a lane change, which is aborted halfway through (b), and subsequent drive
through a narrowing with final collision with road blocking (c). Maneuver prob-
abilities (d) are shown together with a bird’s-eye view with combined collision
probabilities for 3 s prediction horizons (e) and the TTC/TTCCP evolution (f).
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maneuver is then clearly recognized similarly to the first scenario, but as
soon as the driver aborts the lane change at t ≈ 10 s and drives in-between
both lanes, the trash maneuver class probability rises rapidly and remains
high for the rest of the scenario. This is a reasonable inference result
because no standard maneuver corresponds to this driver action.
Fig. 6.22e additionally shows the bird’s-eye view of the vehicle position
along with the mean predicted CTRA trajectories of the trash maneuver
class and the corresponding combined collision probabilities over the corre-
sponding 3 s prediction horizons. As long as the driver follows the road at
the beginning, the criticality remains near zero due to the bounded vari-
ance of the lateral coordinate’s Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model so that only
a negligible number of predicted trajectories collide with the guardrail.
This advantageous property eliminates false warnings in this standard sit-
uation. As soon as the vehicle deviates to the right, however, the collision
probability rises due to the trash maneuver class’s CTRA model predic-
tions, which allows driver warnings or interventions. For better insight,
Fig. 6.23a additionally visualizes the combined collision probability as a
function of the prediction length at that time (t = 2.7 s). The consis-
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Figure 6.23: Combined collision probabilities over prediction horizon length
for the simulation times t = 2.7 s (a) and t = 15 s (b) with resulting TTCCPs
for a CCP of 20 %.
tent rise in collision probability over the prediction horizon exceeds the
CCP of 20 % at TTCCP = 2.2 s in the future, which is also reflected in the
TTCCP evolution in Fig. 6.22f. The TTCCP around this time is, in value,
similar to the deterministic TTC (CTRA) but emerges slightly afterwards
because the trash maneuver probability has to build up first. Note that
the TTC (CV) values are delayed in comparison to TTC (CTRA) and
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TTCCP as no turn rates are considered in the CV model. Therefore, both
the rising criticality and the subsequent collision avoidance by the driver’s
countersteer are reflected too late in the TTC (CV). At the subsequent
start of the lane change, the TTC (CTRA) generates false values at t ≈ 7 s
as the CTRA predictions collide with the left guardrail due to the strong
yaw rate at the beginning of the lane change. These false criticality val-
ues are suppressed by the proposed approach because of the predominant
prediction via the lane change model at this time.
Between t ≈ 15 s and t ≈ 18 s, the vehicle drives through the already
mentioned road narrowing. The PFS maps overlaid their corresponding
occupancy grid maps (occupied shown in blue, free in green) are addition-
ally depicted in Fig. 6.24(a,b) for these times. The narrowing is clearly
(a) t = 15 s (b) t = 18 s (c) t = 20 s
Figure 6.24: PFS maps overlaid corresponding occupancy grid maps for simu-
lation times t = 15 s (a), t = 18 s (b), and t = 20 s (c).
visible in the map representations and the situation is considered critical
as any minor steering would result in a collision. The TTCCP can rep-
resent this criticality, whereas a reasonable TTC does not exist (remains
at ∞). A closer look at the collision probability evolution at t = 15 s in
Fig. 6.23b reveals a first increase of p
(
Ck(TP)
)
approximately 1.8 s in the
future, followed by a plateau and a further increase after 2.3 s prediction
time. This evolution is the result of the two subsequent narrowings, first
only on the right, later also on the left. The first narrowing does not
suffice to exceed the CCP but only the second one provokes a situation
criticality high enough to generate a TTCCP value of 2.4 s. This result is
in accordance with human reasoning in this situation, see Fig. 6.22c. Note
that the TTCCP values remain approximately constant during the narrow
road passage because the criticality does not change as long as there is no
steering against the boundary. At the end of the narrowing, the TTCCP
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disappears (rises to ∞)23, see Fig. 6.22f, before finally converging towards
the true collision time with the road block at t = 21.9 s, which is apparent
also in the PFS map in Fig. 6.24c. The combined collision probability
rises to 100 % here, as all trash maneuver class’s trajectories collide with
the outer B-spline curve at the end of the scenario due to the completely
blocked road without any driver reaction.
In summary, the third scenario underlined the value of the additional
trash maneuver class for detecting abnormal situations as well as the ben-
eficial embedding of the PFS map-based environment representation into
the criticality assessment system.
6.5 Conclusion
An integrated approach to long-term trajectory prediction and criticality
assessment has been presented, which considers maneuver and motion un-
certainties of all vehicles within the traffic scene as well as arbitrary static
environments described by PFS maps.
In a first step, a novel Bayesian network has been designed for the de-
tection of the driving maneuvers lane change left, turn left, follow vehicle,
follow road, target brake, turn right, and lane change right. The main
contributions in the network design process are
• the three layer network structure, in which the hidden maneuver
layer is embedded in-between observable causal and diagnostic evi-
dence layers to enable intercausal reasoning, and
• the additional trash maneuver class, which permits the detection of
abnormal events that do not correspond to standard driving ma-
neuvers, and the seamless application from structured to completely
unstructured environments.
The Bayesian maneuver detection is combined with novel, probabilistic
trajectory prediction models designed for each driving maneuver. These
consider uncertainties involved in the execution of the different maneuvers
and are adapted to the current driving environment. By combining all
predictions of all driving maneuvers, the trajectory prediction step yields
23In fact, the TTCCP reasonably disappears earlier (at t ≈ 16 s) as fewer and fewer
predicted trajectories collide with the lateral boundary the closer the vehicle gets to
the end of the narrowing.
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a joint distribution of future vehicle configurations over the prediction
horizon for each vehicle, which includes all driving maneuver uncertainties.
The prediction results of all objects in the traffic scene are subsequently
used – together with a PFS map-based representation of arbitrary static
driving environments – to calculate an introduced criticality time metric,
the Time-To-Critical-Collision-Probability (TTCCP), as a generalization
of TTC for arbitrary, uncertain, multi-object driving environments and
longer prediction horizons. The TTCCP considers the full probabilistic
knowledge of the joint distribution of environment configurations over a fu-
ture time span and is not based on marginal prediction densities, a specific
family of distributions, or point estimates as most often done in nowadays
systems. Therefore, multimodal, non-Gaussian configuration distributions
are taken into account, which naturally arise if different driving maneuver
hypothesis and extended objects are considered. Exemplary driving situ-
ations have been simulated in a developed simulation environment, which
underline the effectiveness and scope of the developed system. Its main
contributions are
• the suppression of many false warnings due to maneuver-based pre-
dictions,
• the generation of timelier true warnings in comparison to TTC,
• the possibility to generate warnings in critical almost-collision situ-
ations in which a (finite) TTC does not even exist,
• the long-term validity as not only physical quantities are considered
but also information about the drivers’ intentions and the driving
environment,
• the sensitivity to exceptional, rarely happening situations due to the
additional trash maneuver class,
• the inclusion of different sources of uncertainty, i.e. uncertainty in
states, driver intentions, and driving maneuver executions,
• the consideration of multiple extended dynamic objects,
• the inclusion of arbitrary static environments via PFS maps, and
• the theoretically sound Bayesian combination of symbolic, qualita-
tive maneuver descriptions; spatio-temporal, quantitative trajectory
predictions; and probabilistic criticality assessment.
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Although the proposed method contains novelties in the areas of maneu-
ver detection, trajectory prediction, and criticality assessment, the main
contribution might lie in the throughout design considerations of the in-
dividual components with the aim of long-term criticality assessment in
mind. In summary, the system satisfies the requirements stated in the mo-
tivation and provides the answer to the third main question raised in the
thesis introduction, i.e. how a system for long-term, multi-object trajec-
tory prediction and criticality assessment in arbitrary, uncertain driving
environments can be realized.
In the future, the developed criticality assessment system should be put
to the test and evaluated in real driving environments, which was out of
scope of this thesis. Open research questions in this regard are how to eval-
uate such systems as it is nontrivial to come up with objective measures for
a quantitative system evaluation. The difference between true TTC and
estimated TTC or TTCCP progression is, for example, unsuitable because
warnings might be perfectly correct and reasonable although no collision
happens in the end. Also the comparison of predicted positions or, more
general, predicted distributions between different approaches would always
favor systems that model the average driver, which in turn provide unrea-
sonable results in exceptional, rarely happening situations that cannot be
learned beforehand. It seems that an evaluation can only reasonably be
performed by human probands, who pass their opinion of whether a pos-
sible warning or intervention is regarded as helpful or rather disturbing or
annoying in a given situation and hardly by machine-calculated evaluation
measures.
Summarizing the results described in this thesis so far, a novel environ-
ment representation and a novel method for long-term trajectory predic-
tion and criticality assessment have been presented. Both are important
modules for driver assistance systems but need to be combined with other
subsystems, such as trajectory planning, vehicle control, behavior plan-
ning, and human machine interfaces, to realize a complete ADAS. The
next chapter therefore focuses on the description of the driver assistance
system PRORETA 3, which constitutes a novel, integrated approach to
collision avoidance and vehicle automation and which relies on the envi-
ronment representation proposed in this thesis.
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7 PRORETA 3: An Integrated
Driver Assistance System
The present chapter presents the integrated driver assistance system
PRORETA 3, which employs the methods introduced in this thesis. After
a short introduction and motivation, an overview of the system including
its software architecture, environment representation, trajectory planning,
and Human Machine Interface (HMI) is given. Afterwards, a variety of
driving scenarios that PRORETA 3 can handle are shown to illustrate
the capabilities and scope of the system. Results obtained from test
persons who experienced the PRORETA 3 assistance concept in a real
prototype vehicle are presented subsequently. The chapter closes with a
short conclusion.
7.1 Introduction and Motivation
As already stated in the thesis introduction, there currently exist a large
number of different ADAS. These, however, mainly operate as indepen-
dent, individually designed units for very specific traffic scenarios. The
ever increasing number of assistance functions not only entails arbitration
difficulties but also makes it harder for the driver to understand and han-
dle all functions properly. PRORETA 3 aims at decreasing the complexity
for the driver by just providing two easy to understand modes, namely the
• Safety Corridor (SC) as a unified active safety function for a large
variety of dangerous traffic situations, and the
• Cooperative Automation (CA) as a unified driving comfort function
via maneuver-based vehicle guidance, which relieves the driver from
vehicle stabilization tasks.
Both modes build upon the same holistic environment representation, the
same integrated trajectory planning, and the same HMI elements to ensure
a consistent and comprehensible ADAS, which has been fully implemented
on a real prototype vehicle provided by the Continental AG, see Fig. 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: PRORETA 3 prototype vehicle with core research and develop-
ment team. From left to right: Matthias Pfromm (HMI), Matthias Schreier
(Environment Representation and Prediction), Felix Lotz (System Architecture
and Behavior Planning), and Eric Bauer (Trajectory Planning).
PRORETA 3 is the successor of PRORETA 1 and 2 [112]. PRORETA 1
provides safety warnings and emergency interventions by active steering
and braking with respect to vehicles moving in the same direction,
PRORETA 2 concentrates on dangerous overtaking maneuvers. All
three PRORETA projects resulted from a cooperation between the
TU Darmstadt and the Continental AG. In the following, an overview of
PRORETA 3 is given, which the author co-developed with his colleagues,
see Fig. 7.1, in the course of this thesis. For more detailed information,
the reader is invited to consult the related articles [25, 56, 274, 275] and
dissertations [23,158,196].
7.2 System Overview
As already stated, PRORETA 3 is based on two functional modes:
SC and CA. Within the SC mode, the driver conducts the vehicle in the
traditional way while the system continuously monitors the situation in
the background. Only if the situation becomes critical, the system will
support the driver to avert the danger. For this purpose, the driver is
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first informed of the danger, then warned, and – if this does not lead to
an appropriate driver reaction – the system takes control to follow a safe,
accident-avoiding trajectory to prevent the upcoming accident. This safe
trajectory considers available static free space, predicted dynamic objects,
and situation-specific information such as road lanes or critical traffic rule
violations. The warning and intervention cascade is further adapted to
the driver attentiveness to give and apply only necessary information and
interventions. In contrast to many current active safety systems, the SC
mode is not limited to specific scenarios and adopts a unified functional
philosophy within its limits.1
The CA mode can be activated on top of the SC mode and offers par-
tially automated driving in form of a maneuver-based vehicle guidance
concept. Within the CA mode, the driver just commands discrete maneu-
vers such as lane changes or turns, and the vehicle executes the chosen
maneuvers under consideration of traffic rules via automated longitudinal
and lateral vehicle control. The driver is thus relieved from error-prone,
tedious vehicle stabilization tasks but still remains responsible for super-
vising maneuver executions and staying vigilant. The CA mode thus not
only increases driving comfort but also contributes to driving safety as it
lowers the latent danger, e.g. by keeping to speed limits, while simulta-
neously keeping the driver in the loop. Since the SC is still active in the
background, all active safety-related system functions also apply within
the CA mode.
In contrast to other research projects about cooperative driving, for an
overview see [83], PRORETA 3 offers a fixed level of vehicle automation
and standard HMI input devices to create a near-future automation con-
cept as an intermediate step between state-of-the-art ADAS and fully au-
tomated driving. The system’s software architecture and its main modules
are shortly explained in the following.
7.2.1 Software Architecture
Fig. 7.2 gives an overview of the PRORETA 3 software architecture based
on [104, 157]. It comprises two hierarchically arranged horizontal layers:
the coordination layer (blue) and the behavior layer (orange).2 Each of
these layers consists of three main components: the world model, the
1Of course, not all dangerous situation can be addressed as the system is, for ex-
ample, limited by the sensor setup with finite sensing range, accuracy, and precision.
2The two layers can easily be extended by a high-level mission layer, see [104].
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Figure 7.2: Simplified PRORETA 3 software architecture based on [104,157].
planning modules, and the HMI modules. The world model provides the
planning modules with information to enable appropriate decisions. The
exchanged information grade varies from more abstract in the coordina-
tion layer in the form of high-level traffic rule-related information and an
electronic horizon, to more detailed low-level metric information in the
behavior layer in the form of lane knowledge, dynamic object predictions,
dynamic object maps, and PFS maps. The planning modules consist of a
high-level behavior planner and a low-level trajectory planner. The behav-
ior planner not only receives information from the world model but also
from the HMI modules in form of the active PRORETA mode, the chosen
maneuver, and driver state information.
If the CA mode is enabled by the driver, the behavior planner decides
which maneuvers are offered to the driver under consideration of the cur-
rent static vehicle environment and high-level world model information.
The possible maneuvers are forwarded to the HMI, and if a chosen maneu-
ver is safe to be executed, the behavior planner delegates the commanded
maneuver to the underlying trajectory planner. The trajectory planner
then calculates a maneuver trajectory, which itself is send to underlying
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longitudinal and lateral vehicle controllers that generate appropriate actu-
ator setpoints. The actuators in turn apply the resulting steering torque
and brake pressure values. Since the driver has direct mechanical access
to the actuator outputs, the system can always be overruled by the driver
in this regard. Additionally, the trajectory planner reports the maneuver
status back to the behavior planner, e.g. to which percentage the maneuver
is finished.
The architecture remains the same if the SC mode is enabled by the
driver. In this case, the behavior planner supervises the driver’s focus of
attention, which is provided by the HMI via a driver monitoring camera.
This driver attention information is compared with the criticality level
obtained from the underlying trajectory planner as soon as a potentially
critical situation arises. The behavior planner can then adapt the warning
and intervention mechanism so that a distracted driver is assisted earlier
than an attentive driver to reduce false positive warnings. The concrete
warning strategy is determined in the HMI’s driver conditioning module,
whereas the evasive trajectory is planned by the trajectory planner under
consideration of the low-level world model information and subsequently
sent to the vehicle controllers.
More detailed information about the software architecture and the be-
havior planning can be found in [158]. In the following, it is demonstrated
how the metric environment representation is coupled with the trajectory
planner, and how the HMI components of PRORETA 3 permit the inter-
action between vehicle and driver.
7.2.2 Environment Representation and Planning
PRORETA 3 is an example for an assistance concept, for which solely
sparse object-based environment representations – as used in today’s adap-
tive cruise control or emergency braking systems – are not sufficient as they
cannot represent unstructured or only slightly structured urban and rural
environments. These include, for example, parked vehicles, trees, houses,
or traffic islands as obstacles that have to be taken into account within
the SC mode. Consequently, the requirement of a dense representation be-
comes obvious that is not based on predefined geometric shapes any more.
Moreover, free space needs to be represented explicitly for safety-related
trajectory planning and transferred efficiently between different computa-
tional units. Therefore, the metric environment representation proposed
in this thesis is implemented in PRORETA 3 and thus comprises a com-
bination of PFS maps and dynamic object maps.
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The sensor setup employed to obtain the representation is illustrated in
Fig. 7.3 along with the corresponding sensor fields of view. It consists of
Blind spot
detection radars
45◦, 14 m
150◦, 8 m
115◦, 40 m
Short range radars
Stereo camera
50◦, 70 m Long range radar
17◦, 200 m
Figure 7.3: PRORETA 3 sensor setup with corresponding fields of view.
a stereo camera, which additionally captures lane markings, traffic signs,
and traffic lights, a long-range radar (77GHz) behind the front bumper
as well as two short-range and two blind spot detection radars (24GHz),
which cover the area alongside and behind the PRORETA 3 vehicle. To-
gether with the object predictions and lane information, the introduced
environment representation provides the basis for trajectory planning.
For this purpose, the PFS map and the dynamic object map are mapped
onto a potential hazard field in a way that high potentials are assigned to
areas close to free space boundaries. For the exemplary driving scene,
the transition from the environment representation to the potential field
is illustrated in Fig. 7.4. It is evident that areas near the free space de-
limiting B-spline curve and near free space holes receive high potentials,
whereas low potentials are assigned to other locations with drivable free
space. Dynamic objects are handled by predicting their configuration for-
ward in time, e.g. with the approach introduced in Chapter 6, and setting
up a prediction time-dependent potential field. The resulting potential
field is part of a cost functional, which is minimized online with respect to
a vehicle dynamics model via a model predictive control approach. The re-
sulting trajectory is recalculated in every time step in the background and
analyzed with regard to vehicle dynamics-related states, such as the max-
imum friction coefficient necessary to execute the trajectory. If thresholds
are exceeded, an emergency warning or intervention is triggered within
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.4: Transition from the metric environment representation to trajec-
tory planning. The representation (a) is mapped onto a potential hazard field (b)
by assigning high potentials to areas near free space boundaries. The hazard field
itself is part of a cost functional from which the safe trajectory is derived via
optimization.
the SC mode. Only in the latter case, the calculated trajectory is for-
warded to the vehicle controllers to bring the vehicle back to a safe state
automatically.
If the trajectory planner receives the request to execute a maneuver from
the behavior planner within the mode CA, no decisions are needed, and
the calculated trajectory is continuously forwarded to the controllers. To
obtain the trajectory within CA, the potential field is varied to account
for the desired maneuver, e.g. the minimum of the road potential field
is shifted from one lane to the other in case of a desired lane change
maneuver. More detailed information about the trajectory planner can be
found in [23,24].
7.2.3 Human Machine Interface
The PRORETA 3 HMI is based on established input devices such as the
steering wheel, accelerator pedal, brake pedal, and levers to permit a near-
future realization without requiring lengthy driver adaptions. One lever
(Fig. 7.5a) is used to change between the PRORETA modes SC and CA. If
SC is chosen (CA off), the HMI’s task is to provide information, warnings,
and action recommendations for the driver if necessary.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 7.5: PRORETA 3 HMI components. Mode selection lever (a), maneu-
ver selection lever (b), instrument cluster with driver monitoring camera (c),
LED stripes (d).
For this purpose, a display in the instrument cluster (7.5c) shows an ab-
straction of the safety corridor in form of a metaphoric “safety bubble” that
dents at the location from where the danger occurs. The stronger the dent,
the higher is the criticality of the current driving situation from this direc-
tion. Fig. 7.6(a,b,c) exemplarily show the safety bubble evolution during
a dangerous approach towards a standing obstacle. The bubble dents only
weakly at first as long as the danger is not directly imminent (Fig. 7.6a).
The driver is thus just informed and warned, which is additionally ampli-
fied by a directional audible warning signal and LED stripes (Fig. 7.5d),
which are activated in red at the specific location [197]. An infrared driver
monitoring camera mounted behind the steering wheel (Fig. 7.5c) addi-
tionally determines the driver’s viewing direction to avoid unnecessary
and annoying warnings. If the vehicle approaches further without a suit-
able driver reaction, the bubble dents more strongly (Fig. 7.6b), and an
action recommendation is given to the driver. This recommendation is
not only transmitted visually in form of a brake symbol in the bubble but
also haptically by an Accelerator Force Feedback Pedal (AFFP), which
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 7.6: PRORETA 3 instrument cluster visualizations. Within the SC
mode, the safety bubble dents at the location from where the danger occurs
(a,b,c). Within the CA mode, possible maneuver options are offered to the
driver and the currently executed maneuver is highlighted in blue (d).
presses against the driver’s foot to initiate a correct reaction, i.e. braking
in this case. If all warnings and action recommendations go unnoticed, an
autonomous emergency maneuver is triggered finally (Fig. 7.6c).
If the driver actives the CA mode, the LED stripes switch their color
to blue to ensure mode awareness. Additionally, the instrument cluster
changes from the safety bubble to a maneuver representation, see Fig. 7.6d.
The display now depicts the different possible driving maneuvers, such
as lane changes or turns, along with the currently executed maneuver
highlighted in blue. The driver can activate the corresponding maneuver
by pushing the maneuver selection lever (Fig. 7.5b) – a modified indicator
lever – up or down. The desired speed can be adjusted with the mode
selection lever similar to current adaptive cruise control systems. More
detailed information about the HMI can be found in [196].
7.3 Driving Scenarios and Results
PRORETA 3 has been presented to the public in September 2014 within
a two-day final event, which took place at the August-Euler-Airfield in
Griesheim, Germany. The participants experienced PRORETA 3 during
test drives, presentations, and demonstrator units, and were encouraged to
drive the system for themselves on a test track on the driver’s seat. Various
test scenarios, see Table 7.1, were set up to permit a comprehensive and
authentic system experience. Some impressions of the scenarios are further
depicted in Fig. 7.7. Before the results obtained from the test persons are
summarized, the scenarios are first explained shortly based on [274] in the
following, beginning with the SC mode scenarios.
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Table 7.1: PRORETA 3 test scenarios.
Mode Scenario
SC Reaction to suddenly appearing dynamic obstacle
SC Reaction to static obstacle with driver distraction detection
SC Speed adaption and warning in road bends
SC Collision avoidance in construction sites
SC Prevention of unintentional lane departures
SC Prevention of wrong-way driving
SC Reaction to red traffic light disregard
CA Automated lane following with speed adaption
CA Automated lane change maneuvers
CA Lane merging scenario
CA Intersection scenario with traffic signs
CA Automated driving through construction sites
CA Intersection scenario with traffic lights
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 7.7: Impressions of some PRORETA 3 test scenarios. Emergency in-
tervention with respect to suddenly appearing dynamic obstacle (a), collision
avoidance in construction sites (b), reaction to red traffic light disregard (d),
automated driving through construction sites (d).
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Safety Corridor Scenarios
1. Reaction to suddenly appearing dynamic obstacle: The driver is in-
formed to follow the lane without further instructions, only a static
obstacle is visible in great distance. Suddenly, a dynamic obstacle is
shot into the way from the side, see Fig. 7.7a. If the driver does not
brake at all or only too slightly, the PRORETA 3 system performs a
full brake execution at the last possible moment in time to prevent
the impending collision.
2. Reaction to static obstacle with driver distraction detection: The
driver is informed to drive towards a static obstacle. Several seconds
before the collision, the LED stripes direct the driver’s attention
to the direction of the hazardous obstacle and additional audible
warning signals are triggered. If the driver is distracted and does not
look in the direction of the obstacle, an additional “light comet” is
activated. If the vehicle approaches further, the safety bubble dents
more strongly at the front. If driver reactions are still absent, the
AFFP is pressed against the driver’s foot, and a strong emergency
braking maneuver is finally activated.
3. Speed adaption and warning in road bends: In the case that a driver
is approaching a road bend with dangerously high speed, red LED
stripes are activated as a warning along with an acoustic signal and
the AFFP. The vehicle speed is additionally reduced smoothly so
that the driver can drive safely through the road bend.
4. Collision avoidance in construction sites: The driver is informed
to steer against construction walls left and right, see Fig. 7.7b. The
safety bubble dents at the corresponding side of the higher criticality
of an imminent collision with the static environment structure, de-
termined via the PFS map-based free space detection algorithm. An
additional evasive steering torque is applied to prevent the collision.
5. Prevention of unintentional lane departures: The driver is informed
to leave the lane illegitimately without activating the indicator. The
vehicle notices the unintentional lane departure and smoothly directs
the vehicle back towards the middle and the orientation of the lane.
This leads to more safety compared to a “simple” reactive additional
steering torque.
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6. Prevention of wrong-way driving: If the driver accidentally drives
into a one-way street the wrong way, a warning via LED stripes,
acoustic signals, and the AFFP is triggered, and an additional vi-
sualization of the corresponding wrong-way icon is shown in the in-
strument cluster. In case of no driver reaction, a smooth braking to
a standstill is applied automatically.
7. Reaction to red traffic light disregard: A similar warning and in-
tervention strategy is applied if red traffic lights are disregarded or
ignored, see Fig. 7.7c. The difference is that the intervention is not
as smooth but much more rigorous – similar to an emergency braking
with respect to real obstacles.
Besides these 7 SC mode scenarios, the following 6 CA mode scenarios
were part of the final event.
Cooperative Automation Scenarios
1. Automated lane following with speed adaption: As soon as the driver
activates the CA mode via the mode selection lever, the vehicle is
permanently centered in the middle of the lane. The controlled speed
is the minimum of i) the speed limit indicated by traffic signs, ii) the
speed limit determined from the road bend, and iii) the driver’s
desired speed. The driver can change the latter by pushing the mode
selection lever up or down.
2. Automated lane change maneuvers: If a lane change maneuver is
possible, the driver is informed via the instrument cluster and can
select the maneuver by pushing the maneuver selection lever up or
down, analogous to the activation of the right or left indicator in a
conventional vehicle. The vehicle then performs an automated lane
change in the desired direction.
3. Lane merging scenario: In this scenario, the left lane is merged into
the right lane. If the vehicle is approaching on the left lane and the
driver does not select a lane change, the vehicle decelerates smoothly
to a standstill. Afterwards, the driver has to choose a lane change
so that the vehicle can accelerate and execute the maneuver.
4. Intersection scenario with traffic signs: The vehicle receives the in-
formation about the intersection approach by a digital map via an
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electronic horizon and informs the driver about possible turning di-
rections in the display. The driver can then choose the desired turn-
ing maneuver. The turn right maneuver is, for example, chosen by
pushing the maneuver selection lever up, just like activating the right
indicator in a conventional vehicle. The vehicle then performs the
turn by itself. If the driver does not choose any maneuver, the be-
havior planner activates a so-called default maneuver such as going
straight, which is determined by the specific intersection layout and
right-of-way rules.
5. Automated driving through construction sites: In analogy to the forth
SC scenario, the automated system can handle construction sites
and narrow road sections even without lane markings due to its flex-
ible free space detection and trajectory planning approach. This
is demonstrated within a 150 m long stretch of road with obstacle
boundaries to the left and right, see Fig. 7.7d.
6. Intersection scenario with traffic lights: The system is also able to
handle simple intersections controlled by traffic lights. During the
intersection approach, the camera searches for traffic lights and their
state. This information is then processed by the behavior planner,
which decides on the upcoming vehicle behavior. Depending on the
traffic light state and the desired maneuver, the PRORETA 3 pro-
totype is able to stop at a red traffic light and to continue after
the signal switches back to green. Within this process, the driver
can change the delegated maneuver as long as the vehicle is at a
standstill.
Now that all scenarios have been described, the main results obtained from
PRORETA 3 test persons are summarized in the following.
Results
84 participants experienced the PRORETA 3 system in total during the
final event. Each of them came in touch with the system for the first
time and performed a test drive consisting of two laps. A first lap in-
volved the SC scenarios described previously, a second lap focused on the
mentioned CA scenarios. Each test drive took approximately 20 minutes.
Afterwards, the test persons answered a questionnaire anonymously. On
a 6 point grading scale (from 1: excellent; to 6: fail), the SC mode re-
ceived 1.92± 0.93 points, the CA mode 1.87± 0.99 points, and the entire
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PRORETA 3 system 1.74 ± 0.86 points [274].3 Thus, the results of both
modes and of the complete system do not differ significantly and underline
the throughout positive system experience.
Additionally, the test persons gave feedback on how strongly they agree
on several semantic statements that are related to perceived workload,
perceived system reliability, perceived safety, driving comfort, and sys-
tem understandability, see Fig. 7.8. Both modes were found to ease the
Totally
disagree
Totally
agree
... eases the burden on the driver
... seems to be reliable
... evokes a feeling of safety
... increases the driving comfort
... is easy to understand
a) The SC ... b) The CA ...
Figure 7.8: Results of the subjective assessment of the PRORETA 3 modes SC
and CA based on [274]. Mean values of 84 test persons.
burden on the driver, work reliably, evoke a feeling of safety, increase driv-
ing comfort, and are easy to understand. Especially the CA mode notably
increases driving comfort by relieving the driver from tedious vehicle stabi-
lization tasks. More detailed evaluation results of the PRORETA 3 system
can be found in [196].
7.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, PRORETA 3 constitutes an integrated ADAS that is not
limited to a narrow scope of driving scenarios but permits safety and com-
fort in a large variety of different traffic situations. The system is based on
a hierarchical software architecture, which links the world model, the plan-
ning modules, and the HMI modules in a consistent way. To cope with the
large amount of possible scenarios, a generic environment representation,
which has been introduced in this thesis, serves as the basis for a generic
trajectory planning approach. While standard sensor and HMI compo-
nents facilitate a near-future realization without requiring lengthy vehicle
3Thanks to Stefan Cieler for the evaluation.
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or driver adaptions, the restriction to just two modes – Safety Corridor
and Cooperative Automation – reduces the perceived system complexity
for the driver and makes it easy to understand.
On a test track, the PRORETA 3 vehicle successfully handled numer-
ous hazardous situations within the SC mode including suddenly appear-
ing dynamic obstacles, fast approaches towards strong road bends, near-
collisions with construction sites, unintentional lane departures, danger-
ous wrong-way driving, and disregards of red traffic lights. Within the
CA mode, the system relieves the driver from tedious vehicle stabilization
tasks and realizes a maneuver-based vehicle guidance concept. Therein,
the PRORETA 3 vehicle follows lanes automatically with adequate ve-
locity, and the driver can command lane changes and turns, which are
then executed by the vehicle. The test scenarios involved standard lanes,
merged lanes as well as different intersections with traffic signs and traffic
lights. In addition, the system provides lateral vehicle guidance with re-
spect to elevated objects, which was demonstrated in a construction site
scenario.
The final system has been experienced by 84 test persons, who evaluated
PRORETA 3 positively with an average grade of 1.74 on a six grade scale.
The system including all environment representation, planning, and HMI
components ran stable and robust throughout the complete two-day final
event with non-stop test runs.
In summary, the maneuver-based driving option within PRORETA 3 in
form of the CA mode provides an intermediate step between current ADAS
and fully autonomous driving, whereas the additional safety obtained by
the SC mode makes a valuable contribution to realize the Vision Zero.
The following, final chapter summarizes the main results of this thesis and
highlights possible future research directions.
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8 Summary and Outlook
The key motivation of this thesis was to make a contribution to safe and
accident-free driving. Since most accidents are caused by human error,
adequate assistance of the driver is an obvious step to advance towards
this goal before fully autonomous driving finally becomes a reality. For
proper assistance, it is necessary that the vehicle perceives the driving
environment, builds an internal model of the world, and extrapolates the
current traffic situation into the near-future to provide adequate warnings,
action recommendations, and safety interventions. In this context, the
three key questions raised in this thesis were i) how to represent the driving
environment appropriately, ii) how to obtain such a representation, and
iii) how to predict the future traffic scene evolution for proper criticality
assessment.
At the beginning of this thesis, different metric environment represen-
tations known from the mobile robotics domain have been compared and
discussed with respect to their suitability for future ADAS in Chapter 2.
Based on the found shortcomings, a novel representation has been derived,
which consists of dynamic object maps for the representation of dynamic
entities in combination with Parametric Free Space (PFS) maps for en-
coding relevant static parts of the environment. The newly introduced
PFS maps are a continuous bird’s-eye view of the local static environ-
ment around the ego vehicle, which model the world by a combination of
a closed curve and geometric primitives. An important difference to other
parametric maps is that not objects are described explicitly but the ab-
sence of objects in form of relevant free space. The main advantages of the
proposed representation are its compactness that allows the transmission
within very limited bandwidth; its generality to represent a large variety of
driving environments; the suppression of irrelevant free space information
for simplified trajectory planning and interpretation; the explicit free space
representation vital for safety-related evasive trajectory planning; and the
consistent separation between static and dynamic entities for simplified
situation interpretation.
Since Bayesian inference plays a major role to realize the proposed rep-
resentation, all relevant theoretical foundations have subsequently been
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presented in Chapter 3. These include the description of the employed fil-
ter algorithms as special cases of the Bayesian optimal filter as well as the
two related filter applications occupancy grid mapping and target tracking.
In this context, an extension of the IMM-PDAF in form of the so-called
IMM-UK-PDAF has been presented, which combines Interacting Multiple
Model Filters with Unscented Kalman Filters and Probabilistic Data As-
sociation Filters. The IMM-UK-PDAF provides an approximate solution
for recursively estimating states and mode probabilities of maneuvering
targets in clutter, each of which is described by a jump Markov nonlin-
ear system, and is used within the generation process of the environment
representation.
The following two chapters have been devoted to this generation pro-
cess. Due to the widespread usage of grid map-based representations, a
method has been presented therein that obtains both the dynamic object
map and the PFS map in a consistent way by first building a grid map
in dynamic driving environments as an intermediate step. Traditional
mapping algorithms are, however, not suitable for this purpose as they
implicitly assume a static world. Therefore, a novel method for grid map-
ping in dynamic road environments has been introduced together with a
discussion of related work on this topic in Chapter 4. Dynamic cell hy-
pothesis are first generated based on consecutive conventional grid maps,
density-based clustering, and appropriate merging of newly free and newly
occupied areas. The resulting dynamic object reconstructions are subse-
quently tracked by IMM-UK-PDAFs with different motion models not
merely to recursively estimate their states in clutter but rather to classify
between real dynamic objects and false reconstructions via an introduced
random motion model. Tracks of real dynamic objects are cleared from
the grid and integrated into the dynamic object map. The result is a dy-
namic object map with estimated state vectors of extended objects along
with an optimized occupancy grid that contains only the static driving
environment.
The proposed dynamic mapping approach has been implemented on an
experimental vehicle and evaluated in real traffic environments. On track
level, the system’s motion classification capabilities showed persuasive pre-
cision, recall, and accuracy values as well as reliable decisions within short
observation times. The cell level evaluation revealed superior performance
compared to traditional occupancy grid mapping filters that are used in
most state-of-the-art ADAS and intelligent vehicles research projects. The
key aspects of the approach are the use of newly available free space to
detect and reconstruct dynamic object hypothesis even in close vicinity to
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static environment structures; the robust IMM-UK-PDAF-based motion
consistency check, which additionally allows to filter out dynamic mapping
errors even if the motion detector fails due to the prediction models; and
the straightforward combination with existing mapping algorithms and
different environment sensors. The resulting optimized, static grid map
provides the basis for the generation of compact PFS maps.
This PFS map generation process has been described in detail in the fol-
lowing Chapter 5 together with a discussion of related work on free space
detection and estimation. Methodically, the optimized grid is treated as
an image, and methods well-known from the image analysis domain are
employed to extract relevant free space boundaries. For this purpose, the
grid is filtered, segmented, and different morphological operations are per-
formed. Extracted boundary cells of the so-found, arbitrarily shaped free
space segment are treated as measurements for a continuous, dynamic B-
Spline free space contour tracking. This tracking step provides additional
robustness and offers a straightforward way to incorporate spatio-temporal
smoothness constraints. Experimental results obtained from real-world
driving scenarios highlighted the generality of the compact PFS map rep-
resentation and the effective suppression of irrelevant information con-
tained in common occupancy grids. By parallel programming techniques
and various algorithmic optimizations, the complete metric environment
representation including both maps is extracted in less than 25ms online
on an experimental vehicle and is thus directly applicable in practice.
Up to this point, the thesis was centered on the first two questions, i.e.
how to represent the environment adequately and how to generate this
representation. The following Chapter 6 transitioned to the question of
how to predict and assess the future traffic scene evolution. In this regard,
an in-depth review of related work on short-term and long-term trajectory
prediction, situation prediction, and criticality assessment has been car-
ried out first. Based on the limitations of previous works, a novel method
for probabilistic, long-term trajectory prediction and criticality assessment
in arbitrary driving environments has then been introduced, which uses
the proposed environment representation as a foundation. Therein, a dis-
tribution of high-level driving maneuvers is inferred for each vehicle in
the traffic scene via Bayesian inference initially. For this purpose, the
domain has been modeled in a novel Bayesian network with both causal
and diagnostic evidences as well as an additional trash maneuver class,
which allows the detection of irrational driving behavior and the seam-
less application from highly-structured to non-structured environments.
Subsequently, maneuver-based, probabilistic trajectory prediction models
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have been designed and employed to predict each vehicle’s configuration
forward in time. Random elements in these models consider the uncer-
tainty within the future driving maneuver execution of human drivers.
Finally, the criticality time metric Time-To-Critical-Collision-Probability
(TTCCP) has been introduced as a generalization of TTC for arbitrary,
uncertain, multi-object driving environments and longer prediction hori-
zons. The TTCCP considers the full probabilistic knowledge of the joint
distribution of environment configurations over a future time span and is
not based on marginal prediction densities, a specific family of distribu-
tions, or point estimates as most often done in nowadays systems. All
uncertain maneuver-based predictions are taken into account. Addition-
ally, arbitrarily shaped static environments described by the introduced
PFS maps are considered in this process.
A simulation environment has been developed to test the approach.
It includes a full replica of the environment representation including oc-
cupancy grid mapping and PFS mapping as a foundation, the Bayesian
network-based maneuver estimation, the probabilistic predictions as re-
alizations of stochastic processes, and all TTCCP-related Monte Carlo
estimations. Exemplary driving situations underlined the system’s capa-
bility to suppress false warnings, to generate timelier true warnings in
comparison to TTC, and to generate warnings in critical almost-collision
situations in which a (finite) TTC does not even exist. Although the
approach contains novelties in the specific areas maneuver detection, tra-
jectory prediction, and criticality assessment, the main contribution might
lie in the throughout design considerations of the individual components
with the aim of long-term criticality assessment in mind along with a the-
oretically sound, Bayesian combination of symbolic, qualitative maneu-
ver descriptions; spatio-temporal, quantitative trajectory predictions; and
probabilistic criticality assessment. Due to the same underlying Bayesian
theory, the contributions obtained in this thesis harmonize naturally with
each other and can easily be combined.
All contributions originated in the context of developing the holistic
driver assistance system PRORETA 3, which has been presented in the
subsequent Chapter 7. PRORETA 3 constitutes a novel, integrated ap-
proach to collision avoidance and vehicle automation, which aims at de-
creasing the system complexity for the driver. This is achieved by provid-
ing just two easy to understand modes, namely the i) Safety Corridor as
a unified active safety function for a large variety of dangerous traffic sit-
uations, and the ii) Cooperative Automation as a unified driving comfort
function via maneuver-based vehicle guidance, which relieves the driver
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from vehicle stabilization tasks. The system’s main components have been
explained, and different driving scenarios were presented along with eval-
uations results obtained from test persons. In summary, the maneuver-
based driving option within PRORETA 3 provides an intermediate step
between current ADAS and fully autonomous driving, whereas the integral
safety aspect makes a valuable contribution to realize the Vision Zero.
However, many challenging problems still remain to be solved. These
include not just legal or testing aspects as often highlighted but also sub-
stantial robotics-, image analysis-, and artificial intelligence-related issues.
As far as the low-level environment representation is concerned, accurate
state estimates and correct lane assignments even for maneuvering objects
in great distances and strong road bends, in combination with precise ego
vehicle localization without prerecorded maps, are vital and pose a great
challenge for today’s sensor hardware and perception algorithms. On a
higher-level, dense semantic mapping in form of automatic online labeling
of manifold scene classes such as main roads, dirt tracks, sidewalks, traffic
isles, curb stones, or guardrails is required to provide a broader description
of the traffic scene, and is far from being solved currently. Related to this,
the online generation not only of metric but also of topological maps is an
important aspect for future work. Especially in complex intersections, this
requires the challenging online detection and classification of all possible
driving paths. On top of this, automated scene understanding systems
in complex environments that take metric and topological maps, traffic
rules, vehicle interactions, pedestrian interactions, occlusions, perception
uncertainty, weather conditions, etc. into account, need to be developed
further. In the context of traffic situation prediction, the joint inference of
the real driving situation and the drivers’ situation awareness could pave
the way for better predictions. If it is possible to infer which elements of
the driving situation a driver failed to notice, e.g. via a driver monitoring
camera or indirectly via detecting the absence of adequate behavior, then
predictions could be based on the drivers’ possibly perceived subsets of
situation elements. Especially vehicle-to-vehicle communications accom-
panied with the availability of all vehicles’ internal states will offer many
possibilities in this regard. Last but not least, the question of how to
evaluate prediction and criticality assessment systems properly should be
treated in detail in the future. These challenges, along with many more,
ensure that research and development in the area of intelligent vehicles
and ADAS will still have their raison d’être for a very long time.
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A Bayesian Network
Parameters
Bayesian network parameters for the network illustrated in Fig. A.1 are
given in form of i) the range of values of all nodes in Table A.1, ii) the
prior distributions of all root nodes in Table A.2, and iii) the CPTs of all
conditional distributions in Table A.3–A.14. Negative time values, e.g. for
TLC or TTOfro, correspond to a motion away from the line or object under
consideration. As the network is parametrized symmetrical with respect
to left and right motion, the corresponding indices within the CPTs are
neglected for better readability. Don’t care (d.c.) entries are employed
if the state value does not affect the corresponding entry in the CPT. In
normal operation, all root nodes except TRl,lon,r are evidence nodes and
therefore measurable. Thus, the prior distributions of these root nodes
do normally not affect the maneuver detection and become relevant only
if evidences cannot be extracted or measured, e.g. in the case of a sensor
defect.
Table A.1: States of evidence variables with corresponding range of values.
Variable State 0 State 1 State 2 State 3
LEl/r/c false true – –
TLCl/r < 0 s [0 s, 2 s[ [2 s, 4 s] > 4 s
TTUl/r < 2 s [2 s, 5 s] > 5 s –
TEl/r false true – –
vrel < −6 m/s [−6 m/s, 6 m/s] > 6 m/s –
OEfro false true – –
TTOfro < 0 s [0 s, 5 s] > 5 s –
ψR < −0.04 rad [−0.04 rad, 0.04 rad] > 0.04 rad –
aR,lat < −0.2 m/s2 [−0.2 m/s2, 0.2 m/s2] > 0.2 m/s2 –
vR,lat < −0.2 m/s [−0.2 m/s, 0.2 m/s] > 0.2 m/s –
aR,lon < −1 m/s2 [−1 m/s2, 1 m/s2] > 1 m/s2 –
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Table A.2: Prior distributions of all root nodes.
Variable State 0 State 1 State 2 State 3
LEl/r/c 0.99 0.01 – –
TLCl/r 0.97 0.01 0.01 0.01
TTUl/r 0.01 0.01 0.98 –
TEl/r 0.99 0.01 – –
vrel 0.49 0.02 0.49 –
OEfro 0.99 0.01 – –
TTOfro 0.98 0.01 0.01 –
TRl/lon/r 0.9 0.1 – –
Table A.3: CPT of p(LC|LE,TTU,TLC).
LE 1 0
TTU 0 1 2 d.c.
TLC 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 d.c.
LC
0 1 0.99 0.99 1 1 0.7 0.9 0.99 1 0.5 0.9 0.99 1
1 0 0.01 0.01 0 0 0.3 0.1 0.01 0 0.5 0.1 0.01 0
Table A.4: CPT of p(TU|TE,TTU,TLC).
TE 1 0
TTU 0 1 2 d.c.
TLC 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 d.c.
T
U 0 1 0.4 0.9 0.95 1 0.7 0.9 0.99 1 0.99 0.99 1 1
1 0 0.6 0.1 0.05 0 0.3 0.1 0.01 0 0.01 0.01 0 0
Table A.5: CPT of p(TR|TRl,TRr,TRlon).
TRl 0 1
TRr 0 1 0 1
TRlon 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
T
R 0 1 0.7 0.7 0.49 0.7 0.49 0.49 0.34
1 0 0.3 0.3 0.51 0.3 0.51 0.51 0.66
Table A.6: CPT of p(FV|LEc,OEfro, vrel,TTOfro).
LEc 1 0 d.c.
OEfro 1 d.c. 0
vrel 0 1 2 d.c. d.c.
TTOfro 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 d.c. d.c.
F
V 0 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.5 0.2 0.4 0.98 0.98 0.98 1 1
1 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.5 0.8 0.6 0.02 0.02 0.02 0 0
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Table A.7: CPT of p(FR|LEc,OEfro).
LEc 0 1
OEfro 0 1 0 1
F
R 0 1 1 0.2 0.8
1 0 0 0.8 0.2
Table A.8: CPT of p(TB|LEc,OEfro, vrel,TTOfro).
LEc 1 0 d.c.
OEfro 1 d.c. 0
vrel 0 1 2 d.c. d.c.
TTOfro 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 d.c. d.c.
T
B 0 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.5 0.9 0.99 0.5 0.9 1 1
1 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.5 0.1 0.01 0.5 0.1 0 0
Table A.9: CPT of p(LAT|LC,TU,TR).
LC 0 1
TU 0 1 0 1
TR 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
LA
T 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Table A.10: CPT of p(LON|TR,FV,FR,TB).
TR 0 1 d.c. d.c. d.c.
FV 0 d.c. 1 d.c. d.c.
FR 0 d.c. d.c. 1 d.c.
TB 0 d.c. d.c. d.c. 1
LO
N 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 1 1 1
Table A.11: CPT of p(ψR|LATl,LON,LATr).
LATl 0 1
LON 0 1 0 1
LATr 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
ψ
R
0 0.41 0.6 0.31 0.48 0.01 0.4 0.01 0.33
1 0.18 0.39 0.38 0.51 0.39 0.2 0.51 0.34
2 0.41 0.01 0.31 0.01 0.6 0.4 0.48 0.33
Table A.12: CPT of p(aR,lat|LATl,LON,LATr).
LATl 0 1
LON 0 1 0 1
LATr 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
a
R
,l
at 0 0.33 0.61 0.32 0.64 0.01 0.4 0.14 0.51 0.34 0.38 0.36 0.22 0.38 0.2 0.22 0
2 0.33 0.01 0.32 0.14 0.61 0.4 0.64 0.5
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Table A.13: CPT of p(vR,lat|LATl,LON,LATr).
LATl 0 1
LON 0 1 0 1
LATr 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
v
R
,l
at 0 0.33 1 0 0.7 0 0.01 0 0.11 0.34 0 1 0.3 0 0.98 0.3 0.8
2 0.33 0 0 0 1 0.01 0.7 0.1
Table A.14: CPT of p(aR,lon|FV,FR,TB).
FV 0 1
FR 0 1 0 1
TB 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
a
R
,l
on
0 0.33 1 0.33 1 0.1 1 0.2 1
1 0.34 0 0.34 0 0.8 0 0.6 0
2 0.33 0 0.33 0 0.1 0 0.2 0
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